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LOOG GUITARS
guitars

The Loog is cute and small, but it’s not a toy: it’s a real 
guitar, made out of real wood that sounds amazing 
whatever style you play. Because it only has three 
strings and a narrow neck, it’s easier for small children 
to form chords and to make sense of what they are 
playing.

All Loog Guitars come unassembled, as we believe 
that building your own guitar is an experience that 
helps you bond with the instrument in a deeper level. 
It is also a bonding experience between parents and 
their children, who can build their Loog together and 
share their love of music. Loog Guitars pair with the 
Loog iOS app filled with video lessons designed to get 
you playing songs – not just scales or exercises – on 
day one.

Loog II 3-Stringed Guitar Kit
Loog Guitars
00156487 Acoustic ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $159.00

Loog II 3-Stringed Electric Guitar Kit
Loog Guitars
00156488 Blue ............................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156489 Green ..........................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156490 Pink ............................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156491 White...........................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156492 Yellow .........................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156493 Natural ........................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156494 Red .............................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156495 Black...........................................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156496 Lucite ......................................................................... MSRP/MAP $299.00

Loog Portable Guitar 
Stand
Loog Guitars
Inspired by mid-century American 
design, the Loog Stand is a bold, yet 
elegant, accessory that keeps your 
Loog Guitar safe, stable and ready 
to play. Compatible with all Loog 
Guitars, the stand folds flat for easy 
storage. Made in Brooklyn, New 
York with baltic birch wood.
00156497  ............................... $39.00

Loog Guitar  
Red Cloth Strap
Loog Guitars
This 1.5” polypropylene strap fea-
tures leather ends and tri-glide 
adjustment to 39”.
00156498  ................................$15.00

Loog Leather Guitar 
Strap
Loog Guitars
This 3/4” leather guitar strap fea-
tures a slim classic design with 
1-3/4” movable pad and buck-
le adjustment from 43” to 53”. 
Manufactured in Canada by Levy’s 
Leathers.
00156499 Black........................$19.00
00156500 Brown ......................$19.00

Loog Backpack
Loog Guitars
The Loog Backpack keeps your 
Loog safe and warm when you 
are on the go, whether it’s to a 
friend’s house or touring the world. 
Equipped with adjustable straps so 
that children and adults can wear 
it, the Loog Backpack comes in 
canvas or denim and fits both the 
acoustic and electric Loog like a 
glove, keeping it protected while 
still showing that you are not just 
carrying another guitar: you are 
carrying a Loog.
00156501 Canvas .................... $29.00
00156502 Denim ..................... $29.00
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GUITAR PACKAGES

• Electric Guitar and Amplifi er
• Digital Guitar Tuner
• Guitar Soft case
• Picks, Guitar Strap, Amp Cable
• Hal Leonard Guitar Tab
   Method Book/CD
• FastTrack Instructional DVD
• Guitar Chords Poster

Item: 00139703
MSRP: $249.99
MAP: $199.99
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CHORDBUDDY LEARNING SYSTEM

ChordBuddy Jr. Guitar System
ChordBuddy Media
Finally a learning system with a right-sized guitar for children ages 4 and 
up! Based on the fastest guitar learning system for older beginners, the 
ChordBuddy is now reconfigured for a 1/2-size guitar. With the ChordBuddy 
Jr., children will easily learn rhythm, timing skills, and gain finger strength 
and dexterity by using the patented single-lever system with simple, colored 
buttons. There is instruction to have the kids eventually form standard chords. 
The ChordBuddy Jr. Pack includes a 1/2-size guitar, ChordBuddy Jr. chord 
device, instructional DVD, songbook and guitar tuner.
00122361 ....................................................................MSRP $169.95 • MAP $149.95

ChordBuddy  
Learning System – 
Revised Edition
Includes Color-Coded 
Songbook, Updated DVD 
and Revamped Packaging!
Perry’s Music
As soon as the ChordBuddy 
is properly attached to your 
acoustic or electric guitar, you 
will be able to make music 
instantly. This revised edition 
of the complete learning sys-
tem now features a color-cod-
ed songbook, updated DVD, 
and re-vamped packaging. 
As before, this pack includes 
a ChordBuddy device and 

instruction book as well. The ChordBuddy is in the key of “G” and makes the 
“G” “C” “D” and “Em” chords.
00139936   ..................................................................... MSRP $49.95 • MAP $44.95
00123875 Device Only ..................................................................................... $24.95

ChordBuddy Guitar Learning System – 
Worship Edition
Package includes: ChordBuddy • instruction book • companion DVD with a 
2-month lesson plan • and ChordBuddy Worship songbook with 60 songs. 
00124638 ....................................................................... MSRP $49.95 • MAP $44.95

ChordBuddy Left-Handed Guitar  
Learning Boxed System
ChordBuddy Media
Now southpaws can get in on the ChordBuddy experience, too! As soon as 
the ChordBuddy is properly attached to your acoustic or electric guitar, you 
will be able to make music instantly. This pack includes a ChordBuddy device, 
instruction book with DVD, and a ChordBuddy songbook. The ChordBuddy is 
in the key of “G” and makes the “G” “C” “D” and “Em” chords.
00153583  ..................................................................... MSRP $49.95 • MAP $44.95
00153582 Device Only .....................................................................................$26.95

ChordBuddy Classical Guitar  
Learning Boxed System
ChordBuddy Media
Now ChordBuddy fits larger classical guitars. For classroom or home and 
based on the best-selling ChordBuddy for electric and acoustic guitar 
(#139936) pack, this new device fits onto classical guitars whose necks width 
is about 1-7/8”. Once this is attached you will be able to make music instantly. 
This complete learning system now features a color-coded songbook with 60 
popular songs, updated DVD, and instructional method that shows you how 
to eventually remove the levers and form traditional chords. The ChordBuddy 
plays in the key of “G” and makes the “G” “C” “D” and “Em” chords.
00146970  ..................................................................... MSRP $49.95 • MAP $44.95
00146969 Device Only ..................................................................................... $24.95

ChordBuddy Guitar Learning System –  
Holiday Edition
ChordBuddy Media
Package includes: ChordBuddy • instruction book • companion DVD with a 
2-month lesson plan • and ChordBuddy Christmas songbook with 60 songs.
00146971 ....................................................................... MSRP $49.95 • MAP $44.95
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JAMSTIK+CHORDBUDDY  

SONGBOOKS

ChordBuddy Guitar Method Songbook
00123998 Book Only ..............................................................................MSRP $14.99

ChordBuddy Guitar Method – Songbook Volume 2
00146174 Book Only ..............................................................................MSRP $16.99

ChordBuddy Guitar Method 
Worship Songbook
00127895 Book Only ..............................................................................MSRP $14.99

ChordBuddy Guitar Method 
Christmas Songbook
00128841 Book Only ..............................................................................MSRP $14.99 Jamstik+ – The SmartGuitar

Portable Digital Guitar for iPad
Zivix
The jamstik is a portable digital guitar that connects to your favorite Apple 
device. It uses light to scan your fingers as you play with real strings on real 
frets. 

Features include:
• Convenient and Portable: Play and learn wherever you are, when 

your schedule allows, and at your pace.
• Affordable: The jamstik is a guitar and lessons in one. The free jam-

Tutor app is all you need to start playing in minutes.
• Authentic: Real strings and real frets.
• Easy to start: The jamstik is so easy to use, you’ll be playing within 

minutes out of the box.
• Learn Quickly: You decide how much, how fast. The interactive 

learning platform and instant feedback keeps learners of all ages 
engaged.

• Wireless: Connects to your smart phone, tablet, Mac or PC via Wifi.
• Extensible: Compatible with hundreds of music apps.
• Versatile: The jamstik can sound like a piano, drums, harp, even a 

sitar, and many more.
• Fast: Very low latency MIDI connectivity.

00149740  ................................................................. MSRP $329.99 • MAP $299.99
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Perry Adult Dreadnought Acoustical Guitar
This adult dreadnought guitar by ChordBuddy is a full-size 42” acoustic guitar 
that has earned a “best in class” value. If you want a low-cost but nice-play-
ing instrument to learn to play the guitar, or if you just need a good guitar to 
play and toss around without worry, this is the guitar!
00634308  Natural Finish ............................................MSRP $139.95 • MAP $109.95
00634310  Vintage Sunburst ........................................MSRP $139.95 • MAP $109.95

Perry Youth Cutaway Acoustic/Electric Guitar
Natural Finish
Perry’s Music
The Perry parlor size guitar measures 40” overall, which is a smaller body 
than the dreadnought and is more suitable for children and smaller adults. 
The photo finish process allows the image of beautiful quilted wood onto an 
otherwise plain guitar surface. To complete the effect the top, back and neck 
are bound with cream binding and pearl-loid purfling is on the top along with 
pearl-loid diamond fret markers. Other features include a radiused rosewood 
fingerboard, rosewood bridge, nickel silver frets and sealed die-cast keys. 
Active electronics feature a volume 3 band EQ, presence control, battery 
check feature and a outside battery compartment. The result is a breathtaking 
guitar at a modest price.
00634315  ..................................................................MSRP $159.95 • MAP $139.95

Perry Youth Cutaway  
Acoustic Vintage Sunburst Guitar
Perry’s Music
Youth sized single-cutaway acoustic with Tobacco 
burst finish.
00146389 ...........................MSRP $129.95 • MAP $109.95

PERRY ACOUSTIC GUITARS
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SPORTS-BRANDED ELECTRICS

00153510 Arizona Cardinals
00153511 Atlanta Falcons
00153512 Baltimore Ravens
00153513 Buffalo Bills
00153514 Chicago Bears
00153515 Dallas Cowboys
00153516 Denver Broncos
00153517 Detroit Lions
00153518 Green Bay Packers
00153519 Houston Texans
00153520 Kansas City Chiefs
00153521 Miami Dolphins
00153522 Minnesota Vikings
00153523 New England Patriots
00153524 New Orleans Saints
00153525 New York Giants
00153526 New York Jets
00153527 Oakland Raiders
00153528 Philadelphia Eagles
00153529 Pittsburgh Steelers
00153530 San Diego Chargers
00153531 San Francisco 49ers
00153532 Seattle Seahawks
00153533 Tennessee Titans
00155576 Super Bowl 50 Guitar

00153500 Boston Celtics
00153501 Chicago Bulls
00153502 Cleveland Cavaliers
00153503 Golden State Warriors
00153504 Los Angeles Clippers
00153505 Los Angeles Lakers
00153506 Miami Heat
00153507 Oklahoma City Thunder
00153508 Orlando Magic
00153509 Toronto Raptors

00153534 Boston Bruins
00153535 Chicago Blackhawks
00153536 Detroit Red Wings
00153537 Los Angeles Kings
00153538 Minnesota Wild
00153539 Nashville Predators
00153540 New York Rangers
00153541 Philadelphia Flyers
00153542 Pittsburgh Penguins
00153543 San Jose Sharks

Features:
• Limited edition custom body artwork

• Solid wood body

• Maple neck and headstock

• Rosewood fingerboard

• 22 frets

• Single and dual coil pickups for flexible tone

• Adjustable bridge

• Guitar stand and black gig bag included

• Includes whammy bar

• Signature Woodrow headstock

• Professional weight, easy to play

•  Individually numbered on engraved metal plates  
in a limited edition series

• Officially licensed by the NFL, NHL, and NBA

• Coming in 2016 – MLB!

NORTHENDER ELECTRIC GUITARS
Each professionally crafted Woodrow guitar is a highly collectible, limited edition work of art. Every Woodrow NorthEnder electric guitar 
includes a delicately engraved metal plate, located at the base of the neck on the guitar’s body. It’s ready for the big gig, or just to show your 
friends that you’re a die-hard collector and fan. Each guitar comes with a guitar stand and black Woodrow-branded, padded gig bag. 

MSRP $599.00 • MAP $499.00
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LINE 6 VARIAX ELECTRICS

Variax Standard
Standard Electric Guitar
Line 6
Variax® Standard combines legendary Line 6 innovation with renowned Yamaha craftsmanship, forming a versatile modern instrument that shatters the limita-
tions of traditional guitars. Addictively playable with classic looks, Variax Standard gives you exceptional handcrafted quality – plus incredible Variax HD technol-
ogy that puts it in a class of its own. Inspire your playing with a collection of the world’s most coveted vintage electrics, classic acoustics and exotic instruments. 
Switch up your tunings on the fly. You can even go beyond what’s physically possible and create the instrument of your dreams with Variax Workbench™ HD 
virtual custom shop software.
00142934 Black .........................................................................................................................................................................................................MSRP $1099.99/MAP $799.99
00142936  Tobacco Burst ...........................................................................................................................................................................................MSRP $1099.99/MAP $799.99
00142935 White.........................................................................................................................................................................................................MSRP $1099.99/MAP $799.99
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JTV-59 Electric Guitar
James Tyler-Designed 
Single-Cut Guitar with Variax 
Modeling
Line 6
James Tyler® Variax® is the only 
guitar in the world that can sound 
like an entire collection of vintage 
instruments. By combining indus-
try-leading Line 6 digital modeling 
with boutique-style craftsmanship, 
JTV-59 puts 29 amazing instru-
ments at your fingertips – 28 vin-
tage instruments plus the sound of 
a beautifully crafted electric guitar 
from a master luthier. Get inspired 
by 18 vintage electrics, five classic 
acoustics and more. Switch up your 
tunings on the fly – or go beyond 
what’s possible in the physical 
realm and create custom instru-
ments with Variax Workbench.
00123041  Black .........MSRP $2099.99 

 ..................... MAP $999.99
00123042  Cherry Sunburst 

 .................MSRP $2099.99 
 ..................... MAP $999.99

00122097  Tobacco Sunburst $2099.99 
 ..................... MAP $999.99

JTV-69S Electric Guitar
James Tyler-Designed Dou-
ble-Cut Guitar with Variax 
Modeling
Line 6
Sound like an entire collection of 
vintage instruments with one gui-
tar. By combining industry-leading 
Line 6 digital modeling with bou-
tique-style craftsmanship, JTV-69S 
puts 29 amazing instruments at 
your fingertips – 28 models plus the 
sound of a beautifully crafted elec-
tric guitar with three vintage-voiced 
single-coil pickups. Get inspired by 
18 vintage electrics, five classic 
acoustics and more. 
00123048  Black......... MSRP $1999.99 

 ..................... MAP $999.99
00123049  Three-tone Sunburst . MSRP 

$1999.99 
 ..................... MAP $999.99

00123050  Olympic White 
 ................. MSRP $1999.99 
 ..................... MAP $999.99

JTV-89F Electric Guitar
James Tyler-Designed Solid-
body 
Guitar with Variax Modeling
Line 6
With 29 incredibly detailed Variax® 
instruments – plus the ability to 
virtually tune down a whole octave 
without impacting playability or 
intonation – JTV-89F shatters the 
limitations of traditional guitars. 
The high-gain humbucking pickups 
and lightning-fast fretboard make 
JTV-89F the perfect instrument 
for players of heavier, high-gain 
styles. Switch between instruments 
and drop tunings on the fly – and 
experience rock-solid tuning sta-
bility through massive pitch chang-
es with the Floyd Rose® licensed 
double-locking tremolo system by 
Graph Tech. You can even create 
custom instruments with Variax 
Workbench™ software.
00123053  Black .........MSRP $2099.99 

 ....................MAP $1199.99
00123054  Blood Red 

 .................MSRP $2099.99 
 ....................MAP $1199.99

Variax Digital Cable
Line 6
00122973  ............................... $39.95
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AMPLIFI  
SERIES

Amplifi 30
30-Watt Compact Guitar Amp 
with Studio Speaker and 
Bluetooth
Line 6
AMPLIFi® 30 is a compact stereo 
modeling guitar amp that delivers 
the award-winning AMPLIFi expe-
rience in a convenient tabletop 
package. Improve your skills and 
practice along with your favorite 
songs wirelessly via a unique 4-way 
Bluetooth® enabled stereo speaker 
system. Access and play with a vir-
tually unlimited selection of guitar 
tones in the cloud. Control every 
aspect of your sound and match 
tones from your music library with 
the intuitive AMPLIFi Remote app 
for iOS and Android™. And quickly 
record your favorite tones using 
your favorite DAW or multi-track 
recorder. AMPLIFi 30 is a compact 
and affordable amp that makes it 
easier and more fun than ever to 
practice, play and record.
00156362  ..................... MSRP $329.99 

 ....................... MAP $299.99

Amplifi 75 Guitar Amp
Line 6
AMPLIFi 75 is unlike any amplifier 
you’ve ever played. A revolutionary 
5-speaker stereo design delivers 
powerful, detailed tones that other 
amps simply can’t produce.  Control 
your guitar rig wirelessly with the 
breakthrough AMPLIFi iOS app.  
Choose from over 200 amps and 
effect to dial in the perfect tone. 
Select a song in your library and 
automatically get perfectly matched 
tones.  You can also create, share, 
download, and rate tones with an 
online community of Guitarists. 
75-watt guitar amp and Bluetooth 
stereo speaker system.
00125370  ..................... MSRP $559.99 

 ....................... MAP $399.99

Amplifi 150 Guitar Amp
Line 6
150-watt guitar amplifier and 
Bluetooth stereo speaker system, 
the AMPLIFi 150 is unlike any 
guitar amp you’ve ever played. 
A revolutionary 5-speaker stereo 
design delivers powerful, detailed 
tones that other amps simply can’t 
produce.  Control your guitar rig 
wirelessly with the breakthrough 
AMPLIFi iOS app. Select a song in 
your library and automatically get 
perfectly matched tones. You can 
also choose from over 200 amps 
and effect to dial in that perfect tone.
00125369  ..................... MSRP $699.99 

 ....................... MAP $499.99

SPIDER SERIES

Spider® IV 15
Guitar Amp with Modeling
Line 6
 The Line 6 Spider® IV 15-watt 
(mono) guitar amplifier boasts 
industry-leading Line 6 amp and 
FX modeling, dialed-in tones and 
presets inspired by rock stars, and 
much more. It includes four dialed-
in amp models, providing sparkling 
clean tones, warm jazz tones, syr-
upy drive tones, high-gain distor-
tions, and more. 
00122073  ..................... MSRP $219.99 

 ......................... MAP $99.99

Micro Spider  
(Battery-Powered Amp)
Line 6
Offering attitude and flexibility 
unmatched by amps more than 
twice its size, Micro Spider has 
a larger-than-life Napoleon com-
plex. Four spider amp models, a 
new acoustic guitar model and six 
Smart Control FX give Micro Spider 
a wide tonal range and real sonic 
versatility. And with POD® 2.0-style 
direct out, Micro Spider is ideal 
for practicing with headphones and 
hassle-free direct recording.
00122954  ..................... MSRP $249.99 

 ........................MAP $134.99

Spider Jam Combo Amp
Line 6
A member of the infamous Spider™ 
family, Spider Jam shares some 
popular family jewels, like 200+ 
artist-created presents, 150+ song-
based presets, 12 Line 6 origi-
nal amp models and seven Smart 
Control FX, including reverb and 
delay. It’s full of fan favorites but 
Spider Jam also features some new, 
unique characteristics, like over 100 
ribcage-rattling Endless Jam tracks 
and drump loops played by LA and 
Nashville’s top session musicians 
slamming the drums, thumping the 
bass, and hacking away at guitars.
00122955  ..................... MSRP $829.99 

 ....................... MAP $399.99

Spider® IV 30
Guitar Amp with Modeling
Line 6
Seven stunning effects, including 
classic delay, lush reverb, tangy 
chorus/flange, and more add color 
and depth to your tones. Spider IV 
30 features Line 6 FBV™ foot con-
troller connectivity, a built-in tuner, 
a CD/MP3 input, four user-cre-
ated presets, and more. The 12” 
Celestion® Custom speaker and 
three-quarter closed-back cabinet 
provide a tight, snappy response.
00122074 ...................... MSRP $329.99 

.........................MAP $199.99

GUITAR AMPS
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Spider® IV 75
Guitar Amp with Modeling
Line 6
Plug into 500+ presets. Over 300+ 
presets were hand-crafted by 50 
guitarists and bands. Almost 200 
presets are based on the tones of 
celebrated guitar tones. Create and 
save 64 user presets. Sixteen amp 
models deliver sparkling clean tones, 
syrupy drive tones, mid-gain crunch, 
high-gain distortions, and more.
00122075  ..................... MSRP $499.99 

 ....................... MAP $299.99

Spider® IV 120
Guitar Amp with Modeling
Line 6
The Spider® IV 120 guitar amp 
boasts industry-leading Line 6 amp 
and FX modeling, dialed-in tones 
and presets created by rock stars, 
and much more. Plug into 500+ 
presets. Over 300+ presets were 
hand-crafted by 50 guitarists and 
bands. Almost 200 presets are based 
on celebrated guitar tones. Create 
and save 64 user presets. Sixteen 
amp models deliver sparkling clean 
tones, syrupy drive tones, mid-gain 
crunch, high-gain distortions, and 
more. Twenty plus reverbs, trems 
and more, plus Pitch Glide, Smart 
Harmony and Quick Loop.
00122076  ..................... MSRP $669.99 

 ....................... MAP $399.99

Spider® IV 150
Guitar Amp with Modeling
Line 6
Plug into 500+ presets. Over 300+ 
presets were hand-crafted by 50 
guitarists and bands. Almost 200 
presets are based on celebrated 
guitar tones. Create and save 64 
user presets. Sixteen amp models 
deliver sparkling clean tones, syr-
upy drive tones, mid-gain crunch, 
high-gain distortions, and more. 
Twenty plus reverbs, delays, trems 
and more, plus Pitch Glide, Smart 
Harmony and Quick Loop.
00122078  ..................... MSRP $829.99 

 ....................... MAP $499.99

Spider IV HD 150 2x12  
150-watt Guitar Amplifier
Line 6
Spider® IV HD150 150-watt (stereo) 
guitar amp boasts industry-lead-
ing Line 6 amp and FX modeling, 
dialed in tones and presets created 
by rock stars, and much more. 
Plug into 500+ presets. Over 300+ 
presets were hand-crafted by 50 
guitarists and bands. Almost 200 
presets are based on the tones 
of celebrated guitar tones. Create 
and save 64 user presets. 16 amp 
models deliver sparkling clean 
tones, syrupy drive tones, mid-gain 
crunch, high-gain distortions, and 
more. 20+ reverbs, delays, trems 
and more, plus Pitch Glide, Smart 
Harmony, and Quick Loop. 
00122952  ..................... MSRP $669.99 

 ....................... MAP $399.99

Spider Valve 412VS-T
Line 6
Rock solid and road-ready, this next 
generation of Line 6’s 4x12 cabs 
feature Premium Celestion® Vintage 
30 speakers for superior tone of 
the highest-definition. The 412VS-T 
makes for a great half-stack, or pair 
it with the 412VS-B straight cab for 
a full-stack that could cause earth-
quakes. This closed-back slant cab 
really lets you open up your Line 
6 head – whether it’s the Spider 
Valve™ HD100, Vetta™ II HD, or 
HD147® – and its construction 
and upgraded finish will look great 
behind you onstage at the club, the 
hall, or the stadium!
00122960  ..................... MSRP $969.99 

 ....................... MAP $699.99

Spider 4x12 Cabinet
Line 6
Ideal cab for Spider IV HD 150, 
Spider III HD 75, and Spider III HD 
150 heads, this 320-watt 4x12” 
slant cab features stereo inputs, 
Custom Celestion® Speakers, and 
measures 27” wide x 28” high x 
11-1/2” in diameter.
00122953  ......................MSRP $419.99 

 ....................... MAP $299.99

FIREHAWK 
SERIES

Firehawk 1500
High Powered Stage Amp
Line 6
Featuring award-winning tone, 
advanced editing control, and 
unmatched volume flexibility 
on stage, Firehawk™ 1500 is a 
1500W/132dB SPL 6-speaker stage 
amp for guitarists who want to 
perform with great live sound, at 
any volume. Get true stereo sound 
– wet/dry/wet – and perfect tone 
replication from the 6-speaker 
amplification system. Dial in amaz-
ing tone with the largest collection 
of HD/XT amps, cabs, and effects in 
the Line 6 family. Quickly manage 
your patches and presets with a 
streamlined and modern graphic 
editing workflow using the Firehawk 
Remote app, or onboard editing 
using Live Edit. Plus, a wide range 
of IO makes it easy to perform with 
acoustic guitars, traditional pedal 
boards, multi-effects, and more.
00156359   ................. MSRP $1399.99 

 ..................... MAP $999.99
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DT SERIES

DT25 25W/10W 1x12 Combo 
Guitar Tube Amplifier
Line 6
The DT25 amp gets to the point. It’s 
a simple, two-channel amp with a 
streamlined front panel. But if you 
connect a POD® HD multi-effect pedal 
or POD® HD Pro multi-effect rack to 
this little monster the two integrate to 
become a boutique tube amp factory! 
Connected via exclusive L6 LINK™ 
technology, the DT25 amp and POD® 
multi-effect rewrite the traditional 
amp/multi-effect paradigm and 
introduce powerful new concepts in 
control and customization. Add effects, 
additional amp voicings, foot control 
and instant scalability (including 
stereo operation with multiple DT25 
amplifiers). DT25 is the perfect 
pairing for POD HD multi-effects. 
00122945  ................... MSRP $1399.99 

 ....................... MAP $999.99

DT25 1x12 Extension  
Guitar Speaker Cabinet
Line 6
The DT25™ 1x12 Extension Cabinet 
is the perfect pairing for the portable 
DT25™ 25W/10W tube amp from 
Line 6 and tube-amp guru Reinhold 
Bogner. The cabinet features a front-
ported, closed-back design that pro-
duces a HUGE sound much bigger 
than its small footprint. The 12-inch 
custom Celestion® G12H-90 speaker 
delivers clean tones that sparkle and 
sing, creamy overdrives that respond 
to the intricacies of your picking 
and searing high-gain tones that 
launch themselves from the cabinet.
00122947  ......................MSRP $419.99 

 ....................... MAP $299.99

DT50 1x12 25/50W  
Guitar Amplifier
Line 6
Line 6 DT50™ goes further than 
any other amplifier to produce the 
best amp tones. The 25/50W gui-
tar amplifier breathes unparalleled 
warmth, feel and depth into the 
4 classic amp voicings on which 
all great amps are based. New 
Line 6 HD modeling technology 
and reconfigurable analog circuit-
ry (courtesy of Reinhold Bogner’s 
flexible 50W, EL34 tube design) 
produce the most authentic tones. 
00122948  ................... MSRP $1849.99 

 ..................... MAP $1299.99

DT50 2x12 25/50W  
Guitar Amplifier
Line 6
Line 6 DT50™ goes further than 
any other amplifier to produce the 
best amp tones. The 25/50W gui-
tar amplifier breathes unparalleled 
warmth, feel and depth into the 4 
classic amp voicings on which all 
great amps are based. New Line 6 
HD modeling technology and recon-
figurable analog circuitry (courtesy 
of Reinhold Bogner’s flexible 50W, 
EL34 tube design) produce the 
most authentic tones. The clas-
sic 2-channel design offers ease, 
speed and total analog reconfigura-
tion with the flick of one switch. All 
muscle, no learning curve.
00122949  ................... MSRP $2149.99 

 ..................... MAP $1499.99

DT25 25W/10W  
Guitar Amplifier Head
Line 6
The new DT25 1x12, 25W/10W 
combo tube amp from Line 6 and 
tube-amp guru Reinhold Bogner is 
four boutique tube amps in one! The 
powerful combination of reconfigu-
rable analog components and HD 
modeling allows the DT25 amp to 
produce stunning American cleans, 
British crunch, class A chime and 
modern high-gain. Selectable oper-
ating class (Class AB/25 Watts/Fixed 
Bias or Class A/10 Watts/Cathode 
Biased), power tube mode (Pentode 
or Triode) and four lust-worthy amp 
Voicings (which offer the perfect 
combinations of negative feedback 
loop topology, and HD preamp and 
tone stack modeling) can dial in 
classic vintage tones or be shaped 
into highly customized originals – 
and each one drips with boutique 
tone and touch-response.
00122946  ................... MSRP $1289.99 

 ....................... MAP $899.99

DT50 Head 25/50W  
Guitar Amplifier
Line 6
DT50™ goes further than any 
other amplifier to produce the 
best amp tones. Many amplifiers 
offer either modeling technology 
or reconfigurable analog circuitry, 
but DT50 offers both to deliver 
something bigger than the sum 
of its parts. New HD modeling 
technology, a host of switchable 
analog components, and a simple 
and elegant 2-channel interface 
– DT50 guitar amplifiers are in a 
category all their own. Brand-new 
Line 6 HD modeling technology 
fuels each voicing’s preamp and 
tone stack, and automatically pairs 
them with dynamic analog circuitry 
including tube configuration and 
negative feedback topology 
(courtesy of Reinhold Bogner’s 
uniquely versatile 50-watt, EL34 
power section). 
00122950  ................... MSRP $1649.99 

 ......................MAP $1199.99

DT50 4x12 Extension Cab
Line 6
Line 6 DT5™ 4x12 extension 
cab for DT50 guitar amplifiers. 
Cross-loaded with (2) 12” Custom 
Celestion® G12H90 speakers and 
(2) 12” Celestion® Vintage 30 
speakers. Straight front with slant 
baffle and closed back. This cab 
is built to last of 11-ply poplar. 
Features solid, heavy-duty casters 
and recessed handles. 8-ohms.
00122951  ....................MSRP $1149.99 

 ....................... MAP $799.99
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NANO LEGACY — 5W CLASS AB GUITAR AMPLIFIER HEADS
Hotone

Features include:
• Extremely compact configuration 

for portability
• High quality tone with Volume 

and Gain controls
• 3 Band EQ controls for shaping your tone
• Speaker out can automatically fit cabi-

nets of different impedances (4-16)
• FX LOOP for using external effects
• Headphone output jack is very convenient 

for practicing and recording
• Aux In jack can let you play with 

an external music player
• 18V DC power supply (Adapter included)
• Power Output: 5 Watts
• Dimensions: 

128mm (W) x 75mm (D) x 59.5mm (H)
• Weight: 440 g

Nano Legacy British Invasion 
Mini Amp
The British Invasion is inspired by Legendary VOX 
AC30. It captures the main characteristics of the 
legendary AC30 at low volume. Tweak the 3-band 
EQ, Volume and Gain knobs to recreate some 
authentic British Sound in your living room! 
00138401  ....................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99  

Nano Legacy 
Heart Attack Mini Amp
Heart Attack is the newest member of the Nano 
line, and it is for metal heads. It is similar to the 
other Nano amp heads in its compact design 
and five huge watts of output. But it is unique in 
sound and feel. The Heart Attack design is based 
on the Mesa Boogie Rectifier, offering metal 
players that classic hard rock high gain sound. 
You can pull it out of your pocket and unleash 
an unimaginable mass of energy plugged in, all 
without losing control.
00139631  ..................MSRP $189.99 • MAP $139.99  

Nano Legacy 
Purple Wind Amp
Purple Wind is a 5W Class AB Guitar Amplifier 
Head. It captures the main tonal characteristics 
of the legendary Plexi Super Lead. With 3-band 
EQ and Gain/Volume control you’re set for classic 
rock on the stage or at home. Sound inspired by 
the legendary Marshall Plexi SuperLead 1959 
(Limited Edition).
00138400  ....................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99

Nano Legacy Mojo Diamond 
Mini Amp
5W Class AB Guitar Amplifier Head
Hotone
Mojo Diamond is a 5w Class AB guitar amplifier 
head inspired by legendary Fender Tweed. Like 
the original Tweeds, Mojo Diamond has a tiny 
body and loud, sweet sound. With the 3-band EQ, 
Volume and Gain control, you can easily create 
some shining sound that makes you stand out 
from others everywhere! 
00154393  ....................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99  

Nano Legacy 
Thunder Bass Mini Amp
Thunder Bass, which we all guessed, is an amp 
head for bassists. Based on the Ampeg SVT, 
Hotone somehow got all the big thunderous 
sound into a mini-sized amp. Whether you are 
the bassist in the spotlight or the one keeping 
the pulse in the shadows, this solid amp will suit. 
Flexible and dynamic, it’s as stable as the most 
stable member of the band.
00139632  ..................MSRP $189.99 • MAP $139.99 

Nano Legacy Cabinet
The Nano Legacy Cabinet was designed from the 
bottom up especially for Nano amp heads, but it 
can be matched with any micro head you like – 
and it works for guitar and bass alike! In order 
to guarantee a good bass response and quality 
highs and mids, the Nano Legacy Cabinet utilizes 
a special Hotone-designed speaker. It also boasts 
an inverter tube design – found more often in hi-fi 
amps than guitar amps – which also helps with 
the bottom end. Unique among other guitar cabs, 
the Nano Legacy Cabinet has both IN and OUT 
jacks, so you can connect cabs together.
00140837  ....................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $69.99
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FBV Express MkII
4-Button Foot Controller
Line 6
Get hands-free channel switching and more for your Line 6 amp and POD® 
with the FBV Express™ MkII foot controller! The steel foot switches make 
it easy to store and select four channel presets, to synchronize time-based 
effects with Tap Tempo, and to activate the chromatic tuner. The burly, full-
sized volume/wah pedal feels solid under your foot and features plenty of grip. 
FBV Express MkII connects to your Line 6 amp or POD via the included locking 
RJ-45 cable. It pairs perfectly with Spider® IV and Spider Valve™ MkII guitar 
amplifiers to offer complete, hands-free control of the looper, pitch-shifter and 
other on-board amplifier effects. FBV Express MkII is compatible with most 
Line 6 amplifiers and POD processors.
00122079 ......................................................................MSRP $139.99 • MAP $99.99

FBV Shortboard MkII
13-Button Foot Controller
Line 6
The FBV Shortboard™ MkII keeps you at the foot of the stage instead of tied 
to the front of your Line 6 amp or POD®. Change, scroll and select presets with 
uncompromised speed. Add or remove effects in an instant and synchronize 
them with Tap Tempo. Load up to 64 presets in the four banks.

The full-sized volume/wah pedal feels solid and features plenty of grip. The 
oversized LCD shows preset names and the chromatic tuner display. The FBV 
Shortboard MkII connects to your Line 6 amp or POD via the included locking 
RJ-45 cable. It pairs perfectly with Spider® IV and Spider Valve™ MkII guitar 
amplifiers to offer complete, hands-free control of many on-board amplifier 
effects. The FBV Shortboard MkII is compatible with most Line 6 amplifiers 
and POD processors.
00122080 ................................................................... MSRP $279.99 • MAP $199.99

FBV 3
Advanced Foot Controller for Line 6 Amps
Line 6
FBV™ 3 is an advanced foot controller that gives you complete control over 
Firehawk™ 1500, AMPLIFi®, Spider®, and other Line 6 amps and effects. Five 
FX footswitches with assignable color LEDs plus six single color footswitch-
es help you easily keep track of your amps and effects at a glance. Steel 
hardware and rugged metal casing mean FBV 3 can withstand some serious 
punishment on stage. And a single cable connects your amp for power and 
communication, keeping your setup clean and simple. Unleash the full poten-
tial of your Line 6 gear with FBV 3.
00156360  ................................................................. MSRP $349.99 • MAP $249.99

Auto-Tune for Guitar Floor Pedal
Model ATG-1
Antares
With the ATG-1 Auto Tune for Guitar Floor Pedal, the push of a button allows 
you to instantly tune your guitar all the way up the neck, access your favorite 
alternate tunings, pop on a virtual capo and select among pre-set guitar mod-
els (including acoustic and 12-string). The easy to use ATG-1 also includes 
standard gain and tone functions, an LCD readout, and accepts MIDI control 
inputs. Guitars that feature Roland® standard 13-pin outputs can plug directly 
into the floor pedal, while others require a hex pickup like the Roland GK-3 or 
equivalent. Perfect for saving time in the studio and rugged enough to handle 
the road, the ATG-1 is the perfect device for harnessing your creative energy.
00144047  ................................................................. MSRP $899.00 • MAP $699.00

FOOT CONTROLLERS
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BeatBuddy
The First Guitar Pedal Drum Machine
Singular Sound
BeatBuddy is the first drum machine in a guitar pedal format that enables full 
hands-free, creative control of the beat. Musicians can effortlessly insert fills, 
transition from verse to chorus, add accent hits, throw in drum breaks, and 
more, to create an unprecedented live drummer effect – all in award-win-
ning, ultra-realistic 24-bit sound. The non-quantized beats, recordings of 
real drummers, makes BeatBuddy the first drum machine to not sound like a 
machine. No programming is necessary. Over 200 songs in 21 genres (each 
playable by 10 hyper-realistic drum sets) are available right out of the box. 
Just cue your drummer and start jamming.
00151241  .................................................................. MSRP $399.00 • MAP $299.00

Official BeatBuddy Dual Footswitch
Singular Sound
The Official BeatBuddy Dual Momentary Footswitch helps you get the most 
out of your BeatBuddy: it’s easy to add accent hits, drum breaks (pauses), 
tap tempo, scroll through songs, and more...all hands-free, and with just the 
tap of a foot! Featuring whisper-quiet momentary buttons and a modern look, 
the Official BeatBuddy Dual Momentary Footswitch is designed to withstand 
heavy use and provide rock-solid performance. Guaranteed.
00151242  ...................................................................... MSRP $49.00 • MAP $49.00

BeatBuddy MIDI Sync Breakout Cable
Singular Sound
Synchronize the BeatBuddy with a MIDI sync cable for MIDI-based loopers 
and effects to create a powerful performance system. This MIDI breakout 
cable converts the BeatBuddy’s PS/2 MIDI Sync port to full size 5 pin MIDI 
IN/OUT ports so you’re ready to take full advantage of the BeatBuddy’s MIDI 
sync capabilities.
00151243  ........................................................................................................ $15.00

BeatBuddy Mini
Personal Drum Pedal
Singular Sound
Bring the drummer right into your home with the BeatBuddy Mini – effortless-
ly insert fills, transition from verse to chorus, add accent hits, throw in drum 
breaks, and more, to create an unprecedented live drummer effect – all with 
the simple ease of a guitar pedal format. No programming is necessary. Just 
cue your drummer and start jamming.
00151835  ..................................................................MSRP $149.00 • MAP $149.00
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iRig BlueBoard
Bluetooth MIDI Pedal Board
IK Multimedia
iRig BlueBoard is the first wireless MIDI pedal-
board for iOS and Mac that allows you to control 
your music apps and more from the floor.

Now control parameters of your MIDI-compatible 
apps like AmpliTube wirelessly from the floor. 
Switch between presets, change patches, turn 
effects on and off and control effects like volume 
wah pedals all from the stage floor without wor-
rying about tripping over wires. Setup is as simple 
as turning the iRig BlueBoard on and telling it 
what you want to control.

iRig BlueBoard features four backlit soft-touch 
pads housed in a sturdy, stage-worthy chassis, 
two TRS expansion jacks for connecting addition-
al MIDI controllers like expression pedals, and is 
powered by four standard AAA batteries.
00119919  ......................................MSRP/MAP $99.99

The Quad
4-Pedal Wireless Page Turner
AirTurn
Turn pages, navigatee setlists, transpose keys, 
toggle backing tracks, trigger metronomes, and 
even control guitar/bass/amp effects. This AirTurn 
QUAD 4-pedal board comes with the AirTurn 
Bluetooth transceiver, 4 ATFS-2 black silent ped-
als that connect to the transceiver, the AirTurn 
non-slip pedal board, and a USB recharging cable. 
The Bluetooth transceiver may be easily removed 
for use with other applications.

The transceiver features an internal lithium bat-
tery that can be used for up to 100 hours on 
standby. It connects wirelessly to your tablet or 
MAC/PC computer via Bluetooth and may be 
easily. The ATFS-2 black pedals are constructed 
of nearly indestructible polycarbonate plastic and 
feature a proprietary “mechanism-free” switch 
system for perfectly silent operation.
00142937  ...................................MSRP/MAP $149.00     

GiO
Guitar Interface and Controller for Mac
Apogee
Apogee GiO is a studio quality guitar interface 
that turns your Mac into the ultimate guitar rig for 
recording, rehearsing or performing live on stage. 
GiO unlocks total control of the virtual guitar amps 
and effects in GarageBand, Logic and MainStage 
through a single foot controller and professional 
audio interface. Easily turn effects on and off, 
select presets and control recording functions 
without ever letting your hands leave your guitar. 
With Apogee’s industry-leading conversion and 
preamps, you won’t need to lug around an amp or 
other heavy gear to sound amazing. GiO is great 
for any guitar player with a Mac looking for a wide 
variety of virtual amps, effects and guitar tones 
for recording, rehearsing, or live performance. It’s 
easy to connect GiO and start rocking.
00140809  ...................................MSRP/MAP $395.00
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POD SERIES

Pocket POD®

Legendary POD® Tone To-Go
Line 6
Pocket POD® exhibits all the celebrated features and pro tone that makes POD 
a standard in recording studios everywhere. Don’t be fooled by the smaller 
package, Pocket POD is packed with over 300 custom presets dialed in by 
some of today’s hottest rock stars like Maroon 5, P.O.D., 311, Hoobastank 
and many more. Battery-powered and about the size of a tuner, Pocket POD 
is completely portable. Use it for effects in front of your amp, or just plug in 
headphones and practice anywhere, anytime.
00122093 ....................................................................MSRP $179.99 • MAP $129.99

POD® HD500X
Line 6
The POD® HD500 represents a giant leap forward for amp modeling proces-
sors. It is the only floor multi-effect to boast 25 state-of-the-art Line 6 HD 
amp models, 25 HD preamp-only models, 17 cabs, 8 mics, 100+ modern and 
vintage-styled M-class effects, and a collection of digital and analog ins and 
outs essential to every performance scenario. Plus, it’s totally flexible for you 
to route and tweak to your heart’s content with speed and ease.
00122092 ................................................................... MSRP $699.99 • MAP $499.99

POD HD Pro X
Guitar Multi-Effects Processor and Studio Interface
Line 6
POD® HD Pro X gives you more power than ever to define your sound. It’s 
the ultimate tone palette, whether you want to re-create classics or go 
somewhere new. And thanks to HD technology, POD HD Pro X provides the 
depth, character and touch nuance to inspire your creativity. Its world-class 
collection of HD amps offer unmatched depth and touch response, along with 
the most powerful combination of dynamic DSP and flexible routing options in 
its class. POD HD Pro X is a professional studio interface with comprehensive 
I/O, and it’s the ideal centerpiece for any guitar setup.
00123232 ................................................................... MSRP $979.99 • MAP $699.99

GUITAR EFFECTS
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AMPLIFi TT
for iOS and Android

Line 6
Transform any room into a jam space! Plug your 
guitar into more of your life. AMPLIFi™ TT makes 
jamming, practicing and recording easier and 
more fun than ever by instantly turning any room 
into a jam space. Instantly match the tones of 
your favorite guitarists, choose from over 200 
award-winning amps and effects, stream your 
music via Bluetooth®, and more. With AMPLIFi TT, 
you’ll always have an amazing guitar experience 
ready when opportunity strikes.

Features include:
• Turn any Hi-Fi or powered speaker sys-

tem into a guitar amp
• Stream your music library over Bluetooth
• Jam with the included AMPLIFi Remote 

app for iOS and Android
• Remote app matches guitar tones 

to songs in your music library
• Record with your computer using 

over 200 amps and effects
• Tap into the Line 6 tones used 

on hundreds of hit records
00142824 ....................MSRP $349.99 • MAP $199.95

AMPLIFi FX100
Multi-Effects Pedal

Line 6
AMPLIFi FX100 provides a fast and fun path to 
great tone, so you can tap into your creative zone 
and stay there. Dial up amazing tones – including 
the award-winning Line 6 tones behind thousands 
of hit recordings – with unprecedented speed and 
precision. Connect AMPLIFi FX100 to your ampli-
fier or speaker system, and change the way you 
create, rehearse and jam.

Features include:
• Great-sounding tone with over 200 amps 

and effects
• Jam along with your music library via 

Bluetooth® streaming audio (compatible 
with Android™, iOS, and Mac or PC)

• Share, rate and store tones in the cloud 
via AMPLIFi Remote for iOS

• Wireless control lets you dial in great 
tones with ease

• Automatic tone matching – instantly jam 
with your music library

00129179  ..................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $299.99  

Firehawk FX
HD Multi-Effect with iOS/Android 
App Control
Line 6
Firehawk™ FX combines world-class tone 
with intuitive wireless editing, so you can get 
the perfect sound faster than ever before. The 
Firehawk™ Remote app for iOS® and Android™ 
gives you the power to sculpt great tone, right 
in the palm of your hand. Choose from over 300 
legendary amps and effects – including 48 HD 
models – and wirelessly control every detail of 
your sound. You get access to 128 internal presets 
plus a massive online tone library, making it easy 
to find the right sound for any recording session, 
rehearsal or gig. With 1/4” and Variax Digital (VDI) 
inputs, two outpus, FX loop, USB connectivity and 
ultra-low latency, Firehawk FX is also an ideal 
guitar recording interface for PC, Mac and iOS.
00143019 ................... MSRP $699.99 • MAP $499.99

Aura® Spectrum DI
Fishman
Aura Spectrum DI is the complete tone solution 
for the acoustic musician featuring award-win-
ning Aura Acoustic Imaging technology that 
restores a studio-miked sound to your undersad-
dle or soundhole pickup. Housed in a professional 
quality all-metal case, Aura Spectrum DI features 
a 3-band EQ, one-knob compressor, automatic 
feedback suppression with up to 3 notches, chro-
matic tuner, effects loop, plus a high-quality bal-
anced XLR D.I. The included Aura Image Gallery 
software provides access to an ever-expanding 
list of instruments recorded using world-class 
studio mics and techniques. Aura Spectrum DI is 
not only incredibly versatile, but it also delivers 
the most realistic acoustic sound available for 
stage or studio.
00125700 ....................MSRP $558.38 • MAP $362.95
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STOMPBOXES

DL4
Delay Guitar Effects Pedal
Line 6
The Line 6 DL4 Delay Stompbox Modeler is the first stompbox to give you 
digitally modeled effects. Includes 16 vintage delay and echo effects including 
Tube Echoplex, Space Echo, Deluxe Memory Man, Analog Delay, Reverse, and 
many more. It also provides for 3 programmable presets and an onboard Tap 
Tempo control, 14 seconds of sample-loop memory, true bypass switching, an 
expression-pedal input for real-time control of all effects settings, and stereo 
inputs and outputs. Runs for up to 30 hours on four “C” batteries or with the 
optional PX-2G power adaptor. Add the optional EX-1™ Expression Pedal to 
your Line 6 gear to modify the length of your delay time as you play.
00122094 ................................................................... MSRP $349.99 • MAP $249.99

DM4 Distortion Modeler Effects Pedal
Line 6
The DM4 Distortion Modeler is the first and only pedal that lays virtually 
every classic distortion pedal at your feet (okay, 16 different models, to be 
precise!), while throwing in a few forward-thinking Line 6 specials to give you 
something to lust for down the line.
00123031 .............................................................................................MSRP $349.99

FM4 Filter Modulator Effects Pedal
Line 6
The FM4 boasts a simple and sturdy front panel design, with four footswitch-
es for saving and recalling your sounds, and six knobs for selecting models 
and tweaking parameters, with distinct assignments for each knob depending 
on the model you’ve chosen. The Line 6 FM4 is for the true explorer of new 
sonic galaxies; expect to be surprised, stimulated and encouraged to absolute 
synth-fulness.
00123032 .............................................................................................MSRP $349.99

JM4 Looper Effects Pedal
Line 6
JM4 Looper features over 100 Endless Jam™ tracks and drum grooves in 
more than 10 styles performed by top LA and Nashville session players. These 
tracks aren’t rigid and robotic; these are actual recordings laid down by A-list 
drummers, bass players, and guitarists. The real-world chemistry from these 
dynamic rhythm sections is here for you to explore your creativity in writing 
songs, trying out solo ideas or just honing your chops between gigs.
00123035 ................................................................... MSRP $459.99 • MAP $329.99
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M5
Stompbox Modeler
Line 6
Supercharge your pedal board with a single 
stompbox! M5® is like the Swiss Army Knife of 
stomp boxes, with over 100 gain-defying dis-
tortions, lush choruses, scintillating reverbs and 
many other expressive effects. This single box has 
the entire pro effects lineup, including all Line 6 
“super stomps” like the DL4™. With a price point 
that’s lower than one good single effect pedal, it’s 
infinitely customizable. Dedicate one space on 
your pedal board to be whatever effect you need 
in the moment. Add an optional expression pedal 
to open up a world of sonic possibilities. This goes 
way beyond wah and pitch. Control delay time, 
mod speed, reverb tails, wet/dry mixes – or all of 
them at the same time – for every effect.
00122096 ....................MSRP $279.99 • MAP $129.99

M9
Stompbox Modeler
Line 6
M9 Stompbox Modeler has the stunning stomp-
box tones, old-school simplicity and necessary 
portability you need in an all-in-one stompbox 
solution. It packs 100+ models from best-selling 
Line 6 gear (including DL4™ Delay Modeler, 
FM4™ Filter Modeler, MM4™ Modulation 
Modeler, Verbzilla® & more) into a tank-tough 
box. Tweak your tones on the fly, just like a classic 
stompbox – no menus, saving or hassles. The 
28-second looper is easy to use with dedicated 
footswitches, and the built-in chromatic tuner is 
always at the ready.
00122095 ....................MSRP $559.99 • MAP $399.99

M13 Stompbox Modeler  
Guitar Multi-Effect Pedal
Line 6
M13 Stompbox Modeler boasts over 100 immortal 
distortions, reverbs, delays, and more. Get 19 
celebrated analog and digital delays, 18 distinc-
tive distortions from creamy to crazy, 12 reverbs 
from modern (particle verb) to vintage (spring 
reverb) to ancient (cave reverb), 26 vibey filters 
including wahs and pitch effects, 22 tangy mods 
including expressive trems and phasers, and 12 
compressors and EQs that squash, gate and color. 
The 28-second looper is always at the ready with 
dedicated footswitches for Play/Stop, Undo/Redo, 
Rec/Overdub, Half Speed, Reverse, Play Once, 
and Pre/Post.
00123034 ................... MSRP $699.99 • MAP $499.99

Aura® Sixteen
Fishman
Aura® Sixteen is a compact yet powerful stomp-
box featuring award-winning Aura® Acoustic 
Imaging technology that restores a studio-miked 
sound to your undersaddle or soundhole pickup. 
Easy to set up and use, Aura Sixteen eliminates 
intrusive stage noise and expensive microphone 
setups, allowing you to reveal the true, unique 
voice of your instrument on stage or in the studio. 
The included Aura Image Gallery software pro-
vides access to an ever-expanding list of instru-
ments recorded using world-class studio mics 
and techniques. Simply connect to your PC or 
Mac using the included USB cable and download 
Images for your instrument(s) from our extensive 
Image library.
00125701 ....................MSRP $422.99 • MAP $274.95
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SKYLINE SERIES STOMP BOXES
Guitar Effects Distortion Pedals
Hotone

Features include:
• True Bypass Footswitch
• Zinc Alloy Outer Cover
• Transparent top knob and 2 noctilucent small knobs
• Cool LED lights
• Dimensions: 74mm (D) x 44mm (W) x 44mm (H)
• Weight: 190 g

Skyline BLUES 
Overdrive Stomp Box
The Hotone BLUES overdrive stomp 
box is a distortion pedal with a 
full range frequency response that 
gives you the necessary crunch and 
power that makes this emotional 
style of music so compelling to 
play. Use the FAT button for that 
extra low end for when you need to 
lay it all on the line. Distinguished 
from the conventional overdrive 
circuit design, BLUES uses a two-
stage overdrive circuit, reproducing 
the natural overdrive sound from 
a vintage vacuum tube amplifier. 
It maintains a perfect frequency 
response, distinct tone, remarkable 
dynamic expression, and rich detail. 
Current Consumption:  20 mA
00138389   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99  

Skyline CHOIR Analog 
Chorus Stomp Box
The Hotone CHOIR stomp box is 
an analog chorus pedal. It offers a 
sound that is pure, warm and lush. 
Onboard controls let you adjust the 
depth and speed of your effect. 
Use the DEEP button to extend the 
ambience and drama of your tone. 
Inspired by the legendary Jazz-
Chorus amplifier, the circuit is based 
around the BBD MN3207. This 
design has a singular purpose: to 
create the most natural, purest and 
warmest chorus sound in a secret 
little box. In addition, the DEEP but-
ton can satisfy those guitar players 
in pursuit of a greater chorus depth. 
Current Consumption: 14 mA
00138396   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99

Skyline CHUNK 
Distortion Stomp Box 
(Vingtage Crunch)
Compact Vintage 
Crunch Pedal
The Hotone CHUNK stomp box 
is all about helping you achieve 
that vintage British Tone that has 
endured the test of time. This pedal 
will give you that classic crunch, 
while still remaining smooth and 
clear. As you dial up the gain you 
will feel as if are adding more 
and more cabinets to your vintage 
stack. Chunk is your little friend 
with that big British sound. Based 
on the legendary British amplifier, 
the specially optimized classic 
Crunch circuit has 4 diodes which 
were selected from thousands of 
models. This pedal will take you 
through time from the 70s to 90s 
and even hover in punk, hard rock, 
and heavy metal. The high gain tone 
never affects string resolution when 
strumming and does away with 
that annoying background noise, 
so that the “noise” you make is 
the kind you want to hear. Current 
Consumption: 18 mA
00138393   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99  

Skyline EKO 
Digital/Analog Delay
The Hotone EKO pedal is a digital 
delay stomp box with a direct 
analog signal path that achieves 
that classic, natural echo tone. The 
sound is pure, rich, and warm, and 
you can press the MOD button to get 
a deeper spacey feeling. Maximum 
delay time is approximately 500ms. 
Pure, warm, and natural echo tone 
– an excellent ambience maker. 
Digital Delay Line assures enough 
delay time and a pure signal path. 
Elaborate analog circuit makes 
the sound closer to a classic echo 
tone. Additional MOD push-button 
gives you even more space! Current 
Consumption: Max 60 mA
00138391   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99  
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Skyline FURY Stomp 
Box (Fuzz Pedal)
The Hotone FURY stomp box is a 
fuzz pedal that provides that classic 
rock n roll fuzz that can only be 
described as beautifully nasty. Use 
the PUSH button for an extra boost 
to make your fuzz even dirtier. The 
Fury is downright rude for such a 
little box. Classic fuzz tone with a 
powerful low end, it gives a clear 
and strong attack. Very nice on 
bass. Sounds from smooth creamy 
fuzzy drive to hyper dynamic fuzz 
distortion, the PUSH button adds 
a special “Squeeze” feeling that 
makes the sound more unique. 
Current Consumption: 3 mA
00138394   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99  

Skyline GATE 
Stomp Box
Noise Reduction Guitar Effects 
Pedal
Hotone
GATE is a true-bypass designed 
noise reduction stompbox for gui-
tarists/bassists. No matter what 
kind of style you are playing, this 
tiny pedal will effectively keep noise 
and hum away from your pedal-
board without changing your own 
tone. The CUT button enables a 
more harder noise reduction mode, 
which provides a low cut filter and a 
high cut filter adjustable by the two 
small knobs onboard.
00154729   ................... MSRP $134.99  

 ....................... MAP $89.99

Skyline GRASS  
Overdrive Stomp Box
The Hotone GRASS Overdrive Stomp 
box will give your guitar an artis-
tic overdrive sound. Featuring great 
dynamic response, the Grass pedal 
will provide you with sounds rang-
ing from a tasty light overdrive to a 
juicy medium low distortion. Grass is 
perfect for capturing a brilliant tone 
that players of all styles will wish to 
emulate. Based on the sound of the 
legendary DUMBLE amplifiers, here is 
an iconic retro overdrive tone, warm, 
smooth, and vital, with great sounding 
details and a wide range of dynamic 
response. Current Consumption: 9 mA
00138397   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99  

Skyline HARMONY 
Stomp Box
Pitch Shifter/Harmonist Guitar 
Effects Pedal
Hotone
The Hotone HARMONY pedal intro-
duces a gorgeous backup singer 
to richen up your guitar solo or riff 
expression. Boasting a wide range 
of pitch-shifting intervals, you’ll find 
all kinds of room whether you’re 
going up, down or are just looking 
for a little detune. Harmony’s pitch 
range is totally versatile, and with 
its polyphonic precision, you can 
play a chord and make the chorus 
come out, or sound like an organ or 
a 12-string!
00154730   ................... MSRP $154.99  

 ....................... MAP $99.99

Skyline KOMP 
Opto Compressor
The Hotone KOMP stomp box is an 
optical compressor that provides 
a smooth compressed tone, while 
maximizing the punch of your notes. 
You will feel as if every sound from 
your amp was mastered in the 
studio. Use the SPARK button to 
insert more high end into your sound. 
Inspired by the legendary Urei LA2A 
photoelectric compressor, our circuit 
has been optimized according to the 
characteristics of the electric guitar 
and performs outstandingly over the 
spectrum of different playing styles. 
The compressed tone is round 
and smooth, full of musicality, and 
perfectly retains the original guitar 
tone. Current Consumption: 19 mA
00138392   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99  

Skyline LIFTUP 
Clean Boost 
Stomp Box
The Hotone LIFTUP Clean Boost stomp 
box is the perfect way to raise your 
volume while maintaining the original 
sound of your guitar. Use the TONE 
control to shape your ideal clean 
boost, and try the WARM function 
button to further construct your own 
VOLUME UP solution. This pedal was 
designed with two principles in mind: 
“Keep the signal super clean,” and 
“Lots of tone shaping capability.” It 
can volume up the signal without 
any distortion: the secret weapon 
of getting a transparent tone with 
great dynamic expression. Current 
Consumption: 17 mA
00138390   ................... MSRP $109.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99  
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Skyline OCTA Digital Octave 
Stompbox
Octa is a digital octave stompbox for both 
guitarists and bassists. Two octave voices blend 
with dry level control and support  polyphonic 
processing in the default mode, so playing a chord 
is absolutely no problem. And there is an additional 
DIRTY mode which simulates the classic analog 
octave pedals (single note processing and a 
different tone). Current Consumption: 53 mA
00138403   ....................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $79.99

Skyline Roto Pedal
Hotone
Hotone’s ROTO Modeling Rotary Speaker stomp-
box is a fresh-vibe pedal that reaches into the 
soul of every man, woman and child. Just like 
the original box, you can switch between tremolo 
and chorale mode. The sleek rotations and subtle 
pitch variations will take you places you never 
knew could be so smooth... or so funky.
00148933  ....................MSRP $135.00 • MAP $89.99

Skyline Soul Press  
Guitar Pedal
Hotone
Hotone’s all-new Soul Press 3-in-1 Volume/
Expression/Wah-Wah pedal offers the conve-
nience of each of these pedals in a single design. 
Inspired by the legendary CryBaby wah pedal, the 
Soul Press produces premium wah-wah effects. 
In addition, guitar volume and expression pedal 
modes are available with the flip of a switch.
00148932  ....................MSRP $150.00 • MAP $99.99

Skyline TAPE EKO Stomp Box
Modeling Tape Delay Guitar Effects Pedal
Hotone
The TAPE EKO is a smart echo pedal that embod-
ies the soul of the classic tape echo sound. It 
provides three delay modes: Mode I, Mode II, and 
reverse mode. Mode I gives you all the advantag-
es of a digital delay. Mode II differs from Mode I in 
terms of dynamics. The reverse mode shares the 
characteristics of Mode I: warm and natural while 
maintaining clarity.
00154732  ....................MSRP $154.99 • MAP $99.99

Skyline TREM Optical Tremolo 
Pedal
The Hotone Skyline Series TREM optical tremolo 
pedal will deliver pulsating guitar tone. Whether it 
is surf you are after or something a little scarier, 
TREM will give you the lush, liquid waves you’re 
looking for. The classic tone of photoelectric trem-
olo, with wide range adjustability and smooth, 
well-proportioned pulsing character. Inspired by 
the legendary Fender Twin Amp, our special 
circuit design ensures the consistency of output 
volume at different speeds. Additional EQ circuit 
offers more options for sound decoration. Current 
Consumption: 17 mA
00138395   ....................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $79.99  

Skyline TUNER Pedal
This is a smart tiny tuner with the Skyline shape, 
with fast pitch detection technology and a big 
bright LED display – a real guarantee for your 
strings! In addition, it provides a VOLUME knob 
to control the output volume when active (from 
mute to 12dB volume boost). You can also use 
it as a mute box or a clean boost pedal. Current 
Consumption:  Max 65 mA
00138402   ....................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $79.99
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Skyline VERB Stomp Box 
(Digital Reverb) 
The Hotone VERB stomp box is a digital reverb 
pedal. From the subtle echoes of a small room 
to the grand ambiance of a large hall, Verb will 
throw back a natural sound. Onboard controls 
let you select the decay time and shape the 
response of your high end. Use the SHIM button 
to add a decorated shimmer that will give your 
tone a beautiful and modified character. Current 
Consumption:  20 mA
00138404   ....................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $79.99  

Skyline WALLY 
Mini Loop Station
Wally is a mini loop station which can record up 
to 15 minutes of loop phrases in one storable 
memory. It also has separate input/output level 
controls and a tempo variation function. Current 
Consumption: 37 mA
00138399   ....................MSRP $124.99 • MAP $89.99

Skyline WHIP Metal Distortion 
Stomp Box
The Hotone WHIP Metal Distortion Stomp box 
offers an aggressive and heavy tone that is sought 
after by all who wish to preach the attitude of 
Metal. This pedal may be small, but it will provide 
your guitar with a tone that is large, dirty and 
downright mean. Shredders will appreciate the 
EDGE button that provides an additional boost on 
the top end. Heavy metal distortion with unique 
mid range tone shaping, this pedal suits various 
metal styles. The EDGE button offers a more 
aggressive tone with a high frequency boost. 
Current Consumption: 22 mA
00138398   ....................MSRP $109.99 • MAP $79.99  

Skyline WOOD Stomp Box
Acoustic Guitar Simulator Effects Pedal
Hotone
If you are tired of carrying an acoustic guitar along 
to the stage or studio, the compact WOOD pedal 
is for you. Its wide adjustable range is enough to 
turn an ordinary electric guitar tone into a variety 
of natural, realistic acoustic tones. The 3-way 
toggle switch lets you choose from J (Jumbo), D 
(Dreadnought) and P (Piezo) simulation modes; 
the BODY knob and the TOP knob can further 
shape your tone.
00154731  ....................MSRP $134.99 • MAP $89.99
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Relay G10
Plug-and-Play Digital Guitar Wireless 
System
Line 6
Relay® G10 is the world’s easiest guitar wireless 
system. Just plug in your instrument and it works 
automatically – no additional setup required. 
You’ll hear your tone in amazing detail thanks to 
pure 24-bit Relay digital wireless sound quality – 
the same technology that top pros use on stage. 
The built-in rechargeable battery provides up to 
8 hours of playing time, and sleep mode extends 
battery life to as much as 200 hours. When it’s 
time to recharge, simply plug the transmitter into 
the receiver. Relay G10 features a simple and 
intuitive design that makes going wirelessly as 
easy as using a cable.
00156361  ..................MSRP $249.99 • MAP $179.99

Relay™ G30 Wireless  
Guitar System
Line 6
Relay™ G30 redefines the wireless experience 
for guitarists and bassists. Its superior sound, 
professional dependability and refreshing sim-
plicity are simply unavailable from other wireless 
systems. Its pure signal clarity rivals that of the 
highest-quality guitar cables. Guitars get a beauti-
ful high-end sparkle and basses get a thunderous 
low-end punch, even at distances of up to 30 
meters. Unlike traditional wireless systems, Relay 
G30 offers superior sound with full bandwidth 
and zero compression. Relay G30 sounds just 
like a cable, but it also sounds just like your 
cable. Relay G30 features two EQ settings that 
match the frequency responses of typical guitar 
cables. Different players use different cables, but 
all players can use Relay G30. It broadcasts its 
robust signal over the 2.4GHz band. This keeps 
the signal free from many kinds of interference. 
For added security, Relay G30 employs exclusive 
signal protection technology: it broadcasts an 
encrypted data stream on six channels simultane-
ously. This easy-to-use transmitter is lightweight 
and low-profile. Bright LEDs display power, status 
and battery life. Standard 1/4-inch ins and outs 
deliver real convenience.
00750463  .................... MSRP $419.99 • MAP $199.99

RXS06 Separate 
Digital Receiver for G30
Line 6
Designed for use with the Relay G30 Wireless 
Guitar System, the RXS06  provides a high-qual-
ity, cost-effective way to split your guitar signal 
between multiple amps. Use multiple receivers 
with one transmitter to avoid the ground loop, 
buzz, hum and electrical shock hazards usually 
associated with splitting a cable between two 
amps. It helps Relay G30 Wireless Guitar System 
boast some of the best audio specs in the busi-
ness (10Hz-20kHz frequency response, 118 dB 
dynamic range, and 24-bit A/D conversion) for 
superior sound of the highest definition.
00750465  ....................MSRP $269.99 • MAP $199.99

TBP06 Separate 
Digital Transmitter for G30
Line 6
TBP06 wireless transmitter is designed for use 
with the Relay G30 Wireless Guitar System. The 
TBP06 features a standard 1/4-inch input – plug 
your guitar right into it without the need for addi-
tional cables.
00750464  ....................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $149.99
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Relay G30 Straight Cable
2-Foot Premium 1/4-Inch Straight Guitar 
Cable
Line 6
00750466  ........................ MSRP $41.99 •  MAP $29.99

Relay G30 Right Angle Cable
1/4-Inch 90 Right Angle Cable
Line 6
00750467  ........................MSRP $48.99 •  MAP $34.99

Relay™ G50 Guitar 
Wireless System
Line 6
Relay™ G50 features 12 channels and 200-foot 
range. It delivers wire tone, uncompromising 
dependability and refreshingly simple operation 
like no other wireless system can. Relay G50 
produces full-range tones with 10Hz-20kHz fre-
quency response, exceedingly low noise with 
up to 120dB dynamic range, and studio-quality 
resolution with 24-bit A/D conversion.
00001709  ....................MSRP $559.99 •  MAP $399.99

Relay G50/G90 Bodypack
14-channel Bodypack 
Digital Wireless Transmitter
Line 6
Included in Relay G90. Easy-to-read LCD screen 
displays up-to-the-minute battery life data and 
the active channel number. Bright LEDs offer 
battery life and audio signal data. TBP12 has Mute 
and Channel Select buttons for control, and fea-
tures rugged metal construction. Includes TA4F 
connector. Can be used with XD-V75, XD-V70, 
XD-V55, XD-V35, XD-V30, Relay G90, Relay G50 
and Relay G30 receivers.
00122122  ....................MSRP $279.99 •  MAP $199.99

Relay G50-RX
Stompbox-style 12-channel  
Digital Wireless Receiver
Line 6
Included in Relay G50. This lightweight, low-pro-
file receiver features bright LEDs to indicate 
battery power, RF and audio status. More than 
just a replacement receiver, G50-RX provides a 
high-quality, cost-effective way to split your gui-
tar signal. To drive multiple amps free of ground 
loop, buzz, hum and electrical shock hazards, set 
multiple receivers to the same channel as your 
transmitter. Features include a rugged polycar-
bonate shell, external antennas, and dedicated 
tuner output. Can be used with V75-HHTX, V70-
HHTX, V55-HHTX, V35-HHTX, V30-HHTX, V75-BP, 
V70-BP, V55-BP, V35-BP, V30-BP, Relay G90, G50, 
and G30 Bodypack transmitters.
00123545  ....................MSRP $349.99 •  MAP $249.99

Relay G50/G90 Premium  
Guitar Cable (Straight)
Line 6
00123027  ........................MSRP $55.99 •  MAP $39.99
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Relay G55
Digital Guitar Wireless System
Line 6
Based on patented, fourth-generation technology, 
Relay® is leading the digital wireless revolution 
for guitarists. The Relay G55 system delivers 
tour-grade digital wireless in a compact, half-rack 
format-so you can experience wireless free-
dom without compromising your tone. Featuring 
12 channels of compander-free 24-bit audio, 
full 10Hz-20kHz frequency response and 117dB 
dynamic range, the G55 signal is so pure and 
strong it sounds just like a wired guitar. 2.4GHz 
operation and proprietary DCL™ signal protection 
provide rock-solid performance – while one-
step setup and worldwide, license-free operation 
make Relay G55 incredibly easy to use.

Features:
• Patented, 4th-generation digital wireless 

technology
• All-metal, half-rack receievr designed for 

rack-mount or amp-top use, plus durable 
metal bodypack

• Full-range 24-bit digital conversion, 
10H-20kHz (-2.5dB) frequency response

• Wide 117dB dynamic range (A weighted), 
superior transient response

• Operates in 2.4GHz band, free from 
interference from TV broadcasting, white 
space devices and cell phone towers

• Up to 12 simultaneous channels
• DCL™ (Digital Channel Lock) technology 

protects your signal
• 300-foot transmission range
• License-free operation worldwide
• Cable Tone simulates the high-frequency 

roll-off characteristics of a standard 
25-foot cable

• XLR and 1/4” outputs
• Powered half-wavelength antennas

00123023  ....................MSRP $629.99 •  MAP $449.99

Relay G70/G75
Wireless Guitar Systems
Line 6
Proven on stages worldwide, Line 6 digital wire-
less technology delivers industry-leading audio 
specs and the lowest-available latency. Relay G70 
and G75 build on that legacy to offer next-gener-
ation performance, unmatched sound quality and 
unprecedented flexibility for guitarists. Plug right 
into the locking 1/4” input on the transmitter – no 
special cables required. Easily add additional 
transmitters and instantly switch between instru-
ments, complete with programmable presets for 
signal routing, levels and more. Featuring rugged 
metal construction and 8+ hours of battery life 
(with 50+ hours of standby time), Relay provides 
tried-and-true performance from stage to studio.

Relay G70
Wireless Guitar System with Amp Top 
Receiver
00143020 ................... MSRP $699.99 •  MAP $499.99

Relay G75
Wireless Guitar System with Stomp Box 
Receiver
Line 6
00143021 ................... MSRP $699.99 •  MAP $499.99

Relay G90 Wireless  
Guitar System
Line 6
Relay G90 provides a pure signal with 12 chan-
nels. Its clarity rivals that of the highest-quality 
guitar cables. Guitars get a beautiful high-end 
sparkle and basses get a thunderous low-end 
punch, even at distances of up to 300 feet. 
Traditional wireless systems compromise their 
sound by rolling-off crucial high- and low-end 
frequencies and compressing their signals. Relay 
G90 offers superior sound with full bandwidth and 
zero compression.
00001594  ................... MSRP $838.99 •  MAP $599.99

Relay G90-RX
14-channel 1RU Receiver Separate
Line 6
Included as part of Relay G90. Easy-to-read 
LCD screen displays transmitter name, battery 
life data, active channel number and antenna 
signal strength. Bright LEDs indicate audio status 
and more. Rugged metal construction. Features 
include: rackmount kit • pair of BNC 50-ohm 
terminator caps • pair of 2.4GHz rubber antennas 
(Half Wavelength Antenna Pair) • RF channel scan 
and RF performance monitoring • A/B transmitter 
switching • rugged metal construction. Can be 
used with V75-HHTX, V70-HHTX, V55-HHTX, V35-
HHTX, V30-HHTX, V75-BP, V70-BP, V55-BP, V35-
BP, V30-BP, Relay G90, G50, and G30 bodypack 
transmitters
00123024  ................... MSRP $699.99 •  MAP $499.99
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GuitarLink Wireless
Portable Guitar Wireless System
Alesis
Set yourself free with the Alesis GuitarLink 
Wireless system. Compact, clear sounding, and 
easy to use, GuitarLink Wireless provides unre-
stricted action as you move about the stage with 
your guitar or bass. The unique receiver is battery 
powered, and small enough to sit anywhere-even 
in your pedalboard!

Features:
• Transmitter offers 12” cable 

and integral clip
• Compact receiver allows 

pedalboard placement
• Small footprint for extreme portability
• Simple single-button pairing of units
• Reliable 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum
• Battery (2 x AAA) powered transmitter
• Battery (2 x AAA) powered receiver

00122031  ......................MSRP $199.00 •  MAP $99.00

UHF SYSTEMS

AirLine 77 Guitar
True Diversity UHF Wireless System – 
Fender Style (AF1)
Samson Audio
The AirLine 77 Guitar System offers a true wire-
less experience with no beltpacks or cables, 
allowing total freedom of mobility. The system 
includes either a Gibson® (AG1) or a Fender® 
(AF1) style transmitter that plugs into your guitar 
or bass, along with the CR77 receiver. AG1 and 
AF1 AirLine Guitar transmitters plug directly into 
the jack of the guitar with no cables running to 
a pack. The AG1 is a 90-degree plug suitable for 
most popular straight angle jacks while the AF1 
plugs in at a 45-degree angle for body mounted 
recessed jacks.
00131607  Fender Style (AF1) 

 ..................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99  
00131608  Gibson Style (AG1) 

 ..................MSRP $359.99 • MAP $249.99 

Concert 88 Guitar – 
16-Channel True Diversity UHF 
Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Concert 88 Guitar System offers a 
high performance UHF wireless solution where 
the freedom of mobility is a must. It’s perfect for 
guitarists, bassists and other stringed instruments 
looking for stunning sound and versatility without 
cables. The frequency-agile Concert 88 system 
allows for up to 16 systems to operate simultane-
ously across two frequency bands with up to 300’ 
separating the receiver and transmitter. 
00140199  Includes GC32 Guitar Cable 

with locking connector (C Band) 
 ..................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $169.99  

00140203  Includes GC32 Guitar Cable 
with locking connector  (D Band) 
 ..................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $169.99  

Synth 7 Guitar
Professional UHF Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Synth 7 Guitar System sets the standard 
for premium UHF wireless performance. Featuring 
rugged all-metal construction on both the receiver 
and transmitter, advanced features and flawless 
operation, Synth 7 Guitar is the future of wireless 
for guitarists, bassists and other stringed instru-
mentalists. The Synth 7 Guitar allows for up to 20 
systems to operate simultaneously (region depen-
dent) with up to 300’ separating the receiver and 
transmitter. The system’s UR7 Wireless Receiver 
matches rugged all-metal construction with an 
incredible user experience.
00140220  ..................MSRP $419.99 • MAP $349.99
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G7th Nashville 
Spring-Loaded Capo
G7th
Spring-loaded for ultra-fast changes on stage. 
Unlike our other capos, you can’t adjust the 
tension — but you can operate the capo easily 
with one hand. The Nashville capos are the largest 
of the G7th capos, available for 6-string and 
classical guitar.
00750490 Silver .............MSRP $29.99 • MAP $21.99
00750491 Black .............MSRP $29.99 • MAP $21.99
00750492  Classical Guitar ..................... MSRP $29.99 

 ............................................... MAP $21.99
00140820 Gold ...............MSRP $49.99 • MAP $34.99

G7th Newport Pressure 
Touch Capo
G7th
The G7th Newport for 6-string guitar is so small 
and light, you’d hardly know it was there! Easily 
applied and removed using the quick-release 
lever, while the screw adjusts the tension — even 
with the capo in position. The Newport is also the 
smallest of the three models. It’s slim, and round-
ed, so you’ll hardly know it’s there.
00750489 Silver .............MSRP $39.99 • MAP $29.99
00140818 Black ..............MSRP $39.99 • MAP $29.99
00140819 Gold ...............MSRP $59.99 • MAP $44.99
00750489 Silver .............MSRP $39.99 • MAP $29.99
00140816  Classical Guitar (Chrome) 

 ......................MSRP $39.99 • MAP $29.99
00140815  12-String Guitar (Chrome) 

 ......................MSRP $39.99 • MAP $29.99
00140817  Ukulele/Banjo (Chrome) 

 ......................MSRP $39.99 • MAP $29.99

G7th Performance Capo
G7th
The performance capo is the original and best-
selling capo of G7th — “The Capo Company.” 
Simply squeeze it into place and it stays there, 
giving you complete control over positioning and 
the amount of tension on the strings. Larger than 
the Newport, but with comfortable rounded edges 
— the performance capo will stay out of the way 
of most players’ hands.
00750486  6-String Guitar ...................... MSRP $59.99 

 ............................................... MAP $59.99

G7th Performance 2 Capo
G7th
The new Performance 2 gives you the ultimate 
capo experience. Not only has it been made slim-
mer and lighter, but its patented clutch mecha-
nism has been reversed, which gives it a lightning 
fast squeeze-on, squeeze-off action. It has also 
been designed to store behind the nut or on the 
peghead when not in use.
00140811  6-String Guitar (Silver) 

 ......................MSRP $59.99 • MAP $44.99
00140812  6-String Guitar (Black) 

 ......................MSRP $59.99 • MAP $44.99
00140813  6-String Guitar (Gold) 

 ......................MSRP $79.99 • MAP $59.99
00140814  Classical Guitar 

 ......................MSRP $59.99 • MAP $44.99

Screw Adjustment Capo
Hamilton Stands
This capo features thick steel frames for secure 
positioning and tightening. The tension bar swiv-
els out for fast set up and removal, and the thumb 
screw allows for precise positioning.
00140514  ..........................................................$7.99

Spring Lever Capo
Hamilton Stands
This capo features thick steel frames for secure 
positioning and tightening. The tension bar swiv-
els out for fast set up and removal, and the heavy 
duty spring reduces potential string buzz.
00140515  ..........................................................$7.99

Guitar Capo for Acoustic 
& Electric Guitars
Play the songs you want while getting the sounds 
you envision with this all-purpose Kyser-style gui-
tar capo in black. The capo will help you play in a 
different key without retuning or changing finger-
ing, so you can take your skills to the next level.
00130149 Black ................................................$12.99

ACCESSORIES
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Guitar Maintenance Table
Grundorf
The GMT-003™ guitar maintenance table accommodates both electric guitars 
and acoustic guitars. Separate compartments are installed to keep tools, 
strings and supplies handy! It folds in half to secure your supplies during 
transport. The GMT-003™ comes equipped with non-marring plastic corners, 
surface mounted padlockable latches, a sturdy plastic handle, and finished in 
a black carpet finish.
00156363  .....................................................................MSRP $139.95 / MAP $94.95

Guitar Stand Case
Grundorf
The Grundorf G-GSC™ Guitar Stand Case is compact and easy to transport! 
Each case holds up to six guitars when open, yet is compact for transporting 
and storing. They provide a secure means to hold valuable instruments during 
performance or in the studio and take up less space than having multiple, 
collapsible, traditional guitar stands set up for each instrument.

The G-GSC Guitar Stand Case opens and assembles in seconds! The lid of the 
case becomes the back of the stand. The stand insert latches to the back to 
provide stability. The stand insert offers durable construction to prevent bow-
ing and is covered with plush fabric to protect the finish of the guitars. When 
assembled open, this case measures 24” high. It features a vintage black 
vinyl finish and includes leather straps with snaps to hold each instrument 
safely in place. Five padded, adjustable spacers are included to customize the 
case to fit acoustic or electric guitars/basses. The thick, plush interior protects 
the finish of the guitars.
00156364  .................................................................. MRSP $239.95 / MAP $184.95

Guitar Display Case
Grundorf
Now you can show off your prized possession and keep it protected at the 
same time! Each case comes with a plexi-glass front to perfectly display your 
guitar while keeping curious fingers at bay. This Guitar Display Case has a 
rich blue plush fabric interior and the exterior finish is our vintage black vinyl. 
Black steel corners and latches finish out the stylish look of this case. The 
GDV-4616S fits guitars up to 3.5” x 46” x 16”.
00156365  .................................................................. MSRP $499.95 / MAP $389.95
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The Hanger — Neck 
Suspending Guitar Stand
Hamilton Stands
“The Hanger” keeps the neck in 
tension to reduce the possibility of 
warping. It is height adjustable from 
24”–6,” and the hinged yoke allows 
for easy trasport and storage. 
Durable foam cushions on the yoke 
and leg rests offer support, and the 
mushroom ends on the yoke help 
secure the guitar.
00140516  ............................... $32.99

Ultra-Lock Hanging 
Guitar Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB3800G Model
Hamilton Stands
The StagePRO Series Ultra-Lock 
Guitar Stand is the first auto-locking 
guitar stand with a width-adjustable 
neck cradle. This feature allows the 
user to adjust the support arms to 
fit their particular fret board and 
headstock. The locking security 
gates activate when an instrument 
is placed in the stand. The design 
allows custom fitting to a wide 
range of fretted instruments – from 
banjo to classical or 5-string bass to 
“skinny-necked” electric.
00140595  ............................... $59.99

Super Guitar Stand
StagePRO Series, KB3500G 
Model
Hamilton Stands
The StagePRO KB3500G Super 
Guitar Stand has three legs and a 
hinged back support which allows 
it to fold to a small size for trans-
port and storage, easily fitting into 
most any gig bag. The back support 
cushion is a larger spherical shape 
and made from a soft rubber. This 
material is safe for all types of 
finishes and has an attractive look. 
The feet are made from the same 
thermoplastic rubber as the back 
cushion and are also spherically 
shaped. All metal parts of the stand 
are finished with a durable black 
powder coating.
00140596  ............................... $26.99

Cradle Guitar Stand
Hamilton Stands
This stand has a through post 
mounting of cradle, with a keyed 
shaft on the cradle and in the 
tube, preventing the cradle from 
accidentally coming out. The cradle 
can be easily removed for storage, 
and the stand is height adjustable 
from 27”–31” with a cushioned 
yoke and cradle. The fixed yoke 
features a rubber strap to hold the 
guitar in the stand.
00140517  ............................... $22.99

The Original Hanging 
Guitar Stand — Chrome
Hamilton Stands
This innovative design keeps the 
guitar neck in tension, reducing 
the possibility of warping. It is 
height adjustable from 29”–48,” 
with durable heavy gauge steel and 
metal-to-metal threads. The yoke is 
hinged for easy storage and travel.
00140518  Chrome ......... MSRP $39.99 

 ........................MAP $27.99
00140519  Black ............. MSRP $34.99 

 ....................... MAP $23.99

Acoustic and Electric 
A-Frame Guitar Stand
Hamilton Stands
The unique arm design on this 
stand accepts either acoustic or 
electric guitars. It features foam 
cushions on the arms and a friction 
lock for open and closed positions.
00140520  ............................... $39.99

Cradle Guitar Stand — 
Adjustable Neck
Hamilton Stands
The fold-down yoke on this stand 
allows for convenient storage 
and travel, and the cradle easily 
removes for storage. The stand is 
height adjustable from 27”–321,” 
and it also features a rubber strap to 
hold the guitar in the stand.
00140522  ................................$27.99

Cradle Guitar 
Stand — Fixed Neck
Hamilton Stands
This stand features a welded tube 
for the mounting cradle, and the 
cradle easily removes for storage. 
It is height adjustable, with a 
cushioned yoke and cradle, and 
there is a rubber strap to hold the 
guitar in place.
00140523  ................................$24.99
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A-Frame Guitar Stand
Heavy-Duty
ChordBuddy Media
This heavy-duty A-frame guitar 
stand is easy and fast to set up 
with a security lock feature. It is 
equipped with a quick-release lever 
and foam rubber padding. Black fin-
ish. Adjustable height 16.5” to 13.”
00121974   ...................... MSRP $19.95 

 .........................MAP $19.95

Guitar Stand
For Most Acoustic 
and Electric Guitars
LoDuca Bros Inc
This compact “A” frame stand fea-
tures 4 fold-out legs. The padded 
rubber cradle at base of stand pro-
tects your guitar and adjusts to the 
width of the guitar body. Rubber 
leg protectors prevent slipping and 
sliding, and the strong black steel 
tubular construction with black fin-
ish provides durability. The stand 
fits both acoustic and electric gui-
tars, as well as bass guitars, banjos, 
and mandolins.
00124142  .................................$14.99

Acoustic Guitar 
Display Hanger — 
Pegboard
Hamilton Stands
This hanger has a 9” long arm with 
a swiveling yoke in the horizontal 
plane. The swivel can also be 
locked with included wingnut. The 
yoke arms are cushioned and a 
security strap is included.
00140524 9” Long ......................$9.99

Acoustic Guitar 
Display Hanger — 
Slatwall
Hamilton Stands
This hanger has a 9” long arm with 
a swiveling yoke in the horizontal 
plane. The swivel can also be 
locked with included wingnut. The 
yoke arms are cushioned and a 
security strap is included.
00140525 9” Long ......................$9.99

Electric Guitar 
Display Hanger — 
Pegboard
Hamilton Stands
This hanger has a 4.5” long arm with 
a swiveling yoke in the horizontal 
plane. The swivel can also be 
locked with included wingnut. The 
yoke arms are cushioned and a 
security strap is included.
00140526 4.5” Long ...................$9.99

Electric Guitar 
Display Hanger — 
Slatwall
Hamilton Stands
This hanger has a 4.5” long arm with 
a swiveling yoke in the horizontal 
plane. The swivel can also be 
locked with included wingnut. The 
yoke arms are cushioned and a 
security strap is included.
00140527 4.5” Long ...................$9.99

Amp Stand or 
Karaoke Stand
LoDuca Bros Inc
This adjustable stand supports 
most karaoke systems. The stand 
elevates and angles sound for 
improved audio projection, as well 
as placing sound control within easy 
“hands-on” reach. Rubber grips on 
the top rail and the feet prevent the 
system from sliding. The stand is 
also perfect for many amplifiers.
00124151  .................................$24.99

The Unistand 
Amplifier Stand
Hamilton Stands
The most portable amplifier stand 
available! Works on 18–32” open or 
closed back cabinets. The length is 
adjustable for different angles and 
cabinet sizes. Four preset locations 
are possible for length adjustment, 
and the stand comes in a black 
powder-coated finish.
00140521   ..................... MSRP $29.99 

 ....................... MAP $20.99

ChordBuddy 
Head Hanger
Wall-Mounted Guitar Holder
ChordBuddy Media
An ingenious idea that’s great for 
home, studio, showroom or wher-
ever you want to hang it! This 
wall-mounted hanger features soft 
foam rubber that won’t harm the 
finish on your instrument.
00634259  ................................$19.95
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CABLES

Tourtek Instrument Cables
Samson Audio
Tourtek Cables have been designed for 
musicians and sound engineers who require 
superior sound quality and demand ultimate 
reliability. The cables exceed the design goal 
by combining quality components like genuine 
Neutrik® connectors and durable low-noise wire 
with solid build construction.

Tourtek Instrument Cables feature inner stranded 
copper conductors covered by a PVC insulator, 
which is wrapped in a second carbon insulator, 
then wrapped in a braided copper shield with 
96% coverage. This is protected by a 6mm PVC 
outer jacket. The low capacitance cable provides 
excellent rejection of RFI/EMI interference, 
extremely low handling noise and superior sound 
quality. These instrument cables are available 
in a variety of lengths to ensure you have the 
appropriate cable for any application and can 
be purchased with one right angle connector 
as well. Standard instrument cable available in 
1’, 3’, 6’, 10’, 15’, 20’, 25’, 30’, 50’. Instrument 
cable with one right angle connector available in 
3’, 10’, 20’ and 25’.

00140149 1-Foot Instrument Cable .................. $21.99
00140150 3-Foot Instrument Cable .................. $29.99
00140151 6’ Instrument Cable ......................... $34.99
00140152 10-Foot Instrument Cable ................ $35.99
00140153 15-Foot Instrument Cable ................ $36.99
00140154 20-Foot Instrument Cable ................ $42.99
00140155 25-Foot Instrument Cable ................ $45.99
00140156 50-Foot Instrument Cable ................ $71.99
00140157  3-Foot Instrument Cable 

with 1 Right Angle Connector ........... $30.99
00140158  10-Foot Instrument Cable 

with 1 Right Angle Connector ............$37.99
00140159  20-Foot Instrument Cable 

with 1 Right Angle Connector ........... $45.99
00140160  25-Foot Instrument Cable 

with 1 Right Angle Connector ........... $63.99

Asterope Pro Studio Series In-
strument Cable
Fishman
The Asterope Pro Studio Series provides a more 
dynamic, spatial and superior sound. Ideal 
for more intimate settings where clarity and 
harmonic response are critical. These cables 
utilizes revolutionary technology that delivers 
“high-definition” sound with greater bandwidth 
than ever before.

00125780  10’ Straight to Gold 
 ....................MSRP $159.90 • MAP $79.95

00125781  20’ Straight to Gold 
 .................. MSRP $239.90 • MAP $119.95

00125783  20’ ............. MSRP $239.90 • MAP $119.95

Asterope Nickel Pro Stage In-
strument Cable
Fishman
The Asterope Pro Stage Series is ideal for more 
demanding environments when consistency, 
control and durability are essential to a successful 
performance. These cables provides artists and 
engineers a product that is clearly superior whether 
at a casual rehearsal or a large production.

00125777  10’ Straight to Straight 
 ....................MSRP $159.90 • MAP $79.95

00125778  20’ Straight to Straight 
 .................. MSRP $239.90 • MAP $119.95

00125779  20’ XLR 
 .................. MSRP $239.90 • MAP $119.95

PICKUPS

Neo-D Magnetic 
Soundhole Pickup
Fishman
This value-priced cousin of the award-winning 
Rare Earth pickup shares the same neodymium 
magnet structure for exceptional string balance and 
sparkling acoustic clarity. The Neo-D’s low-profile, 
high-impedance design needs no battery. Play 
right out of the box with no alteration plug. Fits in 
soundholes as small as 3-7/8” diameter.
00125698  Single Coil Pickup 

 ......................MSRP $84.53 • MAP $54.95

Neo-D Magnetic 
Soundhole Pickup
Fishman
This value-priced cousin of the award winning 
Rare Earth pickup shares the same neodymium 
magnet structure for exceptional string balance 
and sparkling acoustic clarity. The Neo-D’s low-
profile, high-impedance design needs no battery. 
Play right out of the box with no alteration plug. 
Fits in soundholes as small as 3-7/8” diameter.
00125699  Humbucking ....  MSRP $98.95 • MAP $98.95
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Guitar Chords Poster
This cool, full-color poster shows the 40 most 
commonly used guitar chords — with an actual 
photo for each! No student or teaching studio 
should be without it!
00695767  ..........................................................$7.99

Guitar Chord Diagrams
This poster is a must for students and teaching 
studios! Features dozens of the most commonly 
used chord diagrams.
00695859 22” x 34” Poster ................................$7.99

Guitar Exercises Poster
More than 20 great exercises are included to 
strengthen your playing. Features full-color 
designs and clear diagrams that serve as an 
instant reference.
00695858 22” x 34” Poster ................................$7.95

Guitar Scales Poster
Full-color poster with diagrams for ten common 
scales in all 12 keys. Includes Major, Minor, Major 
Pentatonic, Minor Pentatonic, Harmonic Minor, 
Melodic Minor, Blues, Mixolydian, Dorian and Lydian.
00695768 22” x 34” Poster ................................$7.99

Guitar Theory Poster
Features seven helpful charts and diagrams for 
guitarists explaining basic theory. Covers: the gui-
tar fingerboard, major scales, harmonized major 
scales, scale and chord construction, the Circle of 
5ths and intervals. No student or teaching studio 
should be without this cool and colorful poster!
00695769 22” x 34” Poster ................................$7.95

Bass Guitar Poster
This colorful poster is a convenient and informa-
tive resource quickly showing many bass scales 
and exercises.
00695920 22” x 34” Poster ................................$7.95
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00152833 Arizona Cardinals
00152834 Baltimore Ravens
00152835 Chicago Bears
00152836 Cincinnati Bengals
00152837 Cleveland Browns
00152838 Dallas Cowboys
00152839 Denver Broncos
00152840 Green Bay Packers
00152841 Houston Texans
00152842 Indianapolis Colts
00156737 Kansas City Chiefs
00152843 Minnesota Vikings
00152844 New England Patriots
00152845 New Orleans Saints
00152846 New York Giants
00152847 Oakland Raiders
00152848 Philadelphia Eagles
00152849 Pittsburgh Steelers
00152850 San Francisco 49ers
00152851 Seattle Seahawks
00152852 Washington Redskins

00152826 Boston Celtics
00152827 Chicago Bulls
00152828  Cleveland 

Cavaliers
00152829  Los Angeles 

Lakers
00152830  New York 

Knicks
00152831 Oklahoma City Thunder
00152832 San Antonio Spurs

00152853 Boston Bruins
00152854 Chicago Blackhawks
00152855 Colorado Avalanche
00152856 Detroit Red Wings
00152857 Los Angeles Kings
00152858 New York Rangers
00152859 Philadelphia Flyers
00152860 Pittsburgh Penguins
00152861 San Jose Sharks

GUITAR PICKS
Pick a team, any team. These custom two-sided printed picks are an 
essential accessory for any serious NFL, NHL, or NBA guitar picker. 
Rock out with these fan-favorite packs of 10. $9.99 each.

GUITAR STRAPS
A guitar strap is an essential add-on for any guitar. Stand up and 
rock out in your favorite team colors! Sublimation team print on 
durable, machine washable 100% polyester. Adjustable strap mea-
sures 55-inches in length and 2-inches in width. 

MSRP $29.99 • MAP $24.99 each

 

00152874 Arizona Cardinals
00152875 Baltimore Ravens
00152876 Carolina Panthers
00152877 Chicago Bears
00152878 Cincinnati Bengals
00152879 Cleveland Browns
00152880 Dallas Cowboys
00152881 Denver Broncos
00152882 Detroit Lions
00152883 Green Bay Packers
00152884 Houston Texans
00152885 Indianapolis Colts
00152886 Kansas City Chiefs
00152887 Miami Dolphins
00152888 Minnesota Vikings
00152889 New England Patriots
00152890 New Orleans Saints
00152891 New York Giants
00152892 New York Jets
00152893 Oakland Raiders
00152894 Philadelphia Eagles
00152895 Pittsburgh Steelers
00152896 San Francisco 49ers
00152897 Seattle Seahawks
00152898 Tennessee Titans

00152862 Boston Celtics
00152863 Chicago Bulls
00152864  Cleveland 

Cavaliers
00152865  Golden State 

Warriors
00152866  Los Angeles 

Clippers
00152867  Los Angeles 

Lakers
00152868 Miami Heat 
00152869 New York Knicks
00152870 Oklahoma City Thunder
00152871 Orlando Magic
00152872 San Antonio
00152873 Toronto Raptors

 

00152899 Boston Bruins
00152900 Chicago Blackhawks
00152901 Colorado Avalanche
00152902 Dallas Stars
00152903 Detroit Red
00152904 Los Angeles Kings
00152905 Minnesota Wild
00152906 Nashville Predators
00152907 New York Rangers
00152908 Philadelphia Flyers
00152909 Pittsburgh Penguins
00152910 St. Louis Blues
00152911 San Jose Sharks
00152912 Toronto Maple Leafs
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00154406 Arizona Cardinals
00154407 Chicago Bears
00154408 Dallas Cowboys
00154409 Denver Broncos
00154410 Green Bay Packers
00154411 Miami Dolphins
00154412 New England Patriots
00154413 New Orleans Saints
00154414 Pittsburgh Steelers
00154415 San Francisco 49ers
00154416 Seattle Seahawks 

00154400 Boston Celtics
00154401 Chicago Bulls
00154402  Cleveland  

Cavaliers
00154403 Miami Heat
00154404  Oklahoma City  

Thunder
00154405 Orlando Magic

00154417 Boston Bruins
00154418 Chicago Blackhawks
00154419 Detroit Red Wings
00154420 Montreal Canadiens
00154421 Nashville Predators
00154422 New York Rangers
00154423 Philadelphia Flyers
00154424 Pittsburgh Penguins
00154425 Toronto Maple Leafs
00154426 Winnipeg Jets

GIG BAGS 
Protect your electric guitar and show your team allegiance with the durable, padded, heavy gage 600D Denier Gig Bag. It features back-pack 
style straps, side handles, and a zippered pouch on back. It is decorated with quality sublimation printing of licensed team artwork. 

Dimensions: 14" x 41". 

MSRP $79.99 • MAP $74.99 each

Coming in 2016!
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Beatles Gear
All the Fab Four’s Instruments 
from Stage to Studio – The 
Ultimate Edition
by Andy Babiuk
00333744  ............................... $60.00

Guitar Aficionado:  
The Collections
The Most Famous, Rare, and 
Valuable Guitars 
in the World
edited by Tom Beaujour 
and Christopher Scapelliti
00124302 Hardcover................ $50.00

The Guitar Amp  
Handbook
Understanding Tube Amplifiers 
and Getting Great Sounds
Updated Edition
by Dave Hunter
00128574  ............................... $29.99

Guitar Dreams
Collected Interviews, 
Articles and Photographs
by Andy Volk
00131538 Hardcover ................ $29.99

Guitar Effects Pedals
The Practical Handbook
Updated and 
Expanded Edition
by Dave Hunter
00333748 Book/CD Pack ......... $29.99

Guitar Gear 
of the Greats
The Guitars, Amps & 
Effects Behind the Sound 
of 100 Players
by Dave Rubin
00696414 Book/CD Pack ..........$19.99

The Guitar 
Pick-Up Handbook
by Dave Hunter
00331935  ................................$24.95

How to Make 
Your Electric 
Guitar Play Great!
Second Edition
by Dan Erlewine
00333024 Book/DVD Pack ........$27.99

Modern Guitar Rigs
The Tone Fanatic’s Guide to 
Integrating Amps and Effects, 
Second Edition
by Scott Kahn
00122321  Book/DVD-ROM Pack

 ............................... $29.99

The Official 
Vintage Guitar 
Price Guide 2016
by Alan Greenwood 
and Gil Hembree
00147684  ............................... $34.95

108 Rock 
Star Guitars
by Lisa S. Johnson  
Foreword by Les Paul
00127925  ............................... $54.00

1001 Guitars to Dream 
of Playing Before You 
Die
edited by Terry Burrows
00124673 Hardcover ................ $36.95

Rolling Stones Gear
All the Stones’ Instruments 
from Stage to Studio
by Andy Babiuk 
and Greg Prevost
00333181  ............................... $60.00

Star Guitars
101 Guitars That 
Rocked the World
by Dave Hunter
00139165  ................................$19.99

365 Guitars, 
Amps & Effects 
You Must Play
The Most Sublime, Bizarre and 
Outrageous Gear Ever
by Dave Hunter
00121129  .................................$21.99

Tone Manual
Discovering Your Ultimate 
Electric Guitar Sound
by Dave Hunter
00333116  ................................$24.99

Guitar World Presents
200 Stompbox 
Reviews
00123825  ............................... $29.99
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HD SERIES BASS COMBOS
Hartke
The HD Series Bass Combos pack Hartke’s revolutionary HyDrive speaker 
design into a sleek combo design ideal for bedroom practice/jam sessions 
and small rehearsal spaces, and capable of greatly enriching your low-
end tone. The HDs also maintain Hartke’s commitment to producing high 
quality bass amplification with exceptional durability.

HD combo employs Hartke’s patented HyDrive Speaker Technology that 
offers a carefully crafted hybrid (half paper, half aluminum) cone bass 
speaker. By combining the warmth and roundness of paper with the punch 
and attack of aluminum, the HyDrive design produces serious tone that is 
ideal for bass players of all genres and styles.

Packed with professional features, HD combos are designed to be user-
friendly and reliable for players of all levels. The combo offers Volume, Bass, 
Mid and Treble controls on its top-mounted amplifier panel, allowing for 
easy adjustments. It also features an 1/8” stereo Aux input for playing along 
with your favorite tracks via an MP3 player and a 1/4” headphone output 
for more intimate practice sessions. In addition, HDs have a built-in limiter 
to ensure constant amp operation at safe levels. Lastly, its solid enclosure 
is finished in a stylish fashion with a sleek, perforated metal grill and molded 
strap carry handle.

With the exceptional tone of a HyDrive speaker housed in a durable, 
highly portable enclosure, Hartke’s HD Bass Combos are able to perform 
at levels far beyond ordinary bass combos.

Hartke HD15 Bass Combo Amp
Hartke
The all-new HD15 Bass Combo packs Hartke’s 
patented HyDrive speakers into a sleek combo 
design for small venues, rehearsal spaces and 
bedroom practice sessions, and capable of great-
ly enriching your low-end tone. The HD15 also 
maintains Hartke’s commitment to producing 
high-quality bass amplification with exceptional 
durability.
00146226  .................... MSRP $119.99 • MAP $89.99

HD25
25 watt 8” bass combo
00140181   ..................MSRP $164.99 • MAP $129.99  

HD50
50 watt 10” bass combo
00140182   ...................MSRP $254.99• MAP $199.99

HD75
75 watt 12” Bass Combo

Features include:
• 75 watts of output power
• 12” HyDrive paper and aluminum 

cone driver
• 1” tweeter
• Top-mounted amplifier with Volume, 

Bass, Mid and Treble controls
• 7-band graphic EQ
• Dual 1/4” inputs for active and passive 

bass guitars
• 1/8” stereo aux input for stereo line 

level devices (MP3 players, drum 
machines, etc.)

• 1/4” headphone output
• Built-in limiter
• Effects loop
• Perforated metal grill
• Molded strap carry handle

00140183   ..................MSRP $324.99 • MAP $249.99
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HD150
150 watt 15” Bass Combo

Features include:
• 150 watts of output power
• 15” HyDrive paper and aluminum 

cone driver
• 1” tweeter
• Top-mounted amplifier with Volume, 

Bass, Mid and Treble controls
• 7-band graphic EQ
• Dual 1/4” inputs for active and passive 

bass guitars
• 1/8” stereo Aux input for stereo line 

level devices (MP3 players, drum 
machines, etc.)

• 1/4” headphone output
• XLR direct output
• Built-in limiter
• Effects loop
• Perforated metal grill
• Side carry handles
• Amp casters included

00140184   ..................MSRP $489.99 • MAP $379.99

Kickback KB12
Bass Combo
Hartke
Hartke has revamped its acclaimed Kickback 12 
Bass Combo with a new high-powered, light-
weight design. Retaining the classic enclosure, 
the Kickback KB12 now features Hartke’s patent-
ed HyDrive Speaker Technology. With 500 watts 
of Class D power, the Kickback KB12 is ruggedly 
portable and delivers serious bass tone that cuts 
through the mix. 

Features include:
• 500 watts of power
• Lightweight Class D amplifier
• 12” HyDrive paper/aluminum hybrid cone 

driver
• Neodymium magnets
• 2-way (upright and “kickback”) cabinet 

design
• Unique Shape EQ knob with variable filter
• Full 3-band EQ
• XLR direct output
• 1/4” headphone output
• 1/4” passive/active bass input
• Perforated steel grill
• Molded strap carry handle

00156722  12” Hydrive Speaker, 500W, Class D, 
3-Band + Shape............................ $549.99

Kickback KB15
Bass Combo
Hartke
Hartke has revamped its acclaimed Kickback 15 
Bass Combo with a new high-powered, light-
weight design. Retaining the classic enclosure, 
the Kickback KB15 now features Hartke’s patent-
ed HyDrive Speaker Technology. With 500 watts 
of Class D power, the Kickback KB15 is ruggedly 
portable and delivers serious bass tone that cuts 
through the mix. 

Features include:
• 500 watts of power
• Lightweight Class D amplifier
• 15” HyDrive paper/aluminum hybrid cone 

driver
• Neodymium magnets
• 2-way (upright and “kickback”) cabinet 

design
• Unique Shape EQ knob with variable filter
• Full 3-band EQ
• XLR direct output
• 1/4” headphone output
• 1/4” passive/active bass input
• Perforated steel grill
• Molded strap carry handle

00156723  15” Hydrive Speaker, 500W, Class D, 
3-Band + Shape............................ $669.99
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A25 Bass Combo
Hartke
The A25 is a small-footprint bass 
combo that features a matched 
8-inch aluminum bass speaker in 
a specially designed cabinet which 
can be used in a typical flat floor 
position or in its special “kickback” 
position for increased high end clar-
ity and sound dispersion. Delivering 
25 watts to its 8-inch aluminum 
bass driver, this versatile bass 
combo is perfect for use in small 
venues or home recording studios. 
Plus, the CD input and dedicated 
headphone output make it an ideal 
practice amp. Also, with professional 
features like high-quality 4-band EQ 
for finer tone control, a bipolar circuit 
design and an effects loop, the A25 
is as comprehensive as it is versatile.
00140176  1 x 8” AL – 25 watts 

 ................... MSRP $199.99 
 ......................MAP $149.99  

A35 Bass Combo
Hartke
The A35 is a complete bass combo 
that features a 10-inch aluminum 
bass speaker in a specially designed 
cabinet which can be used in a typi-
cal flat floor position or in its special 
“kickback” position for increased 
high end clarity and sound dis-
persion. Delivering 35 watts to its 
10-inch aluminum bass driver, this 
versatile bass combo is perfect for 
use in small venues or home record-
ing studios. Plus, the CD input and 
dedicated headphone output make 
it an ideal practice amp. Also, with 
professional features like high-qual-
ity 4-band EQ for finer tone control, a 
bipolar circuit design and an effects 
loop, the A35 is as comprehensive 
as it is versatile.
00140177  1 x 10” AL – 35 watts 

 ................... MSRP $269.99  
 ......................MAP $199.99  

A70 Bass Combo
Hartke
The A70 is a powerful bass combo 
that features a matched 12-inch 
aluminum bass speaker in a spe-
cially designed cabinet that can be 
used in a typical flat floor position or 
in its special “kickback” position for 
increased high end clarity and sound 
dispersion. Delivering 70 watts to its 
12-inch aluminum bass driver, this 
versatile bass combo is perfect for 
use in small venues or home record-
ing studios. Plus, the CD input and 
dedicated headphone output make 
it an ideal practice amp. Also, with 
professional features like 7-band 
graphic EQ for finer tone control, a 
variable limiter, XLR balanced out-
puts, passive and active inputs and 
an effects loop, the A70 is as com-
prehensive as it is versatile.
00140178  1 x 12” AL – 70 watts 

 ................... MSRP $399.99 
 ..................... MAP $299.99 

A100 Bass Combo
Hartke
The A100 is a powerful bass combo 
that features a 15-inch aluminum 
bass speaker in a specially designed 
cabinet, which can be used in a typ-
ical flat floor position or in its special 
“kickback” position for increased 
high end clarity and sound disper-
sion. Delivering 100 watts, this ver-
satile bass combo is perfect for use 
in small venues or home recording 
studios. Plus, the CD input and ded-
icated headphone output make it 
an ideal practice amp. The A100’s 
bipolar circuit design ensures that 
every nuance of your bass per-
formance is reproduced faithfully. 
Additionally, bass and treble along 
with a high-quality 7-band graphic 
equalizer provide you with finer tone 
control. A variable limiter, XLR bal-
anced outputs, passive and active 
inputs and an effects loop round out 
the comprehensive features on this 
versatile combo. And with exception-
ally durable construction, the A100 is 
ready to go wherever you need it to, 
as a practice amp or a performance 
amp for smaller venues.
00140179  1 x 15” AL – 100 watts 

 ................... MSRP $539.99  
 ..................... MAP $399.99  
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AK SERIES BASS CABINETS
Hartke
Hartke revisits the traditional paper cone driver with the new AK series of bass cabinets. These cabs offer 
exceptionally warm tone, natural coloration and awesome power thanks to their custom crafted paper cone 
drivers and specially tuned enclosures.

We’re known for innovation and tone, so we’re adding the Hartke touch to the classic paper cone driver to 
keep our line of cabinets as diverse and widely appealing as possible. We designed the new AK series to deliver 
awesome power and terrific tone for all those paper cone loyalists. AKs are killer cabinets that give you a classic 
rock tone that you can rely on night after night.

For enhanced performance on the top end, the AK series also employs a 1” titanium compression driver, 
effectively rounding out the full range of tonal dimensions that can be produced by the bass guitar. The cabinet 
also provides both parallel Speakon® and 1/4” inputs for true connecting convenience.

The AK series has the perfect enclosure to aid in proper dispersion and complement the sound of its speakers. 
They were specifically engineered to extend low frequencies and provide better bass projection, ensuring all 
the power and tone of the paper drivers is dispersed with great precision and articulation. Plus, with its rugged 
construction and removable casters, the AK series is built tough and ready for the road.

AK410
The AK410 houses four 10” 125 watt paper cone drivers for 500 watts of total 
power handling. These remarkable drivers ensure those deep low frequen-
cies push through with power and clarity. It features a dual-chamber, sealed 
cabinet design.
00140616  ................................................................. MSRP $649.99 • MAP $499.99  
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HYDRIVE HX SERIES BASS CABINETS
Hartke
HyDrive transducers 
represent a revolutionary 
improvement in bass 
speaker technology 
and a major leap 
forward, fusing paper 
and aluminum in a 
roadworthy speaker 
design that is more 
robust and efficient than 
anything available.

With Hartke’s HyDrive 
series, you get the best 
of both worlds: the 
warm tone of traditional 
paper cones and the 
clear, punchy attack of 
aluminum. HyDrive’s 
patented Hybrid Cone 
Technology produces a 
speaker that uses 
an outside paper cone 
to push a warm, deep 
low frequency and an 
inner aluminum cone 
that produces mids and 
highs that cut, yet still 
remain sweet.

One of the most 
important advances with 
the HyDrive speaker 
is its power-to-weight 
ratio. A HyDrive speaker 
weighs 40% less than 
traditional speakers 
and handles 500 watts 
for the highest power-
to-weight ratio of any 
bass speaker available. 
But the innovation runs 
even deeper. Because 
of its cast aluminum 
frame and neodymium 
magnets, HyDrive 
speakers operate cooler 
and deliver more reliable 
power handling at peak 
performance.

HyDrive HX115
Aluminum/Paper Hybrid, 1 x 
15” + HF / 500 watts / 8 ohms
A revolutionary speaker like HyDrive 
warrants a cabinet design that 
properly transfers it sound, which is 
why we took almost as much time 
developing an appropriate cabinet 
as we did engineering the speak-
ers themselves. The ported cabinet 
featured on the HX115 was spe-
cifically engineered to extend low 
frequencies and provide better bass 
projection, so you can be sure that 
the power and tone of your HyDrive 
speaker are dispersed with great 
precision and articulation.

Everything about the HX115 says 
roadworthy durability: power to 
spare, steel grills, inset side han-
dles, and each cabinet comes with 
four removable steel casters for 
easier transport. The HX115 is a 
ported cabinet made from the high-
est quality plywood with extensive 
bracing and dado joinery, making 
it rigid yet lightweight.Allowing 
500 watts of robust, bone-crushing 
power, it also boasts the lightest 
15-inch bass speaker ever made. 
Put an HX115 cabinet on the bottom 
with an HX410 on top for the classic 
two-cabinet rig that thunders so 
much bass it will literally make your 
hair stand on end. With the HX115, 
you get reliable, powerful, portable 
performance night after night.
00140170  ................ MSRP $779.99 •  

MAP $599.99  

HyDrive HX410
Aluminum/Paper Hybrid, 4x10” 
+ HF / 1000 watts / 8 ohms, 
Dual Chamber
Professional performance and 
ample power were two critical con-
siderations that heavily factored into 
the design of the HX410. The need 
for contemporary bassists to reach 
high volume levels with seamless 
performance is a common demand 
these days, but being able to do so 
with a durable, portable cabinet that 
only weighs 70 pounds is practically 
unheard of. This is where the HX410 
bass cabinet comes in.

With power to spare, the HX410 
features four 250 watt 10-inch 
HyDrive neodymium hybrid cone 
drivers for a total power handling 
of 1,000 watts. This HyDrive cabi-
net is beautifully appointed with a 
steel grill, steel corners, recessed 
handles and removable casters, 
making it both resilient and easy 
to transport. The HyDrive HX410 
is a sealed, dual-chamber cabinet 
constructed from the highest qual-
ity plywood with extensive bracing 
and dado joints, making it rigid yet 
lightweight for superior projection 
and true sonic clarity.

The HyDrive HX410 was designed 
for demanding players who need 
critical performance at intense vol-
ume levels. Perfectly suited for all 
kinds of bass playing, Hartke engi-
neers also specifically designed the 
HX410 with the midrange frequen-
cies rock players rely on night after 
night on stages all over the world. 
With the power and versatility of the 
HyDrive speakers housed in a per-
fectly suited enclosure, it’s clear that 
the HX410 performs on a level far 
beyond any ordinary bass cabinet.
00140171  Aluminum/Paper Hybrid, 

4x10” + HF / 1000 watts /  
8 ohms, Dual Chamber 
 .................... MSRP $949.99 
 ...................... MAP $699.99

HyDrive 210  
Bass Cabinet
Hartke
Hartke’s HyDrive revolution contin-
ues with the high-powered, light-
weight HyDrive 210 Bass Cabinet. 
This all-new enclosure features two 
patented HyDrive speakers (10” 
each) with rare earth neodymium 
magnets. An 8-ohm cabinet capable 
of handling 500 watts of power and 
weighing less than 40 pounds, the 
HyDrive 210 is perfect for all prac-
tice and performance situations.

Hartke’s revolutionary HyDrive 
speakers feature carefully craft-
ed paper/aluminum hybrid cones 
designed to deliver the perfect 
match of warmth and attack. The 
use of rare earth neodymium mag-
nets lets the HyDrive speaker shed 
the typical weight of a bass cabinet 
and maintain the tight punch that 
has defined the Hartke sound.

The HyDrive 210 uses a 1” tweeter 
to further help your tone cut through 
the mix. Exceptionally roadworthy, 
the HyDrive 210 cabinet features 
a solid plywood construction with 
extensive bracing and dado joinery 
(a preferred method of cabinet con-
struction), along with a full steel grill 
and inset side carry handle.
00148296 ..................MSRP $649.99 •  

MAP $499.99
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VX SERIES BASS CABINETS
Hartke
The new VX “Very Extreme” Series bass reflex cabinets were designed for bassists who demand excellent 
tone but prefer traditional paper cone drivers. These warm, punchy enclosures feature proprietary drivers with 
specially treated cones, impregnated fabric surrounds, matched convex dust caps all mounted in heavy steel 
frames. 
The high efficiency low moving mass design allows for maximum output and plenty of headroom throughout the 
full range of the driver. Rounding out the tone, each cabinet has a proprietary design horn loaded high frequency 
transducer.Using Heavy-duty plywood construction, the rugged carpet covered cabinet has strong protective 
corners, ergonomic handles and a recessed jack cup protecting its two 1/4” inputs.

VX115
The VX115, handling 300 watts, features a 15” low frequency driver and the 
high frequency transducer.
00140617  ................................................................. MSRP $409.99 • MAP $299.99  

VX410
The VX410 handles 400 watts of power driving its four 10” speakers, plus its 
horn loaded 1” throat compression driver.
00140618  ..................................................................MSRP $474.99 • MAP $349.99    
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XL SERIES BASS CABINETS
Hartke
Professionals choose the XL Series because of its carefully calibrated and tuned cabinet design and high quality 
aluminum-cone drivers. XLs produce a smooth response along with the clear, punchy attack that changed the 
sound of bass. Each cabinet is built tough with a shockproof metal grill, reinforced corners, recessed carry 
handles and a rugged covering.

4.5XL
Maximum impact. Four Hartke 10” drivers and a custom 5” high-frequency 
speaker in a tuned, ported cabinet. Handles up to 400 watts at 8 ohms. Wide 
frequency response of 30 Hz to 12 kHz for more coverage. Ultimate Hartke.
00140620  ................................................................. MSRP $699.99 • MAP $549.99

115XL
This tuned, duct-vented XL cabinet and 15” low-bass driver add more bottom 
to your sound. Power handling is 300 watts at 8 ohms with an expanded 
frequency response of 30Hz-2.5kHz.
00140619  ................................................................. MSRP $459.99 • MAP $349.99  

210XL
Expanded Hartke sound for smaller venues. A single chamber, sealed cabinet 
with two 10” aluminum-cone bass drivers. Power handling is 200 watts at 8 
ohms with a frequency response of 50 Hz to 5 kHz.
00140173  2 x 10” AL / 200 watts / 8 ohms ................ MSRP $329.99 • MAP $249.99  

410XL
The 410XL features a twin chamber, dual-ported design. Housed in the cab 
are four 10-inch proprietary low frequency drivers that employ large voice 
coils, impregnated fabric surrounds and convex dust covers, all mounted in a 
heavy-duty steel frame. And with 400 watts of available power handling and 
a frequency response of 30 Hz to 5 kHz, this cabinet ensures professional 
performance and remarkable tone for any style of playing. Additionally, a 
recessed jack plate and ergonomic metal handles make transporting this cab 
no sweat. With strength to endure and tone to amaze, the 410XL ensures a 
performance that will make mouths drop.
00140172  4 x 10” Aluminum / 400 watts / 

8 ohms, Dual Chamber .............................. MSRP $524.99 • MAP $399.99  
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HA2500 Bass Amplifier
250 watt Bass Head, Tube and Solid State Emulation 
preamp, Bass and Treble contour, 10 band Graphic
Hartke
With 250 watts of available power, the HA2500 will drive your small to mid-
sized bass rig with incredible clarity and punch. In addition, the HA2500 offers 
a number of advanced features, including front panel compression and ten 
bands of graphic equalization, allowing you to create a broad range tonal 
colors. A dedicated in/out button even allows you to preset an equalization 
curve. Two fully adjustable contour knobs (high pass and low pass) also pro-
vide further control for shaping your bass sound.Effects send and return jacks 
let you connect to professional outboard effects processors and an effect 
balance knob enables you to adjust the relative amount of send (“dry”) versus 
return (“wet”) effect signal being routed to the speaker outputs. Protection 
relay circuitry also protects connected speakers from dangerous overloading 
and also prevents “thumps” when powering on or off. The Hartke silver-face 
chassis adds a clean, stylish aesthetic to any rig and rugged construction 
makes the HA2500 eminently roadworthy. Plus, with advanced preamp fea-
tures, this amp is as ideal for studio work as it is for live performances. All this 
combined with exceptional reliability makes the HA2500 a staple amplifier for 
the contemporary bass industry.
00140168  ................................................................. MSRP $324.99 • MAP $249.99  

HA3500 Bass Amplifier
350 watt Bass Head, Tube and Solid State Emulation 
preamp, Bass and Treble contour, 10 band Graphic
Hartke
Found on stages all over the world, the Hartke 3500 bass amplifier is back in 
classic black. Yet, it retains all the same rock-solid performance and features 
as the original that have made it one of the most popular bass amplifiers of 
all time. The 3500’s unique circuitry ensures that every nuance of your bass 
performance is faithfully reproduced. Featuring two Pre-Amp input knobs, 
allowing custom blending of tube and solid state tone, and ten-band graphic 
EQ, the 3500 is ideal for the player who wants plenty of power and control. 
But we don’t stop there. A dedicated preset button allows you to set a equal-
ization curve and two fully adjustable contour knobs provide even more shap-
ing of your distinctive sound. A built-in compressor adds real “punch” to your 
bass sound, and also allows you to smooth out volume differences between 
notes.Rugged construction and professional features make the 3500 totally 
road-worthy. Two independent inputs accommodate both passive and active 
bass guitars. LEDs that show you the settings of the graphic equalizer in low-
light environments as well as a two-color LED that continuously shows the 
status of the compression circuitry in response to your playing. Electronically 
balanced direct output provides routing signal to professional mixing con-
soles for both live performance and recording environments. A ground lift 
switch helps prevent hum or buzz from entering the signal, and a pre/post 
switch allows the direct signal to be derived either before or after the amp 
EQ section. With all the features you need for complete tonal control, along 
with ample power and rugged design, the 3500 will ensure complete bass 
euphoria no matter what kind of music you play.
00140169  ..................................................................MSRP $519.99 • MAP $399.99  

LH1000 Bass Amplifier
Tube (12AX7) Preamp, Bass and Treble Shelving with peak Mid-Range 2x500 watt Bass Head
Hartke
The LH1000 has a classic 12AX7 Class-A tube front-end design with a solid-state output. Trick out the Treble and Bass Shelving to give its warm tone a little 
edge, or use the brite and limiter switches to further sculpt your sound. Its intuitive front panel design also makes adjustments on the fly a breeze. Although the 
LH1000 is a perfect complement to our HyDrive cabinets, it also works as a seamless accompaniment to any bass cab on the market.

Obviously a head with this kind of power is perfect for gigging musicians in any number of live applications, which is why we made sure the LH1000 is as 
durable as it is versatile and powerful. With a two-rackspace, metal frame chassis, steel faceplate and handles, this amp is made for the road. The LH1000’s 
raw, reliable power is also perfect for additional shaping through your effects console or stomp box.

With all the necessary features for complete tonal control, along with ample power and rugged design, the LH1000 will ensure your bass playing receives the 
positive attention it deserves.
00140167  ................................................................................................................................................................................................................ MSRP $649.99 • MAP $499.99
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Bass Attack 2
Bass Preamp/Direct Box with Overdrive
Hartke
Hartke’s Bass Attack 2 combines the classic 
preamp circuitry of a professional direct box with 
the vast tone shaping capabilities of the indus-
try’s best stompboxes, all in a rugged, zinc die 
cast stompbox-style design. Its Overdrive circuit 
provides bass players with creative control over 
effects ranging from subtle tube emulation to 
grungy fuzz, while Hartke’s Its Overdrive circuit 
provides bass players with creative control over 
effects ranging from subtle tube emulation to 
grungy fuzz, while Hartke’s high-frequency growl. 
With a 1/4” parallel output for dry signals, 1/4” 
effect output for your amp, and balanced XLR 
direct output, the Bass Attack 2 provides flexi-
ble output options for FOH or studio recording 
consoles.

Features:
• Bass preamp and direct box with over-

drive
• Shape EQ circuit with Frequency and 

Amount control
• Countour EQ switch
• Overdrive effect with Mix wet/dry control
• XLR direct output with Pre/Post and 

Ground Lift switches
• 1/4” parallel and effect outputs
• Powered via 9-volt battery, AC adapter 

(sold separately) or phantom power 
through XLR

• Rugged, zinc die cast stompbox-style 
design

00156729  ..................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $149.99

Hartke Transient Attack 
Bass Strings
Hartke
Introducing Hartke Bass Strings. Bass players will 
get nothing less than what they would expect 
from a Hartke product: Reliability, consistency, 
and ultra-fast transient response for a bright-
er, richer, more defined tone. The Hartke bass 
strings come in 12 configurations, including 4 
and 5 string sets of XLIGHT, LIGHT, and MEDIUM, 
available in single and three packs. They are long 
scale, nickel wound, hex core strings, with col-
or-coded beads for easy identification.
00140186 XLight 4 String ................................. $23.99 
00140187 Light 4 String ................................... $23.99
00140623 Light 4 String (3-Pack) .....................$51.99 
00140188 Medium 4 String .............................. $23.99 
00140189 Light 5 String ....................................$27.99 
00140190 Medium 5 String ...............................$27.99 

FT50 Chromatic Tuner
Hartke
The Hartke FT50 Chromatic Tuner makes accu-
rately tuning guitars, basses, and other stringed, 
woodwind and brass instruments an easy task. 
The FT50 offers two modes of tuning: Auto 
and Manual. When using Auto mode, the tuner 
automatically recognizes the note to be tuned, 
while Manual mode allows the user to select 
the note to be tuned. The FT50 also features a 
multi-segment LED display for tuning in well-lit 
or dark environments. It also utilizes a built-in 
microphone for calibrating acoustic instruments 
and its 1/4-inch input and output jacks allow for 
the tuning of electronic instruments in or out of 
live performance situations. Conserving the two 
included AAA batteries that power the tuner, the 
FT50 features a convenient auto-shut off function 
if it is not in use for 10 minutes. Lastly, a compact 
design makes Hartke’s FT50 Chromatic Tuner an 
extremely portable accessory, perfect for storing 
in your instrument case, gig bag or back pocket.
00140185  ....................................................... $24.99
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Play Ukulele Today! 
Complete Kit 
Includes Everything You  
Need to Play Today!
Hal Leonard
This beginning kit contains everything you need 
to get started playing everyone’s favorite fun folk 
instrument – the ukulele!

• A high-quality four-string, 12-fret ukulele 
made of linden with a birch fingerboard 

• Play Ukulele Today! method book/CD 
• Play Ukulele Today! DVD 

The Play Ukulele Today! Level One method book 
includes over 75 songs and examples, common 
chords and expressions, picking and strumming 
techniques, and playing tips in standard notation 
and tablature. The CD includes 99 demonstration 
tracks to help you along the way. The DVD makes 
sure you’re getting it all just right. Pick this pack 
up and you’ll be playing the uke in no time!
00650743  Complete Kit (Level 1 Book/CD +  

DVD + Ukulele) ................................ $39.99

Hal Leonard Ukulele   
Starter Pack 
Hal Leonard
This pack includes everything you need to play 
ukulele today! The high-quality uke is ready to 
pull out and play. It’s finely constructed with 
quality tuners and level playing bridge making 
it an ideal instrument to learn on. The pack 
also includes a comprehensive and easy-to-use 
beginner’s book authored by uke master Lil’ Rev. 
It includes many songs to play while you learn 
and includes a CD with 46 demo and play-along 
tracks. In addition, the book includes information 
on tuning, reading music, melody playing, strum-
ming, scales, and a handy guide showing more 
than 1000 ukulele chords! The DVD features 
on-screen musical examples and demonstrations 
to really hammer home everything you’re learning 
in the book. Whether you’re teaching yourself or 
a classroom of students, this pack will get the 
job done!
00650804  Starter Pack (Book/CD +  

Ukulele + DVD) ............................... $79.99

Ukulele for Kids   
Starter Pack
Hal Leonard
Even the younger beginner can get in on the uku-
lele craze with this convenient pack that includes 
everything you need to start playing!

•  A high-quality four-string, 12-fret 
soprano ukulele

• Ukulele for Kids method book/CD
• A soft-sided carrying case
• 22” x 34” ukulele chords poster

The Ukulele for Kids method book uses such popu-
lar and kid-friendly songs as “Yellow Submarine,” 
“The Hokey Pokey” and “Barbara Ann” to teach 
lessons including hand position, reading music 
notation and counting, strumming and picking, 
and more. The accompanying CD contains tracks 
for demonstration and play-along. Hang up the 
colorful poster to keep a guide of 40 common 
ukulele chords handy while you practice, and use 
the protective carrying case when you’re ready to 
take the show on the road! For children ages 5+.
00119947  Starter Pack (Book/CD + Ukulele +  

Case + Poster) ................................. $49.99
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UKULELES
Woodrow

Grab a uke and get ready to jam! Each professionally crafted Woodrow Denny soprano ukulele is a highly collectible, limited edition work of art. 
This standard 21-inch ukulele is the smallest member of the ukulele family, known for its uplifiting and jangly sound. The Denny is exquisitely 
styled using linden wood with a maple fingerboard, and the body is decked out with your favorite sports team’s colors and licensed imagery. 
The Denny includes its own oxford fabric protective case. Great for beginner to advanced players and for collectors, the Denny soprano ukulele 
is a must-have for any musician, or sports fan. MSRP $89.99 • MAP $79.99 each

 

00152918 Chicago Bears
00152919 Dallas Cowboys
00152920 Denver Broncos
00152921 Green Bay Packers
00152922 New England Patriots
00152923 New Orleans Saints
00152924 New York Giants
00152925 Philadelphia Eagles
00152926 Pittsburgh Steelers
00152927 San Francisco 49ers
00152928 Seattle Seahawks

00152913 Boston Celtics
00152914 Chicago Bulls
00152915  Cleveland 

Cavaliers
00152916  Los Angeles 

Lakers
00152917  Oklahoma City 

Thunder

 

00152929 Boston Bruins
00152930 Calgary Flames
00152931 Chicago Blackhawks
00152932 Pittsburgh Penguins

MLB coming in 2016!
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Mahogany Ukulele
Tycoon Percussion
This expertly-crafted ukulele is con-
structed of superior quality material 
to create the best sound. It comes 
equipped with four high-quality 
synthetic gut nylon strings and fea-
tures a beautiful mahogany finish. 
An excellent interactive classroom 
instrument for students and teach-
ers!
00129167 21”  ................ MSRP $79.00 

 .................. MAP $49.00  

Zebrano Ukulele
Tycoon Percussion
This expertly-crafted ukulele is con-
structed of superior quality material 
to create the best sound. It comes 
equipped with four high-quality 
synthetic gut nylon strings and fea-
tures a beautiful zebrano wood fin-
ish. An excellent interactive class-
room instrument for students and 
teachers!
00129168 21”  .............. MSRP $129.00 

 .................. MAP $99.00  

Kona Black Nylon 
String Set for Ukulele
Black nylon strings for uke. B: .022 
inch; F#: .028 inch; D: .032 inch; A: 
.022 inch.  
00124664  ................................. $3.99 

Ukulele Pitch Pipe G-C-
E-A Tuning
This handy little pitch pipe will 
ensure your uke always stays in 
tune!  
00124660  ................................. $3.99 

Metal Foldable 
Ukulele Stand – 
Padded
This handy stand will hold your uku-
lele (or other small instruments like 
violins and mandolins). Sturdy black 
metal stand with padded cradle 
arms to hold the instrument safely 
and securely. Perfect for stage or 
rehearsal room.
00124656  ................................$12.99 

Adjustable Black Nylon 
Ukulele Strap
This convenient vinyl strap is 
adjustable so it will work on most 
ukes by hooking onto sound hole.  
00124661  ................................. $6.99 

21” Black Ukulele Gig Bag
This handy black bag features zipper opening, two 
handles and a zippered pocket to store your strings 
and picks. 
00124662  ........................................................... $9.99 

21” Black Ukulele Gig 
Bag – Padded
This handy black bag fea-
tures zipper opening, 
two handles and a zip-
pered pocket to store 
your strings and picks. 
Padding throughout pro-
vides extra protection for 
travel or kids’ use!
00124663  ....................$12.99
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Ultra Portable Ukulele/Violin 
Stand
Hamilton Stands
This super compact stand will fit in most accesso-
ry compartments and even in your pocket! Fold up 
arms and pull out legs provide stability, and it can 
hold either a ukulele or violin. It also features an 
integrated bow holder in front of stand.
00140551  ........................................................$17.99

Ukulele Chords
22” x 34” Poster
This fantastic full-color poster features chord 
frames and fingering photos for 40 common 
ukulele chords. Perfect to put on the wall to help 
when you’re practicing your uke tunes.
00696652  ..........................................................$7.99
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Hal Leonard Mandolin  
Method Pack 
Includes a Mandolin, Method Book/CD, Chord and Scale 
Finder, DVD, and Case
Hal Leonard
This pack includes everything you need to play the mandolin today! The 
high-quality mandolin is ready to pull out and play. It is finely constructed 
with quality tuners and a level playing bridge, making it an ideal instrument 
to learn on. The pack also contains a padded case and a comprehensive, 
easy-to-use beginner’s book/CD that features many songs to play while 
you learn. The book includes information on tuning, reading music, melody 
playing, strumming, and scales, and the CD is comprised of demonstration 
and play-along tracks. The pack also includes scale and chord books, along 
with a DVD featuring on-screen musical examples and demonstrations to 
really hammer home everything you’re learning in the book. Whether you’re 
teaching yourself or a classroom of students, this pack will get the job done!
00125547  ..................................................................................................... $179.99 

FastTrack   
Mini Harmonica Pack
Hal Leonard
 FastTrack is different from other instruction methods because it’s user-friend-
ly with plenty of cool songs that make it easy and fun for players to teach 
themselves. Plus, the last section of all the FastTrack instruction books fea-
ture the same songs so that players can form a band and jam together. The 
songbooks are all compatible and feature eight hit songs. All packs include 
a great play-along CD with professional-sounding orchestrations. This pack 
includes a harmonica.
00820016 Book/CD/Harmonica Pack................................................................ $12.95

MANDOLIN • HARMONICA
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LEARN & PLAY RECORDER

Disney Collection
Hal Leonard
This cool pack contains a high-quality recorder, 
plus three terrific Recorder Fun! books loaded 
with 16 huge Disney hits: Can You Feel the Love 
Tonight • Circle of Life • Hakuna Matata • I Will Go 
Sailing No More • Reflection • When She Loved 
Me • Woody’s Roundup • You’ve Got a Friend in 
Me • and more. Each book comes complete with 
instructions for playing the recorder, and a handy 
fingering chart.
00102419 3 Books/Recorder/Instruction ........... $19.99

Disney Princess Favorites
Hal Leonard
A must for every Disney fan, this pack contains a 
high-quality recorder, plus three terrific Recorder 
Fun! books featuring the music of everyone’s 
favorites princesses! Contains 20 songs in all: 
Be Our Guest • Beauty and the Beast • Belle • 
Colors of the Wind • Daughters of Triton • Part of 
Your World • Under the Sea • A Whole New World 
• and more. Each book comes complete with 
instructions for playing the recorder, and a handy 
fingering chart.
00102842 3 Books/Recorder/Instruction .......... $19.99

Kids’ Fun Songs
Hal Leonard
This collection features three books packed with 
40 songs kids love, plus a top-quality recorder on 
which to play them! Includes: The Addams Family 
Theme • Alley Cat Theme • Billy Boy • Camptown 
Races • The Candy Man • The Farmer in the Dell 
• He’s a Pirate • Theme from Jurassic Park • Star 
Trek® The Motion Picture • Take Me Out to the 
Ballgame • and dozens more. Each book comes 
complete with instructions for playing the record-
er, and a handy fingering chart.
00102843 3 Books/Recorder/Instruction .......... $19.99

Soprano Recorder
Key of C
Yamaha
Easy to play with precise, uniform intonation for players of all levels, the Soprano recorder in C is perfect 
for the beginning musician. The baroque fingering system is one of the features that makes it the most 
popular school recorder. Made of a very durable plastic that is ideal for student recorders, the three-piece 
construction of this recorder also makes tuning easy and cleaning easier.
00507046 White ................................................................................................................................................$9.99
00507043 Blue ..................................................................................................................................................$9.99
00507044 Green ................................................................................................................................................$9.99
00507045 Pink ..................................................................................................................................................$9.99

Yamaha YRA-28B  
Alto Recorder with  
Baroque Fingering
Key of F
Yamaha
Featuring the popular Baroque fingering system, 
this Yamaha recorder is ideal for students and 
beginning players.
00750259  ....................................................... $29.50
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Disney Magic – Learn & Play 
Recorder Pack
Hal Leonard
This kit will get the Disney fan in your world 
playing recorder and great Disney songs right 
away! This package includes a high quality stur-
dy recorder along with three Recorder Fun! 
songbooks: Frozen, Tangled and Cinderella. The 
books include instruction and a fingering chart 
to get kids started playing right away! Once they 
get the basics down, they can start playing their 
favorite songs from some of Disney’s biggest 
blockbusters.
00144054 3 Songbooks + Recorder ................. $19.99

Frozen – Recorder Fun!
Hal Leonard
This Recorder Fun!™ pack makes learning to 
play recorder easy, even if you’ve never played 
before! In no time at all, you’ll be playing your 
favorite songs from the hit Disney movie Frozen. 
The pack includes a high-quality beginner’s 
recorder with the feel and tuning of a pro model, 
plus a songbook with easy instructions. The book 
features a fingering chart, coloring pages, and 
easy versions of the following songs: Do You Want 
to Build a Snowman? • Fixer Upper • For the First 
Time in Forever • Frozen Heart • In Summer • Let 
It Go • Love Is an Open Door • Reindeer(s) Are 
Better Than People.
00142758 Recorder/Songbook ........................... $9.99

Cinderella – Recorder Fun!™

Music from the Disney Motion Picture 
Soundtrack
This book includes helpful tips for getting started 
on the recorder with easy instruction, a fingering 
chart, and favorite familiar tunes to get started. 
In addition, it includes beautiful photos and easy 
arrangements for recorder of 8 selections from 
this hit Disney movie: Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo (The 
Magic Song) • A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart 
Makes • The First Branch • A Golden Childhood 
• Searching the Kingdom • The Slipper • Strong 
• Valse Royale.
00147094 Book Only ...........................................$7.99
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Acorn Classic Pennywhistle
Music Sales America
This beginner D pennywhistle is available in 6 different colors. Each is made 
with the same high quality as the world-renowned Oak Pennywhistles.
14001078 Black .................................................................................................$9.99
14001085 Green ................................................................................................$9.99
14001082 Clear Brass ........................................................................................$9.99
14001087 Red ...................................................................................................$9.99
14001080 Blue ..................................................................................................$9.99
14001092 Yellow ................................................................................................$9.99

Acorn Pennywhistle –  
Key of D –  
12-Pack Counter Display
Music Sales America
These beginner D pennywhistles are available in six 
different colors. Made with the same high quality as 
the world renowned Oak Pennywhistles. Packaged 
in a counterpack which holds 12 whistles.  Two of 
each color included.
14001095  ........................................................ $119.88

Little Black Whistle in D
Aluminum 
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ tin whistles are the best-selling whistles in Ireland. Available in the 
keys of D and C, they are made from high-quality materials and finished to 
produce the perfect whistle sound that has made them so popular. This very 
popular black whistle made from light aluminium produces an effortless 
sweet tone.
00634119  ......................................................................................................... $6.95

Mellow D Irish Whistle
Wide Barrel Irish Tin Whistle
Waltons Irish Music
This specially designed wide barrel gives a mellow tone to this whistle and 
avoids the possibility of over-blowing, making it an ideal instrument for chil-
dren and beginners.
00634116  .........................................................................................................$8.95

C Irish Whistle
Brass 
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ tin whistles are the best-selling whistles in Ireland. Available in the 
keys of D and C, they are made from high-quality materials and finished to 
produce the perfect whistle sound that has made them so popular.
00634114 Key of C ............................................................................................. $9.95
00634115 Key of D.............................................................................................$8.95

Irish Penny Whistle in D
Brass Whistle with Instruction Leaflet
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ tin whistles are the best-selling whistles in Ireland. Available in the 
keys of D and C, they are made from high-quality materials and finished to 
produce the perfect whistle sound that has made them so popular.

This brass whistle in the key of D comes with instruction leaflet.
00634120  ......................................................................................................... $9.95

Oak Classic Pennywhistle in D
Music Sales America
One of the premier pennywhistles in the world, created from premium tri-
ple-nickle plated solid brass tubing polished to a lustrous shine and capped 
with the unique Oak adjustable turnable mouthpiece. Ideal for playing tradi-
tional folk and Irish music, the Oak Pennywhistle is among the easiest of all 
the instruments for beginners to play.
14023877  ....................................................................................................... $10.95

Oak Classic Pennywhistle in C
Music Sales America
The Oak Classic Pennywhistle has been long regarded as one of the premier 
pennywhistles in the world. Created from premium triple-nickel plated solid 
brass tubing polished to a lustrous shine and capped with the unique Oak 
adjustable (tuneable) mouthpiece, this pennywhistle is “the” choice of dis-
criminating players around the world. Includes fingering chart.
14023876  ....................................................................................................... $12.95
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Learn to Play the American 
Penny Whistle for 
Complete Beginners
Twin Pack (including key 
of D whistle and instruction 
book with 26 great tunes)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ Tin Whistle Twin Packs 
contain a key of D whistle, fully-
diagrammed instructions on how 
to play the whistle, as well as a 
selection of international favorites. 
The American pack includes: Skip 
to My Lou • Camptown Races • 
Dixie • The Yellow Rose of Texas • 
and more.
00634094 Twin Pack ................$14.95

Learn to Play the Scottish 
Penny Whistle for 
Complete Beginners
Twin Pack (including key 
of D whistle and instruction 
book with 26 great tunes)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ Tin Whistle Twin Packs 
contain a key of D whistle, fully-
diagrammed instructions on how 
to play the whistle, as well as a 
selection of international favorites. 
The Scottish pack includes: Loch 
Lomond • Auld Lang Syne • Scotland 
the Brave • and more.
00634112 Twin Pack .................$14.95

Learn to Play the English 
Penny Whistle for 
Complete Beginners
Twin Pack (including key 
of D whistle and instruction 
book with 26 great tunes)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ Tin Whistle Twin Packs 
contain a key of D whistle, ful-
ly-diagrammed instructions on how 
to play the whistle, as well as a 
selection of international favorites. 
The English pack includes: London 
Bridge • Scarborough Fair • Daisy 
Daisy • Oranges and Lemons • more.
00634106 Twin Pack .................$14.95

Learn to Play the 
Irish Tin Whistle
Twin Pack (including key of D 
whistle plus instruction book)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ tin whistles are the 
best-selling whistles in Ireland. 
Available in the keys of D and C, 
they are made from high-quality 
materials and finished to produce 
the perfect whistle sound that has 
made them so popular. This Twin 
Pack includes: a Waltons brass 
whistle in D and an easy-to-use 
book with instructions in six lan-
guages (English, French, Spanish, 
German, Italian and Japanese) along 
with 27 Irish and international tunes.
00634113 Twin Pack .................$14.95

Learn to Play the American 
Penny Whistle for  
Complete Beginners
CD Pack (including key of D 
whistle, instruction book, and 
demonstration CD)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ Tin Whistle CD Packs 
contain a key of D whistle; a 
fully-diagrammed instruction 
book including a selection of 
favorite international tunes; plus a 
demonstration CD. The American 
pack includes: Skip to My Lou • 
Camptown Races • Dixie • The 
Yellow Rose of Texas • and more.
00634092 CD Pack .................. $25.95

Learn to Play the English 
Penny Whistle for  
Complete Beginners
CD Pack (including key of D 
whistle, instruction book, and 
demonstration CD)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ Tin Whistle CD Packs 
contain a key of D whistle; a 
fully-diagrammed instruction 
book including a selection of 
favorite international tunes; plus 
a demonstration CD. The English 
pack includes: London Bridge • 
Scarborough Fair • Daisy Daisy • 
Oranges and Lemons • more.
00634104 CD Pack .................. $25.95

Learn to Play the Scottish 
Penny Whistle for  
Complete Beginners
CD Pack (including key of D 
whistle, instruction book, and 
demonstration CD)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ Tin Whistle CD Packs con-
tain a key of D whistle; a fully- 
diagrammed instruction book includ-
ing a selection of favorite interna-
tional tunes; plus a demonstration 
CD. The Scottish pack includes: Loch 
Lomond • Auld Lang Syne • Scotland 
the Brave • and more.
00634110 CD Pack................... $25.95

Learn to Play the  
irish Tin Whistle
CD Pack (including key of D 
whistle, instruction book and 
demonstration CD)
Waltons Irish Music
Waltons’ tin whistles are the 
best-selling whistles in Ireland. This 
CD Pack includes: a Waltons brass 
whistle in D; an easy-to-use book 
with instructions in six languages 
(English, French, Spanish, German, 
Italian and Japanese) along with 
27 Irish and international tunes; 
and a demonstration CD with 
each tune played as it should be.
00634117 CD Pack................... $25.95
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How to Play the   
Irish Tin Whistle
by Tom Maguire
Music Sales America
Tom Maguire’s classic method has 
inspired and introduced countless 
players to the joys of the tin whistle 
and the Learn to Play the Irish 
Tin Whistle contains everything you 
need in one! There is an authentic 
D-tuning Feadóg original Irish 
whistle that you will be able to 
play right away with the special 
arrangements and instructions. The 
fabulously inclusive book and CD of 
demonstration music comprises the 
complete instruction for learning 
this traditional instrument. All the 
basic skills are featured here, from 
holding the whistle, body and hand 
posture and position to rudimentary 
music theory. It is an uncomplicated 
and user-friendly guide, suitable for 
beginners of all ages. A section of 
familiar airs and traditional dance 
tunes, which are combined with 
easy step-by-step instructions; 
well-known nursery rhymes as 
examples, diagrams, illustrations 
and a section of symbols. The 
CD contains great demonstration 
performances of the songs to give 
you a taste of the flavor of this 
music and listen to how they should 
sound to help you learn.
14015474  Book/CD/Whistle Pack

 .................................$16.95

Feadog Pack 
Music Sales America
This is a straightforward guide to 
playing the Irish Whistle, key of D. 
Using an easy to follow fingering 
chart, it has been especially 
designed for beginners. Included is 
a selection of well-known airs, tunes 
and dance music. International 
fingering chart included.
14011148 Book/Whistle/CD .......$19.95
14011146 Book/Whistle .............$14.95
14011147 Whistle ........................$9.99

Absolute Beginners   
Irish Tin Whistle
DVD Pack (includes D whistle, 
instruction book and  
demonstration DVD)
by Harry Long
Waltons Irish Music
A superb, interactive and step-by-
step tin whistle instruction pack for 
the complete beginner. Developed 
by Harry Long, a renowned player 
in traditional Irish music circles, this 
unique teaching method provides a 
solid foundation in the art of playing 
traditional music. The instruction book 
features 12 easy-to-follow lessons, 
animated notation and fingering, and 
a selecion of popular Irish tunes for 
the beginners repertoire. The pack 
also includes a key of D whistle and 
a demonstration DVD with language 
choices for French, Spanish, German, 
Italian or Japanese subtitles.
00634118  Whistle/Book/ 

DVD Pack ..................$31.95

International Penny Whistles
Learn your favorite national and international tunes 
on the simplest melody instrument in the world – the 
tin whistle! Available in the keys of D and C, Waltons’ 
tin whistles are made from high-quality materials and 
finished to produce the perfect whistle sound that 
make them the best-selling tin whistles in Ireland. This 
single whistle pack comes with a leaflet featuring fully 
diagrammed instruction and many easy-to-play tunes 
for the beginner.

American 
Penny Whistle
with Six Language 
Instruction Booklet
Waltons Irish Music
00634093  ..........$11.95

English 
Penny Whistle
with Six Language 
Instruction Booklet
Waltons Irish Music
00634105  ............$11.95

Scottish 
Penny Whistle
with Six Language 
Instruction Booklet
Waltons Irish Music
00634111  ..............$11.95

Irish Tin Whistle
Brass Whistle 
in D with 
Six-Language  
Instruction Booklet
Waltons Irish Music
00634121  ..............$10.95
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Coda Pro
88-Key Digital Piano with Hammer-Action Keys
Alesis
Full-sized 88-key digital pianos that are ideal for a wide variety of performing 
and recording requirements. The Alesis Coda and Coda Pro are full-featured 
88-key digital pianos that have the versatility and rich sound you’re looking 
for. They’re the perfect solution for any situation where a full-size keyboard 
is needed, but where portability and affordability are also important. They are 
ideal for piano students, stage and studio use, schools, theaters, and houses 
of worship. The full range of built-in features enables you to play any piece 
and sound great – from Beethoven to Dave Brubeck to Pharrell Williams to 
Psalm #17 on page 23. Designed with simplicity and ease of use in mind, the 
Coda Series is elegant and subtle, packed with elements that make it easy for 
you to be at your creative best.

Both the Coda and Coda Pro have 20 built-in piano voices (such as Grand 
Piano, Electric Piano, Drawbar Organ, etc.) from the leading music software 
companies AIR Music Technology and SONiVOX. Plus, they have the versatility 
to split or layer two voices simultaneously. With 50 piano accompaniment 
styles to choose from (such as Slow Rock, Vienna Waltz, Jazz Pub, etc.), you 
can select the perfect style for any solo performance situation.
00153099  ................................................................. MSRP $599.99 • MAP $499.99

Coda
Full-Featured 88-Key Digital Piano
Alesis
Full-sized 88-key digital pianos that are ideal for a wide variety of performing 
and recording requirements. The Alesis Coda and Coda Pro are full-featured 
88-key digital pianos that have the versatility and rich sound you’re looking 
for. They’re the perfect solution for any situation where a full-size keyboard 
is needed, but where portability and affordability are also important. They are 
ideal for piano students, stage and studio use, schools, theaters, and houses 
of worship. The full range of built-in features enables you to play any piece 
and sound great – from Beethoven to Dave Brubeck to Pharrell Williams to 
Psalm #17 on page 23. Designed with simplicity and ease of use in mind, the 
Coda Series is elegant and subtle, packed with elements that make it easy for 
you to be at your creative best.

Both the Coda and Coda Pro have 20 built-in piano voices (such as Grand 
Piano, Electric Piano, Drawbar Organ, etc.) from the leading music software 
companies AIR Music Technology and SONiVOX. Plus, they have the versatility 
to split or layer two voices simultaneously. With 50 piano accompaniment 
styles to choose from (such as Slow Rock, Vienna Waltz, Jazz Pub, etc.), you 
can select the perfect style for any solo performance situation.
00153100  ................................................................. MSRP $499.99 • MAP $399.99

Firehawk 1500
High Powered Stage Amp
Line 6
Featuring award-winning tone, advanced editing control, and unmatched vol-
ume flexibility on stage, Firehawk™ 1500 is a 1500W/132dB SPL 6-speaker 
stage amp for guitarists who want to perform with great live sound, at any 
volume. Get true stereo sound – wet/dry/wet – and perfect tone replication 
from the 6-speaker amplification system. Dial in amazing tone with the larg-
est collection of HD/XT amps, cabs, and effects in the Line 6 family. Quickly 
manage your patches and presets with a streamlined and modern graphic 
editing workflow using the Firehawk Remote app, or onboard editing using 
Live Edit. Plus, a wide range of IO makes it easy to perform with acoustic 
guitars, traditional pedal boards, multi-effects, and more.
00156359  ............................................................... MSRP $1399.99 • MAP $999.99

Kick 15
400-Watt Instrument Amplifier/PA
Alto Professional
Imagine a keyboard amp that’s been designed with the same passion, atten-
tion to detail and enthusiasm as today’s leading guitar and bass amplifiers. 
That’s the Kick15.

The Kick15 represents a new and more powerful amplifier design for key-
boardists, drummers and those needing a personal PA. You get 400 Watts 
of peak power in a true bi-amped design with a custom-tuned electronic 
crossover, an integrated four-channel mixer, and built-in Alesis effects. Just 
like Alto Professional’s industry-leading Truesonic loudspeakers, the Kick15 is 
a fine-tuned performance-hungry machine. Each component has been opti-
mized for maximum efficiency, giving you an amplifier that sounds amazing, 
is lightweight, and has everything you need without the filler.

00122065 ................................................................... MSRP $599.00 • MAP $499.00

DIGITAL PIANOS • KEYBOARD AMPS
keyboard
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Single X Keyboard Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB860 Model
Hamilton Stands
This single X keyboard stand with 
locking pin is height adjustable 
from 26-1/4” to 39.” The convenient 
and lighter weight single X design 
allows ease of travel, and the 
included instructions, hardware and 
tool make assembly easy. Includes 
a spring loaded locking pin for 
secure positioning. Other features 
include cushion feet and adjustable 
keyboard rests, and durable black 
powder coated finish.
00140528  ............................... $45.99

Double X Keyboard Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB865K Model
Hamilton Stands
This double X keyboard stand fea-
tures a spring-loaded locking pin 
for secure positioning. It’s easy to 
assemble with included instruc-
tions, hardware, and tool. The stand 
features a 5 position clutch, cushion 
feet, and adjustable keyboard rests. 
It’s height adjustable from 24”–34” 
with a base spread of 11”–32.” The 
durable steel construction has a 
weight capacity of 200 lbs.
00140529  ............................... $63.99

X Keyboard and  
DJ Coffin Stand
System X Series, KB7700K 
Model
Hamilton Stands
This stand offers the portability 
and simplicity of the time-tested 
‘X’ braced keyboard stand, but the 
System X Keyboard Stand maintains 
the same stable arm and leg width 
under the keyboard or DJ Coffin 
throughout its entire height range. 
An attractive center column houses 
large and reliable adjustment knobs 
for the attached arms and legs. 
Unfolding the stand and setting the 
height is fast and easy. Once set up, 
the performer will find there’s plenty 
of unencumbered space for legs, 
feet and pedals.
00144050  ..............................$169.99

CABLES

BAGS

76-Note Keyboard Bag
LoDuca Bros Inc
Transport your 76-note portable keyboard with ease using this water-
resistant nylon carrying bag. Half-inch foam padding helps protect your 
keyboard, along with poly web bindings, durable zippers, and double-stitched 
seams. There is even a front pocket with zipper for carrying music, cords, 
and power adaptors.
00124047  .......................................................................................................$49.99

Keyboard Dust Cover
LoDuca Bros Inc
Protect your keyboard and its electrical contacts 
from dust, dirt, scratches, fingerprints, sun dam-
age, and more with this cover. Made of durable 
stretch black nylon with an adjustable draw 
string for a perfect fit, the cover fits all 49-note, 
61-note, and some 76-note keyboards.
00124044  ..................................................... $14.99

Keyboard MIDI Cable
LoDuca Bros Inc
Use this 12’ cable to connect any two MIDI-
compatible devices to play and edit music. 
Equipped with 24k gold plated connections, the 
cable provides virtually error-free data transfer.
00124045  ...................................................$9.99

Keyboard/Guitar 
Instrument Cable
LoDuca Bros Inc
 Use this 12 foot cable for your connection 
needs. The 1/4” gold-plated phone plug 
reliably connects your keyboard or guitar 
to your amplifier or sound system. This 
24k gold-platting is applied to all contacts 
through advanced plating technology, giving 
you a distortion-free sound. Includes one 
adaptor plug to convert from 6.55mm to 
3.5mm if needed.

00124046  ....................................................................................................... $12.99

STANDS • BAG • CABLES
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PEDALS

EX-P
Universal Expression 
Controller Pedal
M-Audio
Feel the need to express yourself 
fully? The M-Audio®’s EX-P expres-
sion controller pedal works with all 
M-Audio MIDI controllers that have 
an expression pedal input. A built-in 
polarity switch insures compatibility 
with most other brands of control-
lers and keyboards. Use the EX-P to 
control any assignable variable MIDI 
controller value including volume, 
modulation, panning, filter sweep, 
and more. Durable molded con-
struction with integral cable.
00633052   ..................... MSRP $29.95 

 ....................... MAP $29.99

SP-1
Sustain Pedal
M-Audio
The M-Audio® SP-1 is a compact 
and sturdy simple sustain pedal for 
today’s electronic keyboard. Perfect 
for any application that requires 
a non-latching momentary switch. 
Compatible with all electronic 
keyboards.
00633050  .................. MSRP $14.95 •  

MAP $14.99

Yamaha FC3 
Continuous  
Sustain Pedal
Yamaha
Most digital piano sustain pedals 
are 2-dimensional, on or off. When 
used with a compatible keyboard, 
FC3 is 3-dimensional, offering 
full-damper sustain, half-damper 
sustain, and everything in between. 
FC3 simulates the precise response 
of an acoustic piano’s sustain 
pedal, which translates into realistic 
control, increased musicality, and 
overall enjoyable performance 
experience. Recommended for 
S90ES, P60, P70, P120, P140, 
P200, P250, CME Pro UF Series.
00701194  ............................... $69.99

Yamaha FC4 Piano Style 
Sustain Pedal
Yamaha
Add expression to your key-
board with the FC4 sustain pedal. 
Designed to perform like an acous-
tic piano’s sustain pedal, the FC4 
has become a necessity for all key-
boards. Its solid construction and 
6’ cable will ensure that its quality 
lasts a lifetime.
00750144  ............................... $59.99

Yamaha FC7 
Volume Controller
Yamaha
The FC7 is a volume controller that 
allows you to adjust the volume and 
even the effects of your instrument. 
One of the most durable volume 
foot controllers available, the FC7 
withstands the highest energy-
driven performances. It can also 
be used to control one of the many 
effects parameters of the STOMP 
Series products. Complete with 5’ 
cable and 1/4” phone plug.
00750145  ............................... $69.95

Yamaha FC5 
Foot Switch Style Sus-
tain Pedal
Yamaha
A compact version of the FC4, 
the FC5 performs similar to an 
acoustic piano’s sustain pedal 
providing expression and feeling 
to any performance. The FC5 can 
also be used as a hands-free on/off 
switch for activating effects or even 
recording.
00750107  ............................... $23.99

BENCHES

Musician’s Bench
LoDuca Bros Inc
This bench is ideal for use with 
keyboards and other musical instru-
ments. The padded seat measures 
12” x 17,” and the cross brace 
and metal base provide strong sup-
port. It can adjust to three different 
heights of 18.5,” 19.5,” and 20.5.” 
The bench folds up for easy carry-
ing and storage.
00124001  ............................... $39.99

Deluxe Keyboard Bench
LoDuca Bros Inc
Perfect for piano lessons or playing 
duets, this deluxe keyboard bench 
can comfortably sit two on its 13” 
x 24” padded seat. The cross brace 
and metal base provide support, 
and the bench adjusts to three dif-
ferent heights. The bench also folds 
up for easy transport and storage.
00124018  ............................... $79.99
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Keyboard Presents 
Synth Gods
edited by Ernie Rideout
00333047  ....................................................... $19.99

Keyboard Presents 
the Best of the ‘80s
The Artists, Instruments, 
and Techniques of an Era
edited by Ernie Rideout, Stephen Fortner, and 
Michael Gallant
00331932  ....................................................... $19.99

The Hammond Organ – 
Beauty in the B
Second Edition
by Mark Vail
00330952  ....................................................... $32.00

Down the Rhodes
The Fender Rhodes Story
by Gerald McCauley and Benjamin Bove
00119290 Hardcover with DVD ......................... $44.99

Vintage Synthesizers – 
2nd Edition
Groundbreaking Instruments 
and Pioneering Designers of 
Electronic Music Synthesizers
by Mark Vail
00330536  ....................................................... $32.00

Power Tools for Synthesizer 
Programming
The Ultimate Reference 
for Sound Design: Second Edition
by Jim Aikin
00131064 Book/Online Media .......................... $29.99

Keyboard Presents 
Steal This Sound
by Mitchell Sigman
00333058  ....................................................... $14.99

Keyboard Presents 
The Evolution of Electronic 
Dance Music
edited by Peter Kirn
00333234  ....................................................... $16.99

Keyboard Presents  
Classic Rock
edited by Ernie Rideout
00332945  ....................................................... $14.99

Hal Leonard announces this line of professional tutorials from industry leader Keyfax NewMedia. They have a 
long history of working side-by-side with manufacturers and producing creative video guides to help players 
learn and master their instrument. Here are the titles dedicated to Yamaha instruments as well as their general 
recording tips titles.

Go MO
Introduction to the Yamaha MO Series
00631842 Beginner DVD .................................. $34.95

Complete Guide  
to the Motif ES
00631846 Beginner DVD .................................. $29.95

The World of Motif XS
by Athan Billias
00631840 Beginner DVD .................................. $29.95

Motif XS MasterClass
00631841 DVD ................................................. $34.95

Motif XF Fully Loaded
Dave Polich
00631843 Intermediate DVD ............................ $29.95

Discovering the Yamaha MOX
00631854 Beginner DVD .................................. $34.95

KEYFAX NEW MEDIA DVDS
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DM10 Studio Kit
Professional Six-Piece Electronic Drum Set
Alesis
The DM10 Studio Kit is professional, six-piece electronic drum set with 
natural-feeling RealHead drum pads, low-noise DMPad Cymbals, the ground-
breaking DM10 drum module, and a compact, flexible StageRack.

Features:
• DM10 high-definition drum module with 12 trigger inputs and mixer
• Load custom third-party sound sets or control computer software, 

all via USB
• RealHead 10” snare and four 8” toms: dual-zone drum pads with 

real mylar heads
• DMPad Cymbals: DMPad 12” Hi-Hat, DMPad 12” Crash, DMPad 14” 

Triple-Zone Ride, and DMPad 12” Cymbal
• Compact, four-post StageRack with integrated boom cymbal arms
• Premium sound library of uncompressed samples from real drums 

and cymbals
• Dynamic Articulation

00122032 ..................................................................MSRP $1199.00 • MAP $999.00

CSD130
Compact Electronic Drum Kit
Carlsbro
With renowned CD quality and durability, a new era of electronic percussion 
has been born. Setting new standards are the new Digital Drums which look 
great and sound superb. Stylish and innovative is an understatement. CD 
engineers listened to drummers all around the world and combining inno-
vative technology have created astounding electronic kits that deliver what 
today’s drummers expect, enabling you to experience that acoustic drum feel. 
Check out the EDA Drum amplification, stunning performers that are perfect 
partners for the new CD electronic percussion experience. 
00154247  ................................................................. MSRP $439.99 • MAP $329.99

EDA50
50-Watt Drum Amplifier
Carlsbro
Today’s digital drum technology creates multiple tones at a very broad range 
of frequencies that all have to be heard simultaneously. Those distinctive 
sounds generated from the snare drum, tom-toms, bass drum and cymbals 
are all heard in the same way as the acoustic kit. Carlsbro is proud of the EDA 
Series as they perform like a true drum amplifier should, delivering those rich, 
broad tones that inspire you to play more.
00154248  ................................................................. MSRP $294.99 • MAP $219.99

ELECTRONIC DRUMS
drums
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Module Mount
Electronic Percussion Mounting Plate
Alesis
Mounting plate for electronic percussion modules. 
Just add a multiclamp for stands or a rack clamp 
for racks, and you can mount your ControlPad, 
PerformancePad, or Trigger|iO to any drum hard-
ware. Integrate your electronics into your acoustic 
setup, or expand your electronic kit.
00153097  ....................................................... $19.99

SamplePad
Multi-Pad Sample Instrument
Alesis
The SamplePad is a compact four-pad instrument 
that gives you access to a limitless palette of 
sounds. With 25 percussion and electronic drum 
sounds built in, and the ability to load any sounds 
you like using a standard SD card, the SamplePad 
put the sounds you need on its great-feeling pads. 
Add a external trigger input for a trigger or switch 
pedal and the ability to mount on virtually any 
snare stand or rack, and the SamplePad makes 
expanding your setup easy and convenient.
00122036  ..................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $199.00

SR-16
Classic Drum Machine
Alesis
As one of the most popular drum machines ever 
made, the SR-16™ has been used by everyone 
from songwriters to live performers to remix 
engineers as their drum machine of choice. The 
reason is simple: it features a great selection of 
233 realistic, natural drum sounds, offered both in 
dry form and sampled with our incomparable dig-
ital reverbs. Our exclusive Dynamic Articulation™ 
feature enables a drum sound to change its tonal 
content as it’s played harder for truly realistic 
performances.
00122035  ..................MSRP $269.00 • MAP $149.00

SR-18
Portable Drum Machine with Effects
Alesis
Alesis knows drums. Our SR16 has dominated the 
drum machine market since 1990 and continues 
to be in demand today. The next-generation SR18 
is loaded with cutting-edge drumsets, electronic 
drums, one-shot hits, and modern percussion 
sounds for any cutting-edge musician’s perfor-
mances and compositions.
00122034  ..................MSRP $399.00 • MAP $259.00

E-Practice Pad
Electronic Drum Practice Pad
Alesis
The Alesis E-Practice Pad is the fun way to learn 
and practice the drums. This electronic drum 
pad has 65 different drum sounds, a built-in 
metronome with six different sounds, and more 
than 50 practice games and exercises. The 
E-Practice Pad is way more fun than you can have 
with a standard practice pad. It feels great, it 
sounds great, and it gives you a full range of 
dynamics from the lightest touches through the 
loudest accents. The E-Practice Pad runs on 
batteries for portability or on wall power with the 
included adapter. You can add bass drum and 
hi-hat pedals using Alesis Expansion Pedals or 
any other footswitch. 
00124632  ....................MSRP $199.00 • MAP $99.99
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5Kit
5-Piece Drum Mic Set

Samson Audio
A comprehensive drum mic set up 
in a sturdy road case.

Features include:
• Five piece drum mic kit
• One Q Kick kick drum 

mic with mic stand 
swivel mount

• One Q Snare snare mic 
with rim clip

• Three Q Tom tom mics 
with rim clips

• Gold-plated XLR connectors
• Road case included

00140019   ................... MSRP $199.99 
 ......................MAP $149.99

7Kit
7-Piece Drum Mic Set

Samson Audio
Samson’s 7KIT 7-piece Drum Mic 
Set offers everything you need to 
mic a full drum kit. As each drum 
kit is unique, the 7KIT has been 
designed to provide drummers with 
a complete solution for capturing 
the sound they crave.

Features include: 
7-piece drum mic kit
• One QKICK mic with mic 

stand swivel mount
• One QSNARE mic with 

rim clip
• Three QTOM mics with 

rim clip
• Two C02 pencil 

condenser mics with 
shock-mount clips

• Gold-plated XLR connectors
• Road case included

00140020   ................... MSRP $314.99 
 ......................MAP $199.99  

8Kit
8-Piece Drum Mic Set

Samson Audio
The Samson 8KIT includes every-
thing you need to mic today’s pop-
ular drum kit set-up in profes-
sional live or studio applications. 
All of the microphones in the 8KIT 
feature a cardioid pickup pattern 
voiced specifically for the drum 
they are capturing and gold-plated 
XLR connections to ensure a low 
noise signal path. The complete 
eight-piece kit comes packaged in 
a rugged road case for easy travel 
and secure storage.

Features include:
• 2 C01 Large Diaphragm 

Condensers for overheads
• 3 Q-toms for dynamic tom 

miking with integrated rim 
mount clip

• 1 Q-snare with integrated 
rim mount clip for precise 
snare drum miking

• 1 Q-kick perfect for captur-
ing the low-end attack of 
bass drums

• 1 C02H Mini Pencil 
Condenser for hi-hat 
or ride cymbals

• All microphones feature 
gold-plated XLR connec-
tions

• Complete kit comes packed 
in a rugged road case

00140021   ................... MSRP $404.99 
 ..................... MAP $299.99  

DMC100 – 
Drum Microphone Clip 
3-Pack
Samson Audio
This 3-clip set allows for easy clip 
on microphone rim mounting for 
most drum and percussion instru-
ments. The clips allow for adjust-
able height and swivel.
00140138  ............................... $79.99 

Drum PA 5K Dynamic 
Drum Mic Kit
MXL
Includes the A-55 Kicker and two 
A-5t mics.
00147386  ............................. $275.95
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STOOLS

Height Adjustable Drummer Stool
LoDuca Bros Inc
Treat yourself to a drum throne! The sturdy 
steel frame with a durable nickel finish com-
bines with a balanced tripod base and heavy 
duty rubber feet to keep you in place. Sit com-
fortably on the round padded 11” foam vinyl 
seat, and move where you need with the 360 
degree swivel function. Folds for easy storage.
00124143  ........................................................ $34.99

STICK HOLDERS

The SwirlyShtick
Drum Stick Holder for 1” Tubing
SwirlyGig
Intended for use on one-inch vertical tubing, the 
SwirlyShtick drum stick holder fits on standard 
drum hardware. It’s made out of resilient steel, 
with a PVC coating for grip, durability and protec-
tion. The SwirlyShtick can hold up to 4 pairs of 
sticks and/or mallets keeping them right where 
you need them.
00123404 Silver (Left-Side) ............................. $19.99
00123406 Silver (Right-Side) ........................... $19.99
00123403 Black (Left-Side).............................. $19.99
00123405 Black (Right-Side) ........................... $19.99

STANDS

Flat Base Cymbal Stand
Hamilton Stands
Perfect for the advancing and professional 
musician, this lightweight stand features unique 
“U” channel legs and braces for strength. The 
simple, practical design helps cymbals “breathe” 
and resonate. Dampened tubes prevent rattles, 
and the stand fits up close and in to the drum set. 
With the ratchet full up, the stand folds down to 
24”! With a vintage look, it’s the ideal replacement 
for worn and unusable antique hardware.
00140500 24”.................MSRP $64.99 • MAP $44.99
00140501 32” ................MSRP $84.99 • MAP $58.99

Classic Snare Drum Stand
Hamilton Stands
This stand holds a range of drum diameters, from 
13” to 18.” The sliding snare basket holds drums 
securely without excess pressure, or changing the 
stand height or the sound. It is chrome plated for 
increased durability and folds flat for easy trans-
port. The stand sports a vintage look, right down 
to the red rubber feet!
00140502  Height Adjust from 17.5”–27” 

 ......................MSRP $98.99 • MAP $69.99
00140503  Height Adjust from 21.5”–35” 

 ......................MSRP $98.99 • MAP $69.99

SHAKERS

Egg Shakers (Plastic Pair)
Blue
Tycoon Percussion
The TE Series Egg Shakers are plastic eggs 
that are used in virtually every playing situation 
imaginable. Every musician in the band can play 
egg shakers. Sold in sets of two, egg shakers are 
available in green, pink, yellow, orange and blue 
colors. These are designed for professional use 
and not for use by children.
00750396 Blue .................................................. $6.00
00750669 Yellow ............................................... $6.00
00750670 Green ................................................ $6.00

Standard Wooden 
Egg Shakers (Pair)
Tycoon Percussion
The TE-W Egg Shakers are wooden eggs that are 
used in virtually every playing situation imagin-
able. Every musician in the band can play egg 
shakers. Sold in sets of two, wooden egg shakers 
are larger in size than Tycoon egg shakers, but 
deliver a softer and warmer sound. These are 
designed for professional use and not for use 
by children.
00750676  ....................................................... $18.00
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00152747 Arizona Cardinals
00152748 Atlanta Falcons
00152749 Baltimore Ravens
00152750 Buffalo Bills
00152751 Carolina Panthers
00152752 Chicago Bears
00152753 Cincinnati Bengals
00152754 Cleveland Browns
00152755 Dallas Cowboys
00152756 Denver Broncos
00152757 Detroit Lions
00152758 Green Bay Packers
00152759 Houston Texans
00152760 Indianapolis Colts
00152761 Kansas City Chiefs
00152762 Miami Dolphins
00152763 Minnesota Vikings
00152764 New England Patriots
00152765 New Orleans Saints
00152766 New York Giants
00152767 New York Jets
00152768 Oakland Raiders
00152769 Philadelphia Eagles
00152770 Pittsburgh Steelers
00152771 San Diego Chargers
00152772 San Francisco 49ers
00152773 Seattle Seahawks
00152774 Tennessee Titans

00152735 Boston Celtics
00152736 Chicago Bulls
00152737  Cleveland Cavaliers
00152738  Golden State Warriors
00152739  Los Angeles Clippers
00152740  Los Angeles Lakers
00152741 Miami Heat
00152742 New York Knicks
00152743  Oklahoma City Thunder
00152744 Orlando Magic
00152745 San Antonio Spurs
00152746 Toronto Raptors

00152775 Boston Bruins
00152776 Chicago Blackhawks
00152777 Dallas Stars
00152778 Detroit Red Wings
00152779 Minnesota Wild
00152780 Nashville Predators
00152781 New York Rangers
00152782 Philadelphia Flyers
00152783 Pittsburgh Penguins
00152784 St. Louis Blues
00152785 San Jose Sharks
00152786 Toronto Maple Leafs

DRUM STICKS
Drummers can show their team loyalty with these solid birch sticks in the 5A style. They are 16" in length and 5/8" in diameter. Includes 
pair of drum sticks, officially licensed with team color graphics. $19.99 each.

Coming in 2016!
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Hal Leonard has a wide variety of hand percussion instruments crafted by Tycoon Percussion and Waltons Irish 
Music available for purchase. See the 2016 Hal Leonard Drum & Percussion Catalog or 
go to halleonard.com for a complete listing!
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iRig® Pro DUO
2-Channel Mobile Audio/MIDI Interface for 
iOS, Android and Mac/PC
IK Multimedia
iRig PRO DUO is an universal, mobile 2 chan-
nels Audio and MIDIinterface that packs in an 
ultra-compact and highly portable enclosure,all 
the necessary connections for making or record-
ing high-qualitymusic on the go with iPhone, 
iPad or Mac/PC. iRig PRO DUO comes with 2 
analog combo inputs for connectingmicrophones 
or instruments, MIDI I/O, headphone output and 
stereobalanced line outputs.

Inputs can accept microphone (both dynamic 
and condenser), line or high-impedance (guitar, 
bass, etc.) signals and can be used on the field 
with condenser microphones that need Phantom 
power. When you use iRig PRO DUO on the go with 
your iOS device you’ll need 2 AA batteries; as an 
alternative the DC In port allows you to connect 
iRig DUO to the external power supply that will 
supply all the needed energy to DUO. Instead, 
when using iRig DUO with Mac or PC, all needed 
power is supplied by the computer.
00153169 .....................................MSRP/MAP $199.99

iRig MIDI 2
IK Multimedia

Features:
• Standard Core MIDI interface connects 

any MIDI hardware device to Core MIDI-
compatible apps like SampleTank FREE 
and GarageBand®

• Standard-sized MIDI in, out and thru 
jacks for convenient connections with 
controllers, symths, and other gear

• MIDI in and out activity LEDs
• USB compatible (Mac/PC), USB, and light-

ning cable included
• Bumper-friendly cables.

00137702  .....................................MSRP/MAP $99.99

iMic
High Quality Recording and Playback 
for Your Mac or PC
Griffin Technology
Use iMic as an external sound card for your 
computer. iMic adds audio-in and -out capability 
through a computer’s USB port. iMic’s ease of use 
and near-universal compatibility make it the per-
fect solution for connecting microphones, musical 
instruments, turntables, tape decks – almost 
anything audio – to your computer. iMic is the all-
you-need solution for capturing all kinds of sound, 
or for ripping your vinyl and tape music collection 
so you can enjoy it on iTunes and iPod (or on MP3 
player, or burned to audio disc).
00123886  USB Audio Interface 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

MIDIConnect
MIDI Interface for iOS Devices
Griffin Technology
With all the great musical apps and applications 
for your iPod, iPhone, and iPad, you need a way 
to directly connect your iOS device to indus-
try-standard MIDI devices. You need MIDIConnect 
from Griffin. Plug the 30-pin dock connector 
into your iOS device; plug your IMIDI stuff into 
MIDIConnect’s 5-pin DIN in and out connectors, 
and you’re set to perform, record, use your touch-
screen apps as MIDI controllers, or control your 
apps from your MIDI devices. Now start making 
music.
00123888 .......................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

StudioConnect with Lightning
Audio and MIDI + Charging Dock for iPad 
4, iPad Mini
Griffin Technology
StudioConnect gives your iPad: audio in and out, 
MIDI in and out, and a stereo headphone jack with 
its own volume control so you can monitor what’s 
going in (or out). Digital music-making has never 
been easier. Owning an iPad makes it easier still, 
taking it to a whole new level of versatility and 
portability. Whether you’re a serious musician, 
a confirmed hobbyist, or a budding composer, 
you know about MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface). Unlike audio recording, MIDI lets you 
capture the digital instructions for a musical 
performance, and then play them back later on a 
MIDI instrument. In one compact device for your 
iPad, StudioConnect combines both the audio and 
the MIDI hemispheres of the audio world. Audio 
In and Out Plug your guitar into StudioConnect’s 
mono 1/4” instrument jack and play directly into 
GarageBand or other apps. Or plug a recorder 
or mixer into StudioConnect’s stereo 3.5 mm 
input jack and connect the whole band to your 
iPad. Left- and right-channel RCA plugs give you 
line-level stereo audio-out. For your headphone 
there’s a separate front-panel 3.5 mm stereo jack 
with its own volume knob. MIDI In and Out For 
your MIDI controller or drum pad, StudioConnect’s 
rear panel gives you a standard 5-pin DIN MIDI-in 
port. For MIDI Out, there’s another 5-pin DIN MIDI 
connector on StudioConnect’s rear panel. Connect 
it to your sequencer, patch bay, or other MIDI gear. 
This lets you launch your favorite MIDI controller 
app and use your iPad as a musical instrument. 
StudioConnect lets you connect everything for 
music-making to your iPad, and connect your 
iPad to everything musical. And as if that weren’t 
enough, it even charges your iPad while you play.
00123891 .....................................MSRP/MAP $149.99

StudioConnect (30-Pin)
Audio and MIDI +  
Charging Dock for iPad
Griffin Technology
00123894 .......................................MSRP/MAP $99.99

AUDIO/MIDI INTERFACES
mobile device products
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ONE for iPad & Mac
Audio Interface and Microphone for iP-
hone, iPad and Mac
Apogee
The all-new Apogee ONE is the first studio-quality 
microphone and USB audio interface for iPad and 
Mac. ONE is designed for easily creating profes-
sional and amazing sounding recordings on your 
iPod Touch, iPhone, iPad or Mac. Using Apogee’s 
premium AD/DA conversion, ONE produces pris-
tine music, podcast, and voice-over recording 
while also delivering audiophile quality sound to 
your headphones. ONE for iPad and Mac features 
special circuitry designed to deliver professional 
performance for iPad use and low latency USB 2.0 
performance for Mac.
00140805  ...................................MSRP/MAP $349.00  

Carrying Case for ONE for Mac
Apogee
The ONE Carrying Case is a soft neoprene case 
offering complete protection for ONE. Featuring 
two interior pockets for holding ONE, the USB and 
the breakout cables, one small exterior pocket, 
a belt loop for easy connection to an instrument 
or laptop bag, and an embroidered Apogee logo.
00141030  ........................................................$19.95

ONE Breakout Cable
Apogee
This cable is compatible with Apogee ONE for Mac 
and ONE for iPad and Mac and features XLR and 
1/4” connections. It securely clips into the Apogee 
ONE chassis.
00141028  ....................................................... $24.95 

ONE Mic Mount
Apogee
This microphone mount is custom-molded for 
the Apogee ONE and is compatible with Apogee 
ONE for Mac and ONE for iPad and Mac. Fits any 
standard microphone stand. 
00141027  ........................................................$19.95 

1m Lightning iPad Cable for ONE 
iOS
Apogee
Made for Apogee ONE for iPad & Mac, Duet for 
iPad & Mac, and Quartet for iPad & Mac, this cable 
works with iPhone 5, iPad (4th generation), iPad 
mini, and iPod touch (5th generation). It provides 
connection from Apogee ONE for iPad & Mac, Duet 
for iPad & Mac, Quartet for iPad & Mac to iOS 
devices with a Lightning connection.
00141024  ........................................................ $29.95 

1m 30-Pin iPad Cable for ONE iOS
Apogee
Hook up your Apogee iOS-compatible devices 
with the Apogee 1-meter cable for iPad/iPhone. 
This cable lets you hook up your Apogee MiC or 
JAM to record to your favorite 30-pin iOS device. 
Perfect for studio or musicians on the go, the 
Apogee 1-meter cable for iPad/iPhone lets you 
place your Apogee iOS interface anywhere you 
want it.
00141023  ....................................................... $29.95 

3m Mac Cable for ONE
Apogee
The Apogee ONE 3-meter USB Cable is offered as 
an optional cable offering additional length when 
using the ONE Mic Mount and internal condenser 
microphone.
00141029  ....................................................... $24.95 
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iRig HD
High-Quality Digital Guitar Interface for iOS 
Devices
IK Multimedia
No matter where you are, iRig HD delivers pure 
high-quality digital input signal. It features a 
24-bit A/D ultra-transparent converter that accu-
rately preserves the nuances of your instrument. 
This means you can rock out on your iPhone, iPad, 
iPad mini, or Mac laptop or desktop computer, with 
studio quality sound. iRig HD features a standard 
1/4” Hi-Z instrument input jack, and connects to 
your iOS device with the included 30-pin cable 
or the included Lightning cable.

Other features include:
• Preamp gain control
• High-quality low-noise, high-definition 

preamp
• Powered by the iOS device or USB
• Also works with line level signals from 

synthesizers, keyboards and mixers
• Ultra-compact and lightweight
• Comes with AmpliTube FREE apps (free 

download on App Store)

00120175 ........................................MSRP/MAP $99.99

iRig™ Pro
Universal Audio/MIDI Interface for iOS 
Devices and Macs
IK Multimedia
iRig PRO is the first full-featured compact audio 
and MIDI interface you can use with your XLR 
microphones, your guitar and bass, your key-
board or other line-level source and your MIDI 
controllers. It features an XLR/1/4” combo jack 
for connecting microphones and instruments 
(accepts XLR and 1/4” TS cables), and features 
the same MIDI connectivity and controls found in 
our iRig MIDI interface.

Now when you’re on the go, you can record 
vocals, harmonies, acoustic instruments, electric 
guitar/bass, keyboards and more without chang-
ing your interface and disrupting your creative 
flow. You will find iRig PRO to be the most ver-
satile iPhone and iPad accessory in your gig bag. 
And when you get back to your Mac, plug iRig 
PRO into your USB port and keep jamming away 
on your laptop or desktop.
00123352 .....................................MSRP/MAP $149.99

iRig 2
Digital Guitar Interface for iOS
IK Multimedia
With over 1 million iRig interfaces sold and over 
20 million apps downloaded, iRig 2 represents 
the next stage in the mobile music revolution for 
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac, PC and Android. 
iRig 2 sports a new 1/4” output jack for seamless 
live performance integration. An added switch 
allows dual-mode operation: FX lets musicians 
process and send their signal to an external 
amplifier without an adaptor. THRU sends a 
clean signal, letting musicians use their mobile 
device as a tuner, recorder or other utility. iRig 
2’s new input gain control pot can be adjusted 
to provide optimum sound quality when using 
different instruments and mobile devices. iRig 2 
comes with AmpliTube, a powerful multi-effects 
processor with an integrated music player, a 
dedicated recorder, a tuner and a vast collection 
of ultra-realistic digital models of some of the 
most famous amplifiers and stompbox effects of 
all time. Now everyone can take their playing to 
the next level with iRig 2, the ultimate interface 
for mobile musicians.
00142930  ....................................  MSRP/MAP $39.95
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iRig HD-A
Digital Guitar Interface for Android
IK Multimedia
The iRig HD-A is the first high-quality 24-bit audio 
interface that fits in your pocket and connects 
directly to your Android device and PC. It features 
superior digital audio quality and offers a premi-
um 24-bit A/D converter for a crystal clear digital 
signal that’s free from noise and crosstalk. Plus, 
its ultra-low-draw power consumption circuitry 
eliminates the need for batteries – it’s powered 
by your mobile device or computer. An onboard 
gain control allows you to dial in the perfect signal 
level for your instrument and apps, and a multi-
color LED lets you know what’s going on with your 
interface and signal. The iRig HD-A is compatible 
with AmpliTube for Android as well as any other 
real-time processing apps which support USB/
OTG audio input. Use the iRig HD-A anywhere you 
play guitar – on the go, in the studio or on your 
PC at home.
00142410  .....................................  MSRP/MAP $99.99

iRig HD-UA
Digital Guitar Interface for Android
IK Multimedia
iRig UA is the first digital interface and FX proces-
sor that lets musicians enjoy high-quality record-
ing and zero latency processing on any Android 
device with host mode. iRig UA allows plug-and-
play zero latency processing with IK’s popular 
AmpliTube multi-effects processor. iRig UA brings 
high-definition recording to Android thanks to its 
24-bit converter, 44.1/48kHz sampling rate and 
crystal-clear, low-noise preamp. Its built-in DSP 
externally handles the processing for the included 
full version of AmpliTube UA, which provides a 
generous virtual collection of some of the most 
coveted amps and stompboxes of all time. An 
included 1/8” analog aux input allows musicians 
to play along with songs on their device or from 
an external sound source. Built for portability, 
iRig UA sports a compact enclosure and built-in 
rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. With iRig UA, 
Android users of all kinds can enjoy high-defini-
tion digital recording and zero latency processing 
while on the go.
00142931  .....................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

iRig BlueBoard
Bluetooth MIDI Pedal Board
IK Multimedia
iRig BlueBoard is the first wireless MIDI pedal-
board for iOS and Mac that allows you to control 
your music apps and more from the floor.

Now control parameters of your MIDI-compatible 
apps like AmpliTube wirelessly from the floor. 
Switch between presets, change patches, turn 
effects on and off and control effects like volume 
wah pedals all from the stage floor without wor-
rying about tripping over wires. Setup is as simple 
as turning the iRig BlueBoard on and telling it 
what you want to control.

iRig BlueBoard features four backlit soft-touch 
pads housed in a sturdy, stage-worthy chassis, 
two TRS expansion jacks for connecting addition-
al MIDI controllers like expression pedals, and is 
powered by four standard AAA batteries.
00119919 ........................................MSRP/MAP $99.99
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iRig Acoustic
Acoustic Microphone/Interface for iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad
IK Multimedia
iRig Acoustic is a revolutionary new microphone 
solution that easily connect your acoustic guitar 
to an iPhone, iPad Android device or Mac with 
stunningly professional sound quality. The size 
of a large plectrum, iRig Acoustic easily clips 
inside the sound hold of any acoustic guitar, 
yet delivers sound quality that rivals complex, 
expensive recording setups for a fraction of the 
price. iRig Acoustic captures the full range and 
timbre of your instrument in the most life-like 
manner. Unlike magnetic or piezo solutions, iRig 
Acoustic doesn’t color the sound of your instru-
ment, and offers extended frequency response 
and low-noise circuitry throughout. The output 
of iRig Acoustic connects directly to your iPhone, 
iPad, Android device, or Mac, and offers a 1/8” 
headphone output for monitoring. No batteries or 
power is required, making it an incredibly simple, 
compact way to perform or record anywhere. 
iRig Acoustic is designed to connect to IK’s new 
AmpliTube Acoustic app, packed with tons of killer 
effects and features designed for acoustic guitar-
ists. It’s also fully compliant with dozens of other 
top apps, from Apple’s GarageBand to Samsung’s 
SoundCamp. With a revolutionary design, aggres-
sive price point and killer sound quality, iRig 
Acoustic lets acoustic players in on the mobile 
music revolution. Features include:

• Ultra-compact clip-on microphone for 
acoustic guitar

• Connects directly to iOS, Android and Mac
• Extended frequency response (15-20kHz)
• Fits nearly any acoustic instrument
• Integrated headphone output
• Includes travel case

00153171........................................MSRP/MAP $49.99 

iRig Stomp
IK Multimedia
This is the first stompbox guitar interface for 
iPhone/iPod touch/iPad users! Guitar and bass 
players can now integrate their favorite iOS signal 
processing apps into their existing live pedalboard 
setup. The compact, aluminum-cast enclosure 
integrates easily into any traditional pedalboard. 
The iRig Stomp can be used inline with other effects 
pedals or directly connected to amplifiers or PA 
systems. Purchase of this package also includes 
a FREE Amplitube for iPhone or iPad download on 
the iTunes App Store.
00750485 .......................................MSRP/MAP $59.99

Sonic Port
Pro-Quality Guitar System 
for iPod Touch, iPhone and iPad
Line 6
From jamming to recording, the Line 6® Sonic 
Port™ system delivers inspiring guitar tones and 
best-in-class audio quality on your iPod touch®, 
iPhone® and iPad® devices. Simply plug your 
guitar or bass into the interface for studio-quality 
sound-and get amazing results when you record 
into GarageBand® and other CoreAudio music 
apps. You can also explore a huge collection of 
legendary POD® tones-32 amps, 16 stompbox and 
rack effects, and 16 speaker cabinets-with the 
free Mobile POD app. And for the ultimate jamming 
experience, use Sonic Port with the Jammit® app 
and play along with your favorite artists’ original 
recordings using authentic POD tones.

• Connect your guitar, bass or stereo audio 
source via the Sonic Port digital interface

• Compatible with GarageBand, Jammit and 
other CoreAudio music apps

• Free Mobile POD app delivers world- 
famous POD guitar tone – 32 amps,  
16 stompboxes and 16 speaker cabinets

• Powered by iOS devices – no additional 
power supply or batteries needed

00121643 .......................................MSRP/MAP $99.95

Sonic Port™ VX
Mobile Interface for iOS, Mac and PC
Line 6
Sonic Port VX is the only mobile recording inter-
face that puts the power of a studio into the 
hands of songwriters on the go. With built-in 
studio-grade condenser microphones and pre-
amps that capture sound with stunning clarity 
and dynamics, you can finally develop ideas 
and record complete multi-track songs however, 
whenever and wherever you want.

Features include
• Create pro-quality multi-track recordings 

– anywhere, anytime
• Built-in stereo and mono condenser mics 

with high quality mic preamps
• Stereo line input for tracking keys, drum 

machines and other sources
• 24-bit/48kHz audio quality, 120dB high 

dynamic range guitar input, zero-latency 
monitoring

• Seamless compatibility with iOS, Mac 
and PC

• Free Mobile POD® app provides legend-
ary POD guitar tones

00139078  ...................................MSRP/MAP $199.95  
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GuitarConnect Pro
Guitar Input for Mac, iPad, 
iPhone or iPod Touch
Griffin Technology
GuitarConnect Pro adds a guitar input to your 
Mac, iPad, iPhone or iPod touch. At one end, a 
1/4” mono instrument jack fits your instrument 
cable, and at the other, 3 detachable cables for 
use with both iOS devices with Lightning connec-
tors and 30-pin dock connectors, as well as Mac 
computers with USB ports.

Plug in a guitar, bass, keyboard...anything that 
takes a 1/4” mono plug. GuitarConnect Pro gives 
you the best connection from your instrument 
straight into GarageBand and your other audio 
apps. And it gives you a Gain Control wheel so 
you can balance the strength of your input signal.
00123892 .......................................MSRP/MAP $89.99

Revised GuitarConnect Cable
Griffin Technology
00123978 .......................................MSRP/MAP $29.99

GuitarConnect Pro Original
Analog to Digital Interface 
for iPad and iPhone 4
Griffin Technology
GuitarConnect Pro adds an instrument input to 
your iPad or iPhone. At one end, it gives you a 1/4” 
mono instrument jack that fits your instrument 
cable, and at the other end, a dock connector 
for your iOS device. Plug your instrument into 
the 1/4” jack and you have a noise-free, 100% 
digital connection from your instrument directly 
into GarageBand. GuitarConnect Pro’s gain control 
wheel lets you control the strength of your input 
signal.
00123887 .......................................MSRP/MAP $49.99

StompBox
Pedal Controller for iPad,  
iPhone and iPod Touch
Griffin Technology
A professional-quality foot controller for your 
apps. Though StompBox is not limited to musical 
applications, it provides functionality that any 
musician will love. With its 4 assignable foot 
switches and pedal input jack, StompBox can 
turn a compatible iOS device (i.e., iPhone, iPad or 
iPod touch) into a portable, programmable effects 
board and practice rig, effectively recreating the 
experience of an actual pedalboard.
00123889 .......................................MSRP/MAP $49.99

JAM with 30-Pin Connector
Studio Quality Guitar Input
Apogee
JAM brings the legendary sound quality of Apogee 
to iPad, iPhone and Mac. Now guitarists can 
have a pocket-sized, plug in and play interface 
at an unprecedented price and experience ulti-
mate tone with the guitar amps and effects in 
Apple’s GarageBand software or other compatible 
applications. JAM is a premium digital convert-
er and instrument preamp featuring Apogee’s 
PureDIGITAL technology. PureDIGITAL means no 
noise, just great guitar tone. You will notice the 
sonic difference between JAM and other similar 
products immediately.
00141052 ......................................MSRP/MAP $99.00  

JAM 96k
Professional Guitar Interface for iPad, 
iPhone, iPod Touch & Mac
Apogee
Capture the warmth and richness of your guitar’s 
tone with digital purity using one simple “take 
anywhere” device, Apogee JAM 96k. JAM 96k 
delivers your next great performance to your 
iPhone, iPad or Mac – whether you’re at home, 
on the go, or in the most advanced recording 
studio. JAM 96k is built for GarageBand and Logic 
Pro. Its special circuitry is optimized to make the 
amps and effects in any guitar or music creation 
app sound their best. For the beginner or the most 
seasoned guitar player, JAM delivers inspiring 
tone for practicing, recording or just jamming.
00140804  ...................................MSRP/MAP $129.00  

 
JAM Cover
Apogee
The all-new JAM protective cover is a stylish 
form-fitting wrap for your JAM or JAM 96k. 
Made with durable lightweight silicone, the cover 
provides all the protection you need for jamming 
on the go.
00141034 Black ................................................. $9.95 
00141035 White ................................................. $9.95 
00141036 Blue ................................................... $9.95
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3m Lightning iPad Cable for JAM 
& MiC
Apogee
The Apogee Lightning Cable for Jam & Mic pro-
vides direct connectivity to the latest iPad/iPhone 
models including the new iPhone 5S and iPhone 
5C. Apogee is the first to develop professional 
audio interfaces with iOS connectivity allowing 
users to connect microphones, electric instru-
ments and speakers for creating studio-quality 
music on their iPad, iPhone or Mac. With a uni-
verse of powerful and affordable music creation 
apps for iPad, a professional audio interface is 
necessary for professional quality recording on 
this platform.
00141025  ....................................................... $39.95 

1m Lightning iPad Cable for JAM 
& MiC
Apogee
The Apogee Lightning Cable for Jam & Mic pro-
vides direct connectivity to the latest iPad/iPhone 
models including the new iPhone 5S and iPhone 
5C. Apogee is the first to develop professional 
audio interfaces with iOS connectivity allowing 
users to connect microphones, electric instru-
ments and speakers for creating studio-quality 
music on their iPad, iPhone or Mac. With a uni-
verse of powerful and affordable music creation 
apps for iPad, a professional audio interface is 
necessary for professional quality recording on 
this platform.
00141026  ....................................................... $29.95  

3m USB Cable for  
JAM and MiC
Apogee
Compatible with Apogee JAM and MiC and any 
USB-equipped Mac, this cable offers additional 
length when mounting the Apogee MiC to a 
microphone stand.
00141031 ........................................................ $24.95 
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iRig KEYS
Mini Keyboard Controller for iPhone,  
iPod Touch, iPad and Mac/PC
IK Multimedia
iRig KEYS is the first ultra-slim and highly portable 
universal MIDI controller keyboard for iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad and Mac/PC. iRig KEYS connects 
directly to the iOS device 30 pin dock connector 
or the USB port on your Mac/PC. It features 
37 velocity-sensitive mini-keys – 3 full octave 
range plus one note, taking a minimal space on 
your desktop and can easily fit in a backpack 
or a carry-on bag. iRig KEYS is Core MIDI and 
USB class compliant for a true plug-and-play 
experience both with iOS devices or Mac/PC, 
with no additional app, software or drivers to 
be installed to have it go and running. For total 
mobility, iRig KEYS is also an ultra-low power 
consumption unit. You can use iRig KEYS for 
live performance or for songwriting and com-
position with the included app and software 
or with a multitude of other MIDI compatible 
instruments and recorders on any iOS, MacOS or 
Windows system.
00113432 .......................................MSRP/MAP $99.99

iRig KEYS and SampleTank 3 
Bundle Pack
IK Multimedia
IK Multimedia’s iRigKeys and SampleTank 3 bun-
dle gives you everything you need to make sweet 
music, right out of the box. It features the iRig 
Keys 37-mini-key controller and the SampleTank 
3 sample-based workstation.
00142415  ...................................  MSRP/MAP $249.99

iRig KEYS with Lightning
Mini Keyboard Controller for iPhone, iPod 
Touch, iPad and Mac/PC
IK Multimedia
Here is the first ultra-slim and highly portable uni-
versal MIDI controller keyboard for iPhone, iPod 
touch, iPad and Mac/PC. iRig KEYS with Lightning 
connects directly to the iOS device’s Lightning 
connector, 30-pin connector, or the USB port on 
your Mac/PC. It features 37 velocity-sensitive 
mini-keys – a full 3-octave range plus one note – 
takes up minimal space on your desktop and can 
easily fit in a backpack or a carry-on bag.

iRig KEYS with Lightning is MIDI and USB class 
compliant for a true plug-and-play experience 
both with iOS devices or Mac/PC. No additional 
apps, software or drivers are necessary to get it 
up and running. For total mobility, iRig KEYS with 
Lightning is also an ultra-low power consumption 
unit.
00128344  ...................................MSRP/MAP $129.99

iRig® Keys MINI
25-Key MIDI Controller for iPhone,  
iPad or Mac/PC
IK Multimedia
iRig KEYS is an ultra-slim and highly portable 
universal MIDI controller keyboard for iPhone, iPod 
touch, iPad, Mac/PC or Android. iRig KEYS connects 
directly to a micro USB connector on your iOS 
device, Android or Mac/PC. It features 25 veloci-
ty-sensitive mini-keys - 3 full octave range plus 
one note, taking a minimal space on your desktop 
and can easily fit in a backpack or a carry-on bag.

iRig KEYS is Core MIDI and USB class compliant 
for a true plug-and-play experience both with 
iOS devices or Mac/PC, with no additional app, 
software or drivers to be installed to have it go 
and running. For total mobility, iRig KEYS is also 
an ultra-low power consumption unit.
00153170........................................MSRP/MAP $79.99 
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iRig Mic HD
IK Multimedia
iRig Mic HD is the digital sequel to iRig Mic, 
the first and most popular handheld mic for iOS 
devices. Featuring 24-bit output, and connectivity 
with iOS, Android (with OGT adapter), and Mac/
PC, iRig Mic offers unmatched quality and ver-
satility. Now you can own a studio-quality mic 
that’s compatible with all your technology, from 
smartphones and tablets to laptop and desktop 
computers. iRig Mic HD is the ideal mic solution 
for a wide range of applications including record-
ing speech, vocals, acoustic instruments, guitar 
amps, and more. Its comfortable handheld design 
is perfect for interviewers and broadcasters, 
presenters, singers and musicians. iRig Mic HD 
also fits in a standard mic stand, and comes with 
a stand adapter.
00125682 .....................................MSRP/MAP $129.99

iRig Mic
IK Multimedia
iRig Mic is the first handheld quality condenser 
microphone for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad – 
designed for all vocal and mobile sound needs. 
It’s ideal for the singer, vocalist and songwriter 
on the move, but also perfect for recording 
speeches, instruments, performances or any 
other sound sources in the studio, on stage 
or in the field.

The iRig Mic features a highly unidirectional elec-
tret-condenser microphone capsule that provides 
quality recording, in both close mic and long 
distance mic conditions, and real-time monitoring 
with its dual mini-jack connector.

A three-level gain switch makes it instantly adjust-
able for any sound pressure condition - from soft 
speaking to loud playing. Its familiar form is perfect 
for handheld performance, plus it can be mounted 
on any mic stand leaving the iOS device free 
for app operation. Its rugged metal body is road-
ready for the mobile musician.

iRig Mic also comes with VocaLive free, IK’s new 
real time effects processor app suite for the 
singer and vocalist, iRig Recorder, the new IK free 
audio recording app and AmpliTube Free, the best 
selling app for guitar players and songwriters. iRig 
Mic also works with a multitude of other vocal 
and audio recording or processing apps for the 
iOS platform.
00750263 .......................................MSRP/MAP $59.99

iRig Mic HD-A
IK Multimedia
iRig Mic HD-A is the first affordable high-qual-
ity handheld digital condenser microphone for 
Android. Now singers, musicians, journalists, vid-
eographers, podcasters and more can enjoy high 
definition digital audio while on the go. But versa-
tility is just one of iRig Mic HD-A’s many attributes. 
iRig Mic HD-A sports a 24-bit audiophile-grade 
A/D converter, a 44.1/48 kHz sampling rate and a 
low-noise/high-definition pre-amp.

You can count on iRig Mic HD-A to give you high 
quality results, anytime and anywhere. It can 
handle the most demanding professional needs 
in the field or in the studio and is comparable 
in quality to what you’d get in a mic that costs 
three times as much. iRig Mic HD-A features a 
sturdy metal body construction and an ergonomic 
handheld form factor that allows for hours of 
comfortable recording and performance. It can 
also be mounted on a standard mic stand using 
the included clip.
00146135  ...................................MSRP/MAP $129.99

MIC INTERFACES
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iRig Voice Mic
IK Multimedia
iRig Voice is a new handheld vocal microphone 
designed for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad. 
Compatible with all of today’s top music apps, 
like Glee! Karaoke, LaDiDa, Karaoke Anywhere, 
and dozens more, iRig Voice turns your Apple 
device into a never-ending karaoke machine or 
vocal-recording studio. Get started fast with the 
included EZ VOICE app, which lets you sing along 
with music from your music library, add profes-
sional-grade vocal FX, including reverb, chorus 
and pitch correction. Based on IK’s acclaimed 
VocaLive app, EZ VOICE lets you remove the 
vocals from your favorite songs with just a single 
button, and even record yourself to share online!
00131251 Blue ...............................MSRP/MAP $39.99  
00131252 Green ............................MSRP/MAP $39.99  
00131253 Red................................MSRP/MAP $39.99  
00131254 White .............................MSRP/MAP $39.99  
00131255 Yellow ............................MSRP/MAP $39.99

iRig Mic Lav
Lavalier Microphone for Smartphones and 
Tablets with Foam Pop Shield
IK Multimedia
The iRig Mic Lav is the audio solution for film, 
television or broadcasting scenarios. This lavalier 
mic provides convenient, crisp, high-quality audio, 
right into your smartphone or tablet. It’s equipped 
with an omnidirectional condenser microphone to 
pick up sound from all directions, and the foam 
pop filter eliminates vocal plosives and wind 
noises. Any app that accepts input from a headset 
connection is compatible with the iRig Mic Lav. 
More, thanks to the built-in switch, is it possible to 
connect up to two iRig Mic Lav to the same device 
or an earphone. Just connect the 1/8” TRRS jack 
to your device (both iOS and Android), open your 
recording app and you’re ready to capture quality 
audio. The in-line connector hosts a 1/8” TRRS 
and a dedicated switch that allows you to connect 
your headphones for monitoring your recording or 
a second iRig Mic Lav. Features include:

• Professional Lavalier Mic with TRRS Jack
• High-quality omni-directional condenser 

capsule
• Includes foam pop shield and durable 

mountable clip
• Compatible with audio apps that accept 

audio from headset input
• Compatible with Apple iOS/Android  

devices
• Allows you to connect both headphones 

and a second iRig Mic Lav
00154951  ....................................................... $49.99 

iRig™ Mic Cast
IK Multimedia
iRig™ Mic Cast is a quality condenser micro-
phone, specifically designed to record vocal 
speech, in a compact enclosure with a stylish 
form factor, that plugs directly into any iPhone, 
iPod Touch, or iPad. Now anybody can make pro-
fessional audio recordings for podcasts and inter-
views – even live broadcasts – anywhere. The 
iRig Mic Cast plugs directly into the 1/8-inch mini 
jack on the iOS device, and it features a clip that 
holds the mic in place on any iOS device. When 
used with iPhones or iPod Touches, the on-the-go 
user can hold it with just one hand. iRig Mic Cast 
also comes with a handy detachable tilted table-
top stand for easy desktop or podium operation. 
The microphone itself has an adjustable tilt angle 
for optimum positioning. It also has a cardioid 
(unidirectional) polar pattern and a very effective 
pop filter for close miking of the human voice. The 
mic has a continuous gain control to help the user 
easily achieve the best signal-to-noise ratio and a 
tone control to adjust the color of the recording. 
The integrated built-in headphone output allows 
for real time monitoring.
00750483 .......................................MSRP/MAP $39.99
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iRig Mic Field
IK Multimedia
Introducing iRig Mic Field, the pocket-sized digital 
stereo microphone for Apple’s range of Lightning-
compatible iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. 
Designed to be used for both video and audio 
recordings, it features a patent-pending rotatable 
enclosure that you can easily position for the 
best stereo image in both landscape and portrait 
orientations. Now you can capture pristine sound 
no matter whether you’re recording a rehearsal 
or a concert, capturing audio for videography, 
acquiring audio for a music project, recording 
instruments while on the move, saving a lecture 
or speech or creating your next viral video hit – 
iRig Mic Field lets you create accurate and faithful 
field recordings in any imaginable context.

Features include
• Digital stereo field-recording mic that 

connects to iOS devices via the Lightning 
port

• Lightweight and pocketable design
• Rotates 90 degrees for optimal audio/

video positioning and locks in place with 
comfortable to use controls

• Great for music recording, video shoots 
or any field recording application

• Integrated headphone output for immedi-
ate real-time audio monitoring

• Gain control and multicolor LED indicator 
for easy and accurate level adjustion

• 2 high-quality cardioid electret condenser 
capsule

• 24-bit, 44.1-48 kHz A/D conversion
• Elegant design with black finish

00142409  .....................................MSRP/MAP $99.99 

iRig Mic Studio
Digital Interace for iOS
IK Multimedia
iRig Mic Studio is the latest addition to IK’s 
high-quality digital microphone line. It packs a 1” 
diameter condenser capsule into an ultra-com-
pact enclosure that can be used with iPhone, 
iPad, iPod touch, Mac, PC and Android devices. 
Roughly the same length as an iPhone and with 
a diameter of just 45mm, iRig Mic Studio is less 
than half the size of competing large-diaphragm 
microphones. iRig Mic Studio’s large-diaphragm 
cardioid electret condenser capsule, 133dB SPL 
rating, 24-bit 44.1/48kHz converter, high-quality 
low-noise preamp, gain control knob, multi-color 
LED level indicator, sturdy tripod base and other 
professional features ensure superior sound for 
every session. iRig Mic Studio also includes 
powerful apps and software: experience superi-
or vocal processing with VocaLive, unparalleled 
mobile editing and recording with iRig Recorder 
and a vast collection of amps and stompbox 
effects with AmpliTube. With iRig Mic Studio, 
musicians, vocalists, home producers and more 
have a studio-quality large-diaphragm micro-
phone that fits in the palm of their hand.
00142932 Black ........................... MSRP/MAP $179.99
00147348 Silver ........................... MSRP/MAP $179.99

iRig Pre for iOS Devices
The universal microphone interface  
for iPhone/iPod touch/iPad
IK Multimedia
iRig PRE is the ultimate solution for connecting 
any type of microphone – from regular stage 
microphones to expensive studio models – to any 
iPhone, iPod touch or iPad providing access to the 
widest range of recording applications. iRig PRE 
is a high-quality microphone preamp designed 
specifically for iOS devices that allows musicians 
to use their favorite high-quality stage or studio 
mics with their iOS device. The microphone plugs 
directly into the standard XLR connector of iRig 
PRE with no need for extra cables or adapters. 
Its adjustable thumbwheel gain control allows 
the user to easily make precise level settings. 
The onboard 9V battery provides the necessary 
voltage for phantom-powered studio condenser 
microphones for at least for 15 hours of contin-
uous use.
00750493 .......................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

MicConnect
Microphone Interface 
for iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch
Griffin Technology
Use your own microphone to record music on 
your iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. Whether you’re 
practicing in your room, recording with your 
band, or just jotting down song ideas on the 
road, MicConnect makes it easy to record vocals 
on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. Once your 
mic has been connected to the XLR input on 
MicConnect, plug the 1/8” (3.5 mm) audio cable 
into your device’s headphone jack and launch 
GarageBand or other compatible app to get 
rocking. 
00123890 .......................................MSRP/MAP $39.99
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MiC 96k
Professional Microphone for GarageBand 
on iPad, iPhone and Mac
Apogee
Introduced in 2011, the original MiC became the 
mobile microphone of choice for both aspiring 
and professional artists looking for that big-studio 
microphone sound. Redesigned for the future, 
the new Apogee MiC 96k delivers unsurpassed 
recording quality. MiC 96k is optimized for the 
latest Apple iOS devices, including the ability to 
record in pristine fidelity – up to 24-bit/96 kHz.

MiC 96k combines a microphone, microphone 
preamp and an A/D converter into one compact 
device. Apogee has carefully designed each part 
of MiC 96k to deliver the lowest noise and highest 
quality signal possible for a digital microphone. 
And it all fits in your pocket.

Apogee MiC 96k is a digital microphone designed 
to deliver studio quality recording you can take 
anywhere. Use MiC 96k to record vocals, spoken 
word, acoustic guitar, piano, drums... anything! 
Inspired by the most revered and classic micro-
phone in history, MiC 96k is designed to sound 
amazing and be easy to use with your iPhone, 
iPad, iPod Touch or Mac.
00140808  ...................................MSRP/MAP $229.00

MiC Carry Case
Apogee
The MiC Carrying Case protects your MiC while 
holding all necessary accessories. The case fea-
tures a hard shell exterior and a custom foamed 
interior for the very best protection. The case will 
hold MiC, tripod, all cables and mic stand adaptor.
00141033  ........................................................$19.95

HDK Box 2.0 Internet Enabled 
Karaoke Player
Eureka
Get ready for a breakthrough internet streaming 
karaoke machine! The HDK Box is the smartest 
karaoke machine, integrating the most advanced 
internet multimedia technologies. It incorporates 
the powerful Sigma Design processor, offers full 
support for Ethernet (LAN), wireless networks 
(Wi-Fi) connections, 1080p full HD video output, 
iPhone/iPad/Android control applications and a 
variety of media formats. The high-quality, slim, 
lightweight body of the HDK Box allows users 
to sing and share a new entertaining experience 
with their friends and family anytime, anywhere. 
Its digital content library features over 15,000 
songs, and new song releases are automatically 
updated weekly.
00154544  ................. MSRP $349.99 • MAP $299.00
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iRing™

IK Multimedia
iRing™ is the first wearable, touch-less, low-cost 
music controller that lets you make great music 
simply by waving your hands in front of your 
iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch. Just slip on one or 
more of the three included cool-looking and com-
fortable rings, and you’re ready to go.
00125680 White ............................MSRP/MAP $24.99  
00128280 Silver .............................MSRP/MAP $24.99  
00128281 Green ............................MSRP/MAP $24.99  

iRig PowerBridge
Power Source for iRig Accessories
IK Multimedia
iRig PowerBridge is a streamlined continuous 
charging system for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch 
that lets musicians practice, perform and record 
with their favorite digital iRig accessories for 
as long as they want. iRig PowerBridge comes 
with a power supply that connects to the power 
grid on one end and a connector that plugs into 
the device on the other end. Its female Mini-
Din connector lets musicians plug any digital 
iRig accessory into iRig PowerBridge. Through 
this connection, PowerBridge allows continuous 
charging of an iOS device and pass-thru of audio 
and MIDI information from an iRig accessory. iRig 
PowerBridge comes in two versions with either 
a Lightning or 30-pin cable. Both also include 
a power adaptor and Mini-Din to Mini-Din and 
Mini-Din to Micro-USB cables that allow con-
tinuous charging with the full iRig range during 
use. iRig PowerBridge also features a status light 
that provides at-a-glance visual feedback during 
charging. With iRig PowerBridge, now musicians 
can use their iOS device adn enjoy IK’s digital iRig 
accessories and sound processing apps for as 
long as they want.
00142933  ....................................MSRP/MAP $69.99t

Groove
Portable USB DAC and  
Headphone Amp for Mac and PC
Apogee
Apogee Groove is the best portable USB DAC and 
headphone amp for listening to music on your 
Mac or PC. Groove takes the same high quality 
audio technology found in the world’s most pres-
tigious recording studios and delivers it to your 
laptop. Connect Groove directly to your computer 
and connect your headphones or powered speak-
ers directly to Groove.

For 30 years, Apogee has been an innovator and 
industry leader in digital audio recording. Now 
Groove makes Apogee sound quality available 
in a simple take-anywhere device dedicated 
to delivering the ultimate listening experience. 
Unlock the full potential of your high-res audio 
files, rediscover your iTunes library and stream 
Spotify, Pandora or your favorite music services 
with incredible clarity and detail.

Groove’s Constant Current Drive output stage is 
a truly revolutionary approach to dealing with the 
wide impedance variations of headphones avail-
able on the market today. With Constant Current 
Drive technology, Groove’s output stage’s voltage 
is dynamically “molded” to the impedance vari-
ations of the connected headphones, thereby 
smoothing out frequency response non-linearity 
that occurs with traditional headphone outputs.
00147013  .................. MSRP $295.00 • MAP $295.00

iRig™ Mix
IK Multimedia
iRig™ Mix is an ultra compact portable DJ mixer 
tailored for use the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad. 
You can easily mix two stereo audio signals and 
crossfade between them. An input trim stage 
lets you amplify any source, and the 2-band EQ 
gives you flexible tonal control over each input. 
A microphone can be connected for DJs, rappers 
or announcers, and any electric instrument such 
as a guitar or bass can be connected. All inputs 
can be internally compvined in the iRig Mix. A CUE 
system is also included which enables the DJ to 
preview individual channels at the headphone 
output to prepare the next song (sync the tempo, 
adjust the EQ, match the volume, etc.) to ensure 
smooth mixes. iRig Mix comes eith IK’s free VDJ 
application for iPhone and iPad and is the perfect 
companion for all the other popular DJ-related 
apps in the App Store. iRig Mix can also function 
as an audio interface for AmpliTube and VocaLive, 
for mixing small bands and even karaoke appli-
cations.
00631772 ........................MSRP $99.99 • MAP $79.99
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iRig PADS
IK Multimedia
iRig PADS is a portable MIDI pad controller iPhone/
iPod touch/iPad, and Mac/PC that makes it easy 
to play and control virtual drum, percussion and 
electronic instruments, anytime and anywhere. 
Turn your mobile device or laptop into the ultimate 
groove production station for making beats and 
electronic tracks. Sixteen pads, in a standard 
4x4 configuration, feature velocity sensitivity and 
provide a superior feel to onscreen tapping. Each 
pad lights up in three different colors to react to 
your playing or in response to messages from 
your apps. iRig PADS is also equipped with two 
assignable knobs, a pushbutton rotary encoder, 
two buttons and a slider, all of which are pro-
grammable.

iRig PADS is MIDI class-compliant, meaning it 
works with hundreds of music creation apps 
on iOS, Mac and PC, with no drivers to install. 
It comes pre-loaded with a range of presets for 
the most popular apps, and users can create 
and save their own settings as well. Lightning, 
30-pin and USB connection cables are all includ-
ed, as is the SampleTank FREE app for iOS and 
SampleTank 2L software for Mac/PC.
00125681 .................... MSRP $149.95 • MAP $149.99

DJ Connect
for iOS Devices
Griffin Technology
Control your pre-cue mix with dual separate 
stereo output, volume control and compatibil-
ity with devices currently running Algoriddim’s 
award-winning djay and vjay apps on iPhone, 
iPad, iPad mini, iPod touch and your Mac. Much 
like the best-selling DJ Cable, DJ Connect will 
allow you to pre-cue your music and beat-mix, 
with the added benefits of volume control, dual 
separate stereo outputs and 3 detachable cables 
for use with both iOS devices with (Lightning con-
nectors) and 30-pin dock connectors, as well as 
Mac computers with USB ports. Simply plug your 
headphones in the yellow headphone port in the 
front and connect your external speakers to the 
RCA line level stereo outputs on the back. 
00131401  .....................................MSRP/MAP $99.99  

PowerMate
User-Programmable USB 
Multimedia Controller & Input Device
Griffin Technology
The quintessential control knob for all USB 
computers, PowerMate spins like a knob, and 
clicks like a mouse, but it’s so much more! Use 
PowerMate to speedily shuttle through large mul-
timedia files, spreadsheets, word processor doc-
uments. Connect multiple PowerMates – as many 
as 127 – and assign an independent function to 
each of them! You can even control the behavior 
of the pulsing LED in PowerMate’s base to give 
you system status at a glance.
00123893 .......................................MSRP/MAP $44.99

PowerMate Bluetooth® LE 
Wireless Programmable Controller
Griffin Technology
Wirelessly control everything, from volume to 
keyboard shortcuts. PowerMate Bluetooth is the 
wireless programmable knob that replaces extra 
keystrokes with a simple twist or a click. It 
spins like a knob. It clicks like a mouse. And it’s 
programmable, to replace repetitive keyboard 
commands. It looks like a great big, shiny, glow-
ing volume knob. And, sure, you can use it for 
that, right out of the box. But it’s capable of so 
much more.  PowerMate is configurable, so it can 
control practically any Mac application out there. 
It comes preset for volume and track control, but 
through the included PowerMate software you 
can add your own actions for the software you 
use every day. 
00131402  .....................................MSRP/MAP $69.99

iO Dock II
Pro Audio Dock for iPad
Alesis
The iO Dock is the first device that enables 
anyone with an iPad to create, produce, and per-
form music with virtually any pro audio gear or 
instruments. The iO Dock is a universal docking 
station specifically designed for the iPad, and it 
gives musicians, recording engineers, and music 
producers the connectivity they need to create 
and perform with iPad. Connect all your pro audio 
gear to virtually any app in the App Store with 
the iO Dock.
00128817  ..................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $199.99 
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Laptop Stand Pro
Performance Stand for Laptop Computer
Numark
Laptop Stand Pro is designed for live performance, balancing solid, secure 
construction with a portable, collapsible, low-weight design. Rubber pads on 
the top and bottom of Laptop Stand Pro ensure that a your computer is secure 
and will stay in position, even during high-intensity performances.

Laptop Stand Pro is designed for quick assembly and disassembly, and comes 
with a zippered, protective case for easy transport. For studio use, Laptop 
Stand Pro is ready to be wall-mounted with predrilled mounting-points. 
Includes carrying case.
00121385 ....................................................................... MSRP $99.95 • MAP $59.95

Elevator Stand
Laptop Computer Stand
Griffin Technology
Elevator makes using a laptop computer on your desktop much more com-
fortable. It raises your laptop screen to eye level, freeing up desktop space 
for a full-sized keyboard and mouse. Elevator significantly increases airflow 
around your laptop, keeping it running nice and cool. 3-piece construction is 
easy to assemble and disassemble, and compact for portability.
00123994 .......................................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

LTS50
Laptop stand, with tacky surface
Samson Audio
Samson’s LTS50 Laptop Stand offers convenient, comfortable placement of 
your laptop computer in live and studio environments. The lightweight LTS50 
offers a roadworthy, steel-constructed design with a sleek black finish, as 
well as a removable top and fold-up design for increased portability. The top 
part of the stand features a silicon surface to hold your laptop securely in 
place with tilt control for optimal positioning in any application. Adjustable 
up to 4.5’ in height with locking latches and a pin lock for increased support, 
you can count on the LTS50 to keep your laptop right at your fingertips and 
ready to perform.
00140110  .....................................................................MSRP $174.99 • MAP $59.99
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iKlip 2
Universal iPad Holder for Mic Stands
IK Multimedia
We’ve taken the hugely successful iKlip 
Microphone Stand Adapter and made it even bet-
ter and easier to use. Now take your favorite iPad 
music apps to the stage for live performance with 
solid, dependable secure support and multi-angle 
global positioning. Plus, the iKlip 2 can now be 
attached to beefier mic stand poles – up to 1.2” 
diameter.
00118891 .......................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

iKlip Xpand
Mic Stand Mount for Tablets
IK Multimedia
iKlip Xpand is a new microphone stand mount for 
tablets. Its expandable design fits the iPad (from 
mini to Air, all generations), Samsung Tab, Galaxy 
Nexus, Kindle Fire, and most other 7” to 12/1” 
tablets. With iKlip Xpand, musicians and perform-
ers alike can bring their favorite apps on stage, so 
it’s perfect for lyrics, sheet music, karaoke, effects 
processors for guitar or vocals, virtual instruments 
and synths, DJ and other groove-making apps. 
The expandable arms allow for the quick and easy 
installation of a tablet into iKlip Xpand, even with 
a case, and its ball-joint design lets you easily 
adjust the viewing angle, rotate freely between 
portrait and landscape orientation. It fits poles 
up to 1.2” (30.5 mm) in diameter, and keeps all 
buttons and ports freely accessible.
00131249  ......................................MSRP/MAP $49.99  

iKlip™ Studio
IK Multimedia
iKlip™ Studio is an adjustable desktop stand for 
iPad, designed to hold your device steady while 
using a variety of music, gaming, and other 
apps. With an adjustable angle and no-slip rub-
ber base, even heavy-handed users can no use 
multi-touch gestures without worrying about the 
device slipping or having to hold the device. For 
musicians, iKip Studio allows you to use your 
iPad as a seamless part of your existing studio. 
Keep your device positioned at the ready for use 
as a control surface, instrument, display, and 
more, without worrying about it sliding mid-per-
formance. Its foldable design lets it slip into your 
existing iPad or laptop bag for the use on the go. 
The iKlip Studio is made of rugged thermoplastic 
for reliability.
00750484 .......................................MSRP/MAP $29.99

iKlip Studio for iPad Mini
IK Multimedia
Designed specifically for musicians, iKlip Studio 
holds the iPad Mini firmly on studio desks or other 
surfaces. You can tap away on synths, beat-pads, 
and other music apps on iPad’s multitouch screen 
with no risk of the device moving or sliding. iKlip 
Studio’s flexible orientation allows it to tilt from 
a low-profile angle – ideal for use with apps like 
mixers, controllers or synthesizers – to near-ver-
tical positioning for use as a reader for scores 
or tablature, or to place the iPad behind music 
keyboard controllers.
00119732 ........................................MSRP/MAP $29.99

TABLET HOLDERS
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iKlip Studio for Kindle
IK Multimedia
Designed specifically for musicians, iKlip Studio 
holds the Kindle firmly on studio desks or other 
surfaces. iKlip Studio for Kindle is made of 
lightweight, shock-resistant thermoplastic that 
is durable and solid, and reliably supports your 
tablet. Rubber foot-pads grip the desktop and 
prevent unwanted sliding.
00119733........................................MSRP/MAP $29.99

iKlip Stand
IK Multimedia
iKlip Stand is a new tabletop holder that raises 
your iPad and iPad mini above the desktop, 
positioning it for perfect access while using key-
boards, mixers, controllers and other equipment.

Features:
• Sturdy, robust thermoplastic with metal 

reinforced base
• Tall enough to fit a keyboard, mixer or 

other studio device underneath
• Two independent articulations for maxi-

mum flexibility
• Adjustable viewing angle
• iPad orientation can switch from portrait 

to landscape
• Available as a stand or desk clamp system

00118890 .......................................MSRP/MAP $69.99

iKlip Stand for iPad Mini
IK Multimedia
Desktop/tabletop holder for iPad Mini
00120174 ........................................MSRP/MAP $69.99

iKlip Xpand Stand
Desktop Raiser for Tablets
IK Multimedia
This tabletop holder from IK Multimedia’s iKlip 
Xpand line raises your iPad and iPad mini above 
the desktop, positioning it for perfect access while 
using keyboards, mixers, controllers and other 
equipment. It elevates your iPad or iPad mini, 
making room for keyboards and other equipment 
below, and provides a more comfortable and 
ergonomic workspace when using your iPad at a 
desk. Originally developed for musicians to place 
their iPad above music keyboards, mixers, or 
other studio hardware, IK Multimedia iKlip Xpand 
Stand also offers a wide range of applications for 
office, home and school.
00146255 .......................................MSRP/MAP $69.99

Mic Stand Mount
for iPad
Griffin Technology
Whether for recording lyrics, displaying sheet 
music, tabs, or whatever, your iPad may be the 
most useful thing to hit the studio since gaffer 
tape. Griffin’s Mic Stand Mount for iPad screws 
onto a standard microphone stand so you can 
raise or lower your iPad to the perfect height. It 
also slips into most standard mic clips. Rubber-
lined grips at the ends of the Mic Stand Mount’s 
four arms hold your iPad securely on all four cor-
ners without blocking the controls, dock connector 
or audio jack. 
00123995 .......................................MSRP/MAP $29.99
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Manos
Universal Tablet Mount
AirTurn
Introducing the AirTurn Manos Mount. It has two 
arms that can hold anything from a smartphone 
to a 13 inch tablet, and a set of thumbs and 
fingers at the end of each arm that can grip 
tablets as wide as a tablet in an Otterbox or a 
Griffin Survivor. The Manos Mount makes it easy 
to rotate your tablet or smartphone 360 degrees, 
with locking positions in portrait and landscape 
views. It also features a self-tightening hinge that 
keeps your tablet or smartphone easily locked at 
any angle. The Manos Mount fits onto any stan-
dard microphone stand or thread, and the Manos 
Mount can be locked into a flat position – making 
it easy to carry with you.
00124310 ........................................MSRP/MAP $49.00

Manos/Side Mount  
Combo Pack
Universal Tablet Mount with 8”  
Extension Side Mount
AirTurn
Introducing the AirTurn Manos Mount. It has two 
arms that can hold anything from a smartphone 
to a 13 inch tablet, and a set of thumbs and 
fingers at the end of each arm that can grip 
tablets as wide as a tablet in an Otterbox or a 
Griffin Survivor. The Manos Mount makes it easy 
to rotate your tablet or smartphone 360 degrees, 
with locking positions in portrait and landscape 
views. It also features a self-tightening hinge that 
keeps your tablet or smartphone easily locked at 
any angle. The Manos Mount fits onto any stan-
dard microphone stand or thread, and the Manos 
Mount can be locked into a flat position – making 
it easy to carry with you.

This combo pack includes an 8” extension side 
mount bar along with the Manos Mount. This 
heavy duty extension bracket for mic threaded 
(5/8”- 27) devices fits most standard mic shafts. 
00131411  Combo Pack with 8” Wide Mount 

 ......................................MSRP/MAP $59.00  

Mic Stand Mount for iPad 2/3
The GigEasy
The GigEasy Mic Stand Mount attaches your iPad 
to any microphone stand. Spring-loaded arms 
grip the iPad firmly and securely, and our unique 
360-degree rotation feature allows the user 
to switch quickly between landscape and portrait 
modes. The Manhasset tilt mechanism permits 
one-handed adjustment of the iPad’s viewing 
angle. Made in USA of sturdy injection-molded 
thermoplastic, and covered by a one-year war-
ranty.

MULTI-COLOR EDITIONS
00125643  Clear Arms, White Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00103004  Clear Arms, Black Body (shown) 

 ........................ MSRP $39.00/MAP $39.00
00125633  Red Arms, Black Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125634  Red Arms, White Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125635  Yellow Arms, Black Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125636  Yellow Arms, White Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125637  Green Arms, Black Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125638  Green Arms, White Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125639  Blue Arms, Black Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125640  Blue Arms, White Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125641  Black Arms, Black Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
00125642  Black Arms, White Body 

 .....................................MSRP/MAP $49.00
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iKlip® Grip
4-in-1 Video Accessory  
for Smart Phone
IK Multimedia
iKlip Grip is a mounting system for videographers 
that provides a handheld grip, mini-tripod, mono-
pod extender and tripod adapter for any smart-
phone or tablet, in a conveniently portable pack-
age. It features a smartphone holder with brack-
ets that expand to securely hold devices with 
screen sizes ranging from 3.5” to 6”. Designed 
for effortless stable video recording, iKlip Grip’s 
holder is supported by a handle with three folding 
legs that can be used as either a tabletop tripod 
or handheld grip (a.k.a. selfie stick).
00148997 .......................................MSRP/MAP $59.99

iKlip Xpand Mini
Mic Stand Mount for Smart Phones
IK Multimedia
Everything you love about the iKlip Xpand is now 
available for smart phones in a mini version! 
With iKlip Xpand Mini, musicians and performers 
alike can bring their favorite apps on stage. It’s 
perfect for lyrics, sheet music, karaoke, effects 
processors for guitar or vocals, virtual instruments 
and synths, DJ and other groove-making apps. It 
is made from rugged thermoplastic for years of 
solid performance.
00131250  ......................MSRP $39.99 • MAP $39.99

Guitar Sidekick
iPhone Holder
Griffin Technology
Your smartphone is the perfect musical com-
panion – you have immediate access to music 
lessons and tutorials, tablature and chord charts, 
and amazing tools like tuning and recording apps. 
Guitar Sidekick mounts your smartphone to your 
guitar’s headstock, giving you the perfect view 
for your favorite lessons, videos, or chord charts 
right on your smartphone! Guitar Sidekick’s clamp 
attaches behind your guitar’s nut, so it won’t 
affect your instrument’s tuning or playability. It’s 
compact size fits perfectly in your case or pocket, 
making it great for gigs, rehearsals, or learning 
new songs at home.
00131403  ..................................... MSRP/MAP $19.99

KB125E Universal Phone Holder 
& Tube Clamp
System X Series
Hamilton Stands
The unique and simple scissor-action clamp is 
strong enough to hold the smart phone securely 
through earthquake-shaking sets. The high fric-
tion yet gentle clamp posts will accommodate 
a wide variety of smart phones – even in their 
protective cases – while giving clear access to 
touch screens, buttons and ports. The smartphone 
holder is packaged with a discreet tube clamp 
that will securely attach to any 5/8” to 1” diame-
ter stand tube (think cymbal, music or mic stand). 
To complete the package there’s a 6” gooseneck 
to position the holder ergonomically – in just the 
right spot for viewing, texting, editing, recording 
or jamming.
00144051 Black ............................................... $49.99
00144052 Green .............................................. $49.99
00144053 Red ................................................. $49.99
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PED Hands-Free Controller
for Bluetooth-Enabled Tablets and  
Computers
AirTurn
The AirTurn PED is perfect for users who need to 
keep both hands free while reading or controlling 
applications on their Bluetooth-equipped Mac, PC, 
iPad, or Android Tablet. The PED is very easy to 
use, transport and connect to your Bluetooth Smart 
Ready device. For hands-free reading, tap on the 
right foot switch will turn pages forwards, and a tap 
on the left foot switch will turn pages backwards.

The AirTurn PED may be used in a wide range of 
environments, such as music reading, scrolling 
lyrics or guitar tabs, teleprompting, slide presen-
tations, instrument effects or media control, and 
many more. Configurations are also available 
for assistive technologies and common desktop 
document or presentation applications.
00144641  .....................................MSRP/MAP $69.00

DUO 2-Pedal Bluetooth  
Page Turner
AirTurn
Step ahead with the DUO Wireless Pedal Control 
for tablets and computers. For hands-free page 
turns and app controls so subtle, no one will 
notice that your hands never touched the screen. 
No messy cables to clutter your setup. The 
BT-106 transceiver connects wirelessly to tablets 
or computers up to 60 feet away using secure 
Bluetooth technology. And its internal recharge-
able battery keeps you going for up to 100 hours 
and can be charged thousands of times. The 
dual ATFS-2 pedals connected to the BT-106 are 
designed to be completely silent. Their “mecha-
nism-free” design means no clicks, no squeaks, 
and no distractions. 
00148433  ....................................MSRP /MAP $99.00

AT-104 with Two ATFS-2 Silent 
Pedals
AirTurn
This professional package includes the AirTurn 
AT-104 transmitter and USB receiver, 2 AirTurn 
ATFS2 Foot Pedals, Pedal Board, 2 patch cables, 
and MusicReader PDF 4 Software for Mac and PC. 
2 AA batteries included.
00750482 ..................................... MSRP/MAP $139.00

The Quad
4-Pedal Wireless Page Turner
AirTurn
Turn pages, navigatee setlists, transpose keys, 
toggle backing tracks, trigger metronomes, and 
even control guitar/bass/amp effects. This AirTurn 
QUAD 4-pedal board comes with the AirTurn 
Bluetooth transceiver, 4 ATFS-2 black silent ped-
als that connect to the transceiver, the AirTurn 
non-slip pedal board, and a USB recharging cable. 
The Bluetooth transceiver may be easily removed 
for use with other applications.

The transceiver features an internal lithium bat-
tery that can be used for up to 100 hours on 
standby. It connects wirelessly to your tablet or 
MAC/PC computer via Bluetooth and may be 
easily. The ATFS-2 black pedals are constructed 
of nearly indestructible polycarbonate plastic and 
feature a proprietary “mechanism-free” switch 
system for perfectly silent operation.
00142937  ...................................MSRP/MAP $149.00

Stomp Kit Controller with Two 
Boss FS-5U Foot Switches
AirTurn
This AirTurn dual foot switch kit comes with the 
AirTurn BT-105 Bluetooth page turning transmit-
ter, Two Boss FS-5U foot switches, two quarter to 
eighth inch connector cables, mini USB charging 
cable, and operating manual.

The BT-105 features an internal lithium polymer 
battery that can be used for up to 100 hours on 
standby, and connects wirelessly to your iPad or 
Mac/PC computer via Bluetooth. The Boss FS-5U 
foot switches feature heavy-duty extruded metal 
cases with a unique tongue and groove locking 
design for double or single foot switch use.

Use both Boss FS-5U foot switches with the 
BT-105 for forwards and backwards page turns, 
or just connect one foot switch for single direc-
tional page turns in a discreet profile for use in 
performance.

Includes: 
• BT-105 Bluetooth page turning trans-

mitter 
• two Boss FS-5U foot switches 
• Two 1/4 to 1/8 inch connector cables 
• mini USB charging cable 
• operating manual

00143409  ................................... MSRP/MAP $139.00

WIRELESS PAGE TURNERS
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BT-106 DIGIT
Wireless Bluetooth Controller
AirTurn
The DIGIT/BT-106 is a multifunction hand-held 
remote with 2 jacks supporting up to 6 exter-
nal momentary switches. Control hundreds of 
compatible apps on your Bluetooth-equipped 
MAC, PC, iOS, or Android tablet. Advance pages/
slides, scroll lyrics, play media, teleprompt, initi-
ate effects, shoot photos, or read books/music.
00122319.........................MSRP $79.00 • MAP $69.99

TAPBluetooth Page Turner
AirTurn
So what if you’re a drummer and your hands 
and feet are busy? The AirTurn TAP provides a 
piezo interface that takes a tap from a finger or 
drum stick to trigger an event. Using all the same 
features as the BT-106 series transceiver, the TAP 
brings easy-to-use page turning and events to 
drummers and other active percussion players. 
Comes with all mounting hardware to mount on 
any post up to 1.5 inches in diameter. Position can 
be set at any angle and height.

AirTurn continues to grow their Pro-Sumer line 
of wireless controllers with the TAP. Turn the 
pages of your digital documents wirelessly, with 
the AirTurn TAP Bluetooth controller! The TAP 
connects via Bluetooth to your Mac, PC, or tablet 
computer (Android or iOS). Use it to manage your 
sheet music while you’re drumming or playing 
percussion. Simply give it light tap from a finger 
or drum stick, and you’re on to the next page! 
TAP can even control audio playback. You are only 
limited by the hundreds of apps that work with 
the Pro-Sumer line of AirTurn wireless controllers.
00145627  ...................................MSRP/MAP $149.00

Go Stand – Portable Mic Stand 
for Musicians and Presenters
AirTurn
Please see the Microphone Cables and Stands 
section on page 96 for a complete description.
00141979  ......................................MSRP/MAP $59.99

Go Stand Telescoping Boom
AirTurn
Please see the Microphone Cables and Stands 
section on page 96 for a complete description.
00143408  .....................................MSRP/MAP $29.00
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iLine
Cable Kit for iOS Devices
IK Multimedia
Have you ever been in a situation 
where you didn’t have the right 
cable for the job? With the iLine 
Mobile Music Cable Kit, you’ll never 
be without options. The kit is a com-
plete collection of six high-quality 
audio cables (with a convenient 
travel case), designed to provide 
users of smartphones, tablets, MP3 
players and laptops with the tools 
they need to handle virtually any 
signal routing and audio-cabling 
situation. The kit covers a wide 
range of mobile and audio applica-
tions, including hard-to-find ones 
like converting stereo signals to 
mono, extending a headphone cable 
(and still being able to use the 
built-in mic), or easily connecting 
your phone or laptop to DJ or home 
stereo gear.
00118889 ..MSRP $59.00 • MAP 59.99

iLine Mono Output  
Adapter Cable
IK Multimedia
Length: 11.8” (30cm)
00119152 ................ MSRP/MAP $19.99

iLine Mono Output 
Splitter Cable
IK Multimedia
Length: 23.6” (60cm)
00119155 ................ MSRP/MAP $19.99

iLine Input Output  
Extension Cable
IK Multimedia
Length: 23.6” (60cm)
00119153 ................ MSRP/MAP $19.99

iLine Headphone Split-
ter Cable
IK Multimedia
Length: 11.8” (30cm)
00119156 ................ MSRP/MAP $14.99

iLine RCA Output  
Adapter Cable
IK Multimedia
Length: 59” (150cm)
00119157 ................ MSRP/MAP $24.99

iLine Stereo Aux Cable
IK Multimedia
Length: 59” (150cm)
00119154 ................ MSRP/MAP $19.99

CABLES
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Capacitive Stylus
Griffin Technology
More control as you write, sketch, tap and drag on 
your iPad, iPhone or any capacitive touchscreen. 
Griffin’s Stylus is a balanced pointer with a soft 
rubber tip, custom designed to mimic your finger. 
Unlike your finger, this tip keeps your touchscreen 
free of fingerprints and smudges as it gives 
increased control over any touchscreen operation. 
It’s perfect for sketching, drawing, photography or 
any use where you need a finer degree of control 
than your finger. Our stylus includes an integrated 
clip for your pocket or pencil loop.
00123993  Black ............................. MSRP/MAP $19.99

StereoConnect Cable
for iPhone, iPod 
or any MP3 Player
Griffin Technology
00123975 ....................................... MSRP/MAP $14.99

Video Display Converter, Model 1
Convert Mini DisplayPort 
to HDMI or DVI
Griffin Technology
00123976 .......................................MSRP/MAP $29.99

Select Series: DJ Cable
Griffin Technology
00123977 ....................................... MSRP/MAP $19.99

4’ USB to Lightning 
Cable, Coiled
Griffin Technology
00124894 .......................................MSRP/MAP $24.99

3m USB to Lightning Cable
Griffin Technology
00124895 .......................................MSRP/MAP $29.99

3’ USB to Lightning Cable
Griffin Technology
00124896 ....................................... MSRP/MAP $18.99

Survivor AUX Cable
Griffin Technology
Survivor AUX is built with a heavy-duty nylon 
braided cable housed in a clear, protective Hex 
exterior. Pull-and-tug-resistant compression col-
lars on the inside of the connectors keep your 
cable together, even in the most stressful situ-
ations. Ideal for live performances or rehearsals 
when using a smartphone or tablet.
00123982 Black ............................. MSRP/MAP $19.99
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AirStrap360 for iPad AIR/iPad Mini
Griffin Technology
AirStrap 360 is the case with the built-in hand strap that makes holding and 
using your iPad Air or iPad Mini more secure and more comfortable, even 
one-handed. AirStrap 360 surrounds your iPad, protecting its edges without 
getting in the way of controls or ports. The frame that grips your iPad rotates 
in 30-degree intervals, to give you the best viewing angle with the most 
natural position of your hand. Slip your hand under the strap on the back to 
experience the real beauty of AirStrap 360. It hugs your hand, gently but firm-
ly, making your iPad easy to hold and leaving your other hand free to use your 
Multi-Touch display. Whether you’re reading in a coffee shop, or checking out 
the headlines as you ride the 6:45 in to work, AirStrap 360 makes it easier, 
safer, and more fun to use your iPad Air or iPad Mini.
00141815 iPad AIR .........................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.99  
00141814  iPad Mini ......................................................... MSRP $34.99 / MAP $34.00   

Survivor for iPhone
Griffin Technology
Simply put, the Griffin Extreme Duty Case is the most protective case we’ve 
ever built. Tested to meet or exceed US Department of Defense Standard 
810F and UK Department of Defense Standard 00-35, Griffin’s Survivor 
extreme-duty case is designed from the inside out to protect your iPhone from 
extreme conditions – dirt, sand, rain, shock, vibration and a host of other envi-
ronmental factors. Survivor is built on a shatter-resistant polycarbonate frame 
clad in rugged, shock absorbing silicone. A built-in screen protector seals your 
Multi-Touch display from the outside environment, with hinged plugs that 
seal the dock connector, headphone port, hold switch and volume controls. A 
detachable heavy-duty clip secures your iPhone to a belt or bag strap.
00123989  Black - iPhone 4S..........................................................MSRP/MAP $49.99
00123991  Black - iPhone 5/5S ......................................................MSRP/MAP $49.99

Survivor for iPad 2, iPad 3 and iPad (4th Gen)
Military-Duty Case with Stand
Griffin Technology
Tested and certified to meet or exceed US Department of Defense Standard 
810F, Griffin’s Survivor Military-Duty Case is designed from the inside out to 
protect your iPad from extreme conditions...dirt, sand, rain, shock, vibration 
and a host of other environmental factors.

Survivor is built on a shatter-resistant polycarbonate frame clad in rugged, 
shock absorbing silicone. A built-in screen protector seals your Multi-Touch 
display from the outside environment, while hinged plugs seal the dock con-
nector, camera lens, headphone port, hold switch and volume controls. The 
included stand clips on, then folds open for landscape viewing and typing.
00123990 .......................................................................................MSRP/MAP $79.99

Survivor for iPad Mini
Griffin Technology
Simply put, the Griffin Survivor Case is the most protective case we’ve ever 
built. Tested and certified to meet or exceed US Department of Defense 
Standard 810F, Griffin’s Survivor military-duty case is designed from the 
inside out to protect your iPad mini from extreme conditions – dirt, sand, rain, 
shock, vibration and a host of other environmental factors. Survivor is built 
on a shatter-resistant polycarbonate frame clad in rugged, shock absorbing 
silicone. A built-in screen protector seals your multi-touch display from the 
outside environment, while hinged plugs seal the dock connector, camera 
lens, headphone port, hold switch and volume controls. The included stand 
clips on, then folds open for landscape viewing and typing.
00123992 Saffron ..........................................................................MSRP/MAP $59.99
00131619 Black .............................................................................MSRP/MAP $59.99  

PROTECTIVE CASES
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Survivor Slim for iPad Air2
Griffin Technology
Survivor Slim for iPad Air 2 is the perfect blend 
of slim, multi-layer design and mil-spec rugged 
protection. Survivor Slim protects your iPad Air 
2 from 2-meter drops using a shatter-resistant 
polycarbonate shell ringed with a silicone bumper. 
The bumper absorbs shocks and creates a non-
slip grip when you carry it. The touch-through 
screen shield protects your multi-touch display 
while you use it, and the built-in fingerprint scan-
ner is fully accessible. All buttons are covered in 
flexible silicone to deflect windblown dust, grit 
and rain. Survivor Slim’s built-in kickstand flips 
open and locks in place to hold your iPad at the 
perfect angles for viewing video, surfing or typing.
00142929  ....................................................... $79.95 

Fender iPad Protective Sleeves
Contour Design
Dress up your personal electronics with the 
world’s most iconic name in guitars, and protect 
your iPad with a world-class protective folder. 
This durable and rugged case offers superior 
protection for the iPad 2 and 3. Along with a soft 
interior, your device will be fully protected as you 
take your device everywhere your music goes.
00102869  Black Guitar Army .................MSRP $34.99
00102870  Zippered Black Strat  ............. MSRP $39.99

iKlip Case
Multi-Angle Viewing Stand Case for iPhone 
6 & 6 Plus
IK Multimedia
Introducing the iKlip Case series for iPhone 6 
and iPhone 6 Plus. It’s a protective carrying case 
with an easy-to-use built-in multi-position stand 
for musicians and more. A fusion of functionality 
and durability, it ensures that you’ll always be 
able to set up your iPhone for effortless viewing: 
Use it while playing instruments with apps on 
your phone, while reading in coffee shops, while 
giving presentations and a whole lot more. With 
iKlip Case, you can take a stand anywhere you go.
00153167 iPhone 6 ........................MSRP/MAP $39.99 
00153168 iPhone 6 Plus ................MSRP/MAP $39.99 

Fender iPhone 4 Protective Cases
Contour Design
Dress up your personal electronics with the 
world’s most iconic name in guitars, and protect 
your investment with a world-class case. Injected 
with lightweight Polycarbonate, this case secure-
ly protects your iPhone 4/4S from bumps and 
scratches, and allows total access to all controls 
and complete functionality including; microphone, 
speaker, camera and flash.
00102866  Wood Grain Hard Gloss .......... MSRP $29.99
00102862  Magenta Pick Silicone ........... MSRP $24.99
00102861  Red Pick Silicone  .................. MSRP $24.99

Fender iPad Touch Protective 
Cases
Contour Design
Protect your iPod Touch 4th Gen from bumps, 
scratches, and drops with this easy to grip case 
styled by the world’s leading guitar manufacturer.  
This ruggedly protective case is molded from 
lightweight high-quality Silicone with a touch of 
rock ‘n’ roll.
00102863  Genuine Black Silicone  ......... MSRP $24.99
00102864  Genuine Red Pick Silicone  .... MSRP $24.99
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PowerBlock  
Universal Charger
with ChargeSensor Technology
Griffin Technology
Most chargers are designed with a one-size-
fits-all approach; they don’t support the require-
ments of individual devices. Griffin ChargeSensor 
technology senses the charging requirements of 
any device plugged into it, and adapts itself to 
that device. The result is a single, truly univer-
sal AC charger that provides optimum charging 
for all your USB-chargeable devices. Griffin’s 
PowerBlock Universal charger sports a low profile 
that plays well in power strips and plugs, and 
travels well in your luggage. PowerBlock accepts 
any AC power source, from 100 to 240 volts, 
converting it to safe, efficient charging for your 
smartphones and tablets. Its universal Type A 
USB socket is ready to accept your device’s USB 
charging cable.
00124902  .....................................MSRP/MAP $29.99  

PowerBlock with Lightning Cable
10W Detachable Cable
Griffin Technology
Griffin sets the standard for AC chargers, with 
PowerBlock. PowerBlock with Lightning Cable 
is the space-saving, energy-saving charger for 
your Apple devices. Connect this charger to the 
Lightning connector of your iPad, iPhone or iPod 
using the included detachable cable. (The cable 
can also be used to connect your iPad, iPhone, 
or iPod to the USB port of your computer.) This 
low-profile wall charger works in any AC outlet 
from 100 to 240 volts, and is optimized to deliver 
fast, safe charging levels for iPad, iPhone, and 
iPod.
00124903  .....................................MSRP/MAP $29.99  

PowerBlock 2010
2.1 Amp, Model 1
Griffin Technology
Our best-selling AC power and charging solution 
for iPad, iPod, and iPhone, in a slimmed-down 
design. Its fold-flat, non-polarized blades fit eas-
ily in wall outlets and power strips. Energy Star 
certified PowerBlock charges iPad, iPhone, dock 
connector iPod models, even 1st generation iPod 
shuffle, or any other USB-chargeable device, 
and saves energy when not in use. The included 
detachable cable can be used separately as an 
extra dock cable for iPad, iPhone, or iPod.
00124908 Black .............................MSRP/MAP $29.99  

PowerDock 5
Griffin Technology
It takes up only about as much room on your 
countertop as a single iPad. But it gives you a 
place to store and charge 5 tablets at one time, 
from a single power source. PowerDock 5 gives 
each tablet its own charging connection and its 
own clear backrest. Each charging bay is roomy 
enough to accommodate your iPad and its case, 
so you’ll never need to remove your iPad from 
its case to charge. Space-saving PowerDock 5 
sits on your countertop or shelf, ready to charge. 
Please note: PowerDock 5 is optimized for all 
iOS devices (iPad, iPad mini, iPhone, iPod touch, 
iPod nano). PowerDock 5’s 5 volt (2.1 amp) 
charging circuitry will also charge most Kindles 
and Android smartphones. Because many devices 
have unique charging requirements, charging 
times vary. Check your device’s manual for its 
special requirements.
00124898 White .............................MSRP/MAP $99.99  
00147088 White/Black ..................................... $99.99

PowerDuo for iPod, iPhone or 
iPad
Griffin Technology
PowerDuo’s AC and DC chargers deliver 10 watts 
of charging power for iPad, iPhone, and iPod. The 
PowerDuo package combines our best-selling 
PowerBlock AC charger and PowerJolt 12-volt 
auto charger in one convenient bundle. The 
included dock cable can be used separately to 
charge or sync your iPod, iPhone, or iPad. To 
charge other devices, use the cable that comes 
with your device. Just plug it into either charger’s 
USB port.
00124901  .....................................MSRP/MAP $39.99  

CHARGERS
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PowerJolt Universal  
ChargeSensor
Griffin Technology
Most chargers are designed with a one-size-
fits-all approach; they don’t support the require-
ments of individual devices. Griffin ChargeSensor 
technology senses the charging requirements of 
any device plugged into it, and adapts itself to 
that device. The result is a single, truly universal 
12-volt charger that provides optimum charging 
for all your USB-chargeable devices. Griffin’s 
PowerJolt Universal charger sports a low-profile 
plug for your car’s 12-volt accessory outlet, and a 
universal Type A USB socket, ready to accept your 
device’s USB charging cable. An LED power indi-
cator glows to signal that it’s properly connected 
and ready to charge. And its built-in, self-resetting 
SmartFuse guards against power fluctuations as 
it charges.
00124900  .....................................MSRP/MAP $24.99  

 
PowerJolt Dual Universal Micro
5-Watt Vehicle Charger for USB Devices
Griffin Technology
For MP3 players and other devices that get their 
power through USB. Plug your device’s USB cable 
in and charge from almost any vehicle’s 12 volt 
accessory outlet with this low-profile, micro 
form-factor PowerJolt.
00147085 ......................................................... $19.99

PowerJolt SE  
Lightning Connector
12-Watt Vehicle Coiled Charger for  
iOS devices
Griffin Technology
PowerJolt SE sports a powerful 12 watt charging 
circuit so your iOS devices can power up quickly 
and safely. A durable captive coiled cable, with 
Apple’s Lightning connector, easily reaches to 
36 inches (a generous 91 cm). Plugs are shaped 
with a slight flare to make them easy to grip, 
yet still able to fit in even the most restrictive of 
ruggedized cases, including Griffin’s own Survivor 
cases.
00149192 .......................................MSRP/MAP $24.99
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LED USB Light
Silver Music Light
Mighty Bright
This bright white, energy-efficient durable LED lasts 100,000 hours — no 
replacement necessary. The precisely engineered optical grade lens spreads 
light evenly, and the adjustable neck holds the light securely in place. This 
light easily folds into ultra-compact shape for convenient storage and fits any 
standard USB port. No batteries required. 13.75” x 0.25” x 0.5.”
00125719 ...........................................................................MSRP $10.99 • MAP $8.79

2-LED USB Light
Silver Music Light
Mighty Bright
These two bright white, energy-efficient durable LEDs lasts 100,000 
hours — no replacement necessary. Use one or two LEDs by tapping 
button. The precisely engineered optical grade lens spreads light 
evenly, and the adjustable neck holds the light securely in place. This 
light easily folds into ultra-compact shape for convenient storage and 
fits any standard USB port. No batteries required. 13.75” x 0.25” x 0.5.”
00125720  .............................................................................MSRP $14.99 • MAP $11.99

Keychain LED Light
Mighty Bright
This handy keychain features a bright white, energy-efficient LED light. There is 
a press-on switch or a constant-on switch option. Beam visible up to one mile 
away! Powered by two included lithium batteries.
00125723  ............................................................................MSRP $5.99 • MAP $4.79

Cube of 48 
Keychain LED Lights
Mighty Bright
These handy keychains feature bright white, energy-efficient LED lights. There 
is a press-on switch or a constant-on switch option. Beam visible up to one mile 
away! Powered by two included lithium batteries.
00125722  ....................................................................MSRP $287.99 • MAP $230.02
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iLoud® 
Portable Personal Speaker for Musicians and Audiophiles
IK Multimedia
iLoud is the high-performance, battery-operated portable speaker for musicians 
and audiophiles. Rated at powerful 40W RMS, it providees up to five times 
the volume of comparably-sized speakers. Connect your smartphone, tablet, 
laptop or MP3 player, and get ready to be blown away. A speaker system 
needs to sound good at all volumes, and reproduce the music the way it was 
meant to sound. IK has leveraged its 16-year experience in creating tools for 
professional recording studios into developing iLoud’s two-way, high-definition 
speaker system, onboard DSP, digital Class-D amplifier and high-performance 
enclosure. For the first time, you can enjoy studio-class sound and performance, 
comparable to professional monitors, in a surprisingly small package. iLoud 
connects via Bluetooth or to the headphone output of your smartphone, tablet 
or laptop. iLoud is also equipped with an iRig 1/4” instrument input, so you can 
plug in a guitar, bass, keyboard or dynamic mic and jam along to your music 
using an iPhone, iPod touch or iPad for real-time effects processing.
00120176   ................................................................. MSRP $299.99 • MAP $299.99

Expedition Escape 
Rechargeable Battery-Powered  
Speaker System with Bluetooth®

Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition Escape is a rechargeable battery powered speaker 
system that provides incredible sound in any environment. Weighing only 
8.5 pounds, this ultra-portable device combines pristine audio performance 
with convenient Bluetooth connectivity for wireless audio streaming. It’s the 
ideal sound system for BBQs, parties, outdoor sporting events, tailgates, 
presentations, fitness classes and anywhere else loud, full-range sound is 
desired. Packed with high-quality components to ensure an optimal music 
listening experience, the Expedition Express offers a 2-way speaker design 
with a 6” subwoofer for deep pounding bass, while its 1” high frequency 
driver transmits the finer details of your favorite tracks. 
00140066  ....................................................................MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99

Bluetooth Wireless Mini Speaker 
Portable Speaker with SD Card
UGO®

If you are serious about music, this is the portable speaker for you! UGO is all 
about sound and versatility. With four playback modes UGO Bluetooth has the 
ability to deliver deep bass tones, crystal clear midranges and sparkling tenor 
from any audio source. This can be via Bluetooth connection or direct plug-in. 
With Bluetooth connectivity you can stream your music wirelessly from up 
to 30 feet away. Bluetooth 4.0 technology provides the fastest data transfer 
with the lowest energy loss creating a portable sound machine that plays 
for hours on a single charge. Equipped with a built-in FM radio and Micro 
SD card player, UGO is arguably the biggest bang for your buck in the world 
of portable bluetooth speakers. It comes with an unconditional 12-month 
warranty against defects and features six color options. Dimensions: 2.25” 
(w) x 2.38” (l). 
00129172  Black ............................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00129174  Blue ..............................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00129175  Silver ............................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00129176  Red...............................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00129177  Purple ...........................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00129178  Pink ..............................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00146227 Yellow ..........................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00146228 Orange .........................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99
00146229 White ...........................................................MSRP $129.99 • MAP $89.99

Protective Travel Case for 
Bluetooth Speaker
UGO®

Keep your UGO clean, dry and protected 
in this stylish leather case.

00151196 .......................................... $14.95
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goSTAND
Portable Mic Stand for  
Musicians and Presenters
AirTurn
The goSTAND portable mic stand 
is 51” when fully extended and 16” 
when fully folded, fitting easily into 
most backpacks and plane carry-on 
luggage. The extended legs create 
the same footprint as most stands, 
which keeps your load secure. Steel 
tubing provides the weight to keep 
attached objects steady, and there 
is a standard 5/8-27 mic thread 
fitting on top. Works with all AirTurn 
tablet mounting systems.
00141979  ................................ $59.00

BOOM
goSTAND Telescoping Boom
AirTurn
If you’re a traveling musician or 
performer, or simply have to take 
your mic stand to the garage down 
the street, carrying a mic stand has 
always been an awkward task. Now 
with BOOM you throw it in your 
backpack and don’t think about 
it. The goSTAND telescoping mic 
boom can be mounted using a stan-
dard 5/8-27 mic thread and is the 
perfect companion to the goSTAND 
portable mic stand.
00143408  ...........MSRP / MAP $29.00 

Microphone Stand 
with Boom Arm 
and Microphone Clip
LoDuca Bros Inc
This professional microphone stand 
is ideal for vocalists, karaoke musi-
cians, and public speakers. Adjust 
the height from 33” to 62,” and use 
the tilt-adjustable 31” boom exten-
sion when necessary. The wide 
tripod features fold-up legs with 
rubber feet, and the microphone clip 
fits most microphones. Cord guide 
is included.
00124141  ................................ $39.99

MD5 — Desktop 
Microphone Stand
Samson Audio
Five-inch desktop microphone 
stand designed to hold any standard 
microphone for desktop placement. 
Weighted metal base for stability.
00140122  ............................... $64.99

MK10 — Lightweight 
Boom Stand
Samson Audio
The MK10 Microphone Boom Stand 
combines the crucial elements 
of lightweight durability with an 
attractive and functional design. It 
comes a very small package that 
folds up easily for transport any-
where you need it.
00140123  ............................... $72.49

BL3 — Ultra-Light 
Boom Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s BL3 microphone boom 
stand combines the crucial elements 
of lightweight durability with an 
attractive and functional design. 
This collapsible tripod boom stand 
has a sturdy die-cast and steel 
construction that offers superior 
resiliency with great flexibility 
of positioning, so it’s always 
convenient and never conspicuous. 
Its glossy black finish ensures an 
elegant yet unobtrusive presence 
and its lightweight design enables 
maximum portability. 
00140124  ............................... $84.99

MICROPHONE STANDS
studio & live sound
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MB1 — Mini Boom Stand
Samson Audio
The ideal low profile boom stand 
for miking drums, speakers and 
anything close to the floor. Heavy-
duty adjustable boom mic stand, 
die-cast and steel construction. Mic 
clip included.
00140125  ............................... $94.99

BT4 — Telescoping 
Boom Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s BT4 telescoping boom 
stand combines lightweight 
durability with an attractive and 
functional design. This collapsible 
tripod mic stand has a sturdy die-
cast and steel construction that 
offers superior resiliency with great 
flexibility of positioning, so it’s always 
convenient and never conspicuous. 
And its sleek black finish ensures an 
elegant yet understated presence, 
making it perfect for on-the-go 
musicians, performance venues and 
rehearsal/recording spaces.
00140126  ..............................$124.99

MK5 — Boom 
Microphone Kit
Samson Audio
The MK5 package gives you all the 
accessories you need: a heavy-
duty adjustable boom mic stand, an 
18-foot XLR mic cable, a microphone 
windscreen and a mic clip. Perfect for 
use with your favorite microphone, 
our MK5 mic stand gives you both 
durability and portability, so it’s ideal 
for on-the-go musicians, venues and 
rehearsal spaces. Combined with our 
professional-grade windscreen and 
mic cable, you’re ready to perform 
anywhere anytime.
00140127  ..............................$124.99

BL3 VP — Boom Stand 
and Cable 3-Pack
Samson Audio
A handy value pack consisting of 
three light-weight collapsible tripod 
boom stands, three 18-foot gold-
plated XLR microphone cables and 
a nylon carry bag.
00140128  ............................. $239.99

Straight Tripod 
Base Mic Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB210M Model
Hamilton Stands
This excellent step-up straight mic 
stand includes a composite plastic 
hub and collet, making it lighter for 
traveling. Includes threaded lock 
nut and folds easily for transport 
and storage. Ideal for the advancing 
singer, a professional or an aspiring 
singer. The plastic collet adjusts 
height from 39” to 66–1/2.”
00140531  ............................... $39.99

Tripod Base Boom Mic 
Stand with Alloy Hub
StagePRO series, 
KB229M Model
Hamilton Stands
A professional 30–1/8” boom stand, 
built for use and abuse for working 
musicians. It features a die cast 
aluminum hub and collet, T-handle 
adjustment for secure boom posi-
tioning, and a square boom clamp 
with large clamping area. The die 
cast collet can adjust height from 
39” to 66–1/2.”
00140532  ............................... $64.99

“E-Trigger” Straight, 
Die Cast Base Mic Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB240M Model
Hamilton Stands
“E-Trigger” mic stands are the most 
ergonomically designed trigger grip 
available! The unique and comfort-
able trigger design allows a firm 
grip for fast height adjustment. They 
are ideal for the professional, but 
also work well for advancing musi-
cians. Features include: Easy to 
adjust height with only a one-hand-
ed squeeze • Time tested clutch 
system • Diecast base for weighted 
stability • Durable black powder 
coated finish.
00140533   ..................... MSRP $59.99 

 ........................MAP $41.99
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“E-Trigger” Straight, 
Tripod Base Mic Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB241M Model
Hamilton Stands
“E-Trigger” mic stands are the most 
ergonomically designed trigger 
grip available! The unique and 
comfortable trigger design allows a 
firm grip for fast height adjustment. 
They are ideal for the professional, 
but also work well for advancing 
musicians. Features include: Easy 
to adjust height with only a one-
handed squeeze • Time tested 
clutch system • Diecast base for 
weighted stability • Durable black 
powder coated finish.
00140534   ..................... MSRP $79.99 

 ....................... MAP $55.99

“E-Trigger” Straight, 
Tripod Base Fixed 
Boom Mic Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB242M Model
Hamilton Stands
“E-Trigger” mic stands are the most 
ergonomically designed trigger grip 
available! The unique and comfort-
able trigger design allows a firm 
grip for fast height adjustment. They 
are ideal for the professional, but 
also work well for advancing musi-
cians. Features include: Easy to 
adjust height with only a one-hand-
ed squeeze • Time tested clutch 
system • Diecast base for weighted 
stability • Durable black powder 
coated finish.
00140535   ..................... MSRP $89.99 

 ....................... MAP $62.99

“Nu-Era” Lightweight 
Tabletop and Kick 
Drum Mic Stand
Mic Stand with Mic Clip 
and Bag, KB810 Model
Hamilton Stands
Ultra lightweight and portable, weigh-
ing in at just 10 ounces! Ideal for 
conference room, desktop studio 
or performance. The unique base 
design provides stability, and the 
height-adjustable stand features 
metal-to-metal threads and a stan-
dard US mic thread. Comes in a 
durable black powder coated finish 
and includes a mic clip and carrying 
bag with additional accessory pouch.
00140536  ................................$14.99

“Nu-Era” Tabletop Stand 
with Offset Adapter
Mic Stand with Mic Clip & Bag, 
KB815M Model
Hamilton Stands
The offset adapter (included) allows 
heavier microphones to be mounted 
with confidence. The unique design 
allows the center of gravity of heavy 
microphones to be over the center 
of the stand, reducing the likelihood 
of tip over. The adapter can be 
used as a stereo mic bar, and the 
stand includes a mic clip, mounting 
hardware and carrying bag with 
additional accessory pouch.
00140537  ............................... $22.99

Universal Tabletop Mic 
Stand Offset Adapter
KB816M Model
Hamilton Stands
The offset adapter (for KB810 
desktop stand) allows heavier 
microphones to be mounted with 
confidence. The unique design 
allows the center of gravity of heavy 
microphones to be over the center 
of the stand, reducing the likelihood 
of tip over. The adapter can be used 
as a stereo mic bar, and standard 
US mic mounts will work with any 
microphone stand or clip.
00140538  ................................. $8.99

“Nu-era” Lightweight 
Floor Mic Stand
Mic Stand with Mic Clip 
and Bag, KB820 Model
Hamilton Stands
Ideal for the aspiring singer and 
entertainer! Great for home kaaoke 
and entertainment. The unique base 
design is lightweight and portable, 
and the mic clip removes easily for 
non-stand performing. The stand is 
height adjustable, with metal-to-
metal threads, and is supplied with 
carrying bag and mic clip. Features 
a standard US mic thread.
00140539  ............................... $23.99
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Combination Boom 
and Straight Tripod 
Base Mic Stand
StagePRO Series, 
KB840M Model
Hamilton Stands
A composite plastic base and 
collet make this stand lighter for 
the traveling musician. Perfect for 
acoustic guitar and vocal or for 
kick drum and overhead miking, 
it features a boom that slides up 
and down along the top post while 
the top of the post accepts a goose 
neck or second boom. Standard US 
threads for mounting second boom 
or gooseneck are also included.
00140540  ............................... $53.99

KB200M Universal 
Boom Clamp
StagePRO Series
Hamilton Stands
A unique two-piece clamp will 
accommodate tubes from 1/2 to 
1 inch in diameter. Positioning the 
clamp couldn’t be easier thanks 
to the simplicity in separating the 
two clamp halves – one half is the 
clamp adjustment assembly and 
the other half houses the boom 
adjustment assembly. Long and 
short booms can be easily inserted, 
removed and adjusted (a full 360 
degree circle) without losing the 
clamp position. The boom assembly 
will accommodate the two standard 
boom diameters of 1/2” and 5/8”. 
00144049  ............................... $22.99

Euro Style Tripod 
Base Mic Stand with 
Telescoping Boom
StagePRO Series, 
KB845M Model
Hamilton Stands
For the aspiring rocker or casual 
gigging pro, this mic stand featuring 
standard US mounting thread, 
knob adjustment for secure boom 
positioning, and a square style 
telescoping boom clamp.
00140541  ............................... $58.99

Accessory Boom 
(Telescoping)
KB202M Model
Hamilton Stands
Built for step-up and professional 
use, this mic boom features 
telescoping for greatest flexibility 
in positioning. It includes a square 
style boom clamp, with standard 
US mounting thread and large 
clamping area. It adjusts from 30” 
to 46” long.
00140530  ............................... $25.99

Accessory Boom 
(Non-telescoping)
StagePRO Series, 
KB850M Model
Hamilton Stands
This non-telescoping boom is 
designed for use as an accessory 
with the KB840 combination boom 
stand or any other standard US 
threaded mic stand. It features 
metal mounting threads, fixed 
length (adjustable through boom 
clamp), and a T-handle adjustment 
for secure boom positioning.
00140542  ............................... $20.99

Mic Stand Carrying Bag
StagePRO Series,  
KB858M Model
Hamilton Stands

Features include:
• Durable nylon cloth
• Holds standard mic stand 

and boom
• Zips closed for security
• Inside accessory compart-

ment for mics and cables.
00140543  ................................ $17.99
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LS2 — Lightweight 
Speaker Stands
Samson Audio
Lightweight Speaker Stands (pair)
00140119  ................................ $99.95

SP50P
Speaker Stand Set
Samson Audio
Samson’s SP50P Speaker Stand 
Set raises your music to where 
audiences can enjoy it to the fullest. 
This pair of lightweight, telescoping 
tripod speaker stands features a 
roadworthy, aluminum-constructed 
design with a sleek black finish. 
With their standard 1-3/8” pole 
adapters, the SP50P stands fit vir-
tually all PA speakers. Adjustable 
up to 6’ in height, these stands can 
handle enclosures that weigh up to 
110 pounds (50kg) and each has a 
locking latch for increased support.
00140114  ...............................$149.95

SP100
Single Heavy Duty Speaker Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s SP100 Speaker Stand 
raises your music to where audi-
ences can enjoy it to the fullest. 
This lightweight, telescoping tripod 
speaker stand features a roadworthy, 
aluminum-constructed design with a 
sleek black finish. With a standard 
1-3/8” pole adapter, the SP100 fits 
virtually any PA speaker. Adjustable 
up to 6” in height, this stand can 
handle enclosures that weigh up to 
110 pounds (50kg) and has a locking 
latch for increased support.
00140115  ...............................$159.99

LS40
Expedition Single Speaker 
Stand
Samson Audio
Samson’s LS40 Speaker Stand rais-
es your music to where audiences 
can enjoy it to the fullest. Ideal 
for use with Samson Expedition 
Portable PAs (Escape, Express, 
XP106, XP106w), this lightweight, 
telescoping tripod speaker stand 
features a roadworthy, steel-con-
structed design with a sleek black 
finish. With a standard 1-3/8” pole 
adapter, the LS40 fits virtually any 
PA speaker. Adjustable up to 4.5’ in 
height, this stand can handle enclo-
sures that weigh up to 55 pounds 
(25kg) and has a locking latch for 
increased support.
00140108  ............................... $49.99
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Two Speaker Stand Carrying Bag
Hamilton Stands
This durable heavy weight polyester cloth bag holds two speaker stands. It 
has divided compartments so the stands stay separated in storage and travel, 
and each zips closed for security. There is also an accessory compartment.
00140550  ....................................................................................................... $24.99

Steel Speaker Stand
Adapter Included
Hamilton Stands
Ideal for the advancing musician, 
this stand works well for a profes-
sional. The sturdy stand features a 
1-3/8” upper tube with adapter for 
1-1/2” speaker mounts. The height 
can be adjusted from 46”–76” and 
locked with a pin on chain for 5 
preset heights. The wide base has a 
maximum spread of 40”.
00140549  ............................... $39.99

Aluminum Speaker 
Stand — Double 
End Tube
Hamilton Stands
Sturdy yet lightweight, this alu-
minum speaker stand has a steel 
upper tube for strength. The upper 
tube fits both 1-3/8” and 1-1/2” 
speaker mounts. Designed for the 
working DJ, the stand is easy to 
transport, set up and use. The wide 
base, with a maximum spread of 
40”, provides stability, and the 
height position can be adjusted 
from 42”–80” and secured with a 
locking pin.
00140548  ............................... $49.99

MONITOR STANDS

MS200 — Heavy Duty 
Studio Monitor Stands
Samson Audio
This pair of professional-grade islo-
tated studio monitor stands feature 
telescoping columns for height 
adjustment, solid metal speaker 
platforms, heavy bases with carpet 
spikes, and have a 40 lb maximum 
speaker load. Ideal for Auro 8, Resolv 
65, Resolv 65a, Resolv 80a and 
Rubicon 6a monitors.
00140121  ............................. $249.99

MS100 —  
Studio Monitor Stands
Samson Audio
These professional-grade isolated 
studio monitor stands feature tele-
scoping columns for height adjust-
ment (30–50 inches). The adjust-
able vise-style speaker bracket fits 
most studio monitors and the heavy 
bases come with carpet spikes. 
Ideal for Auro 3, 5 & 6, Resolv 40a, 
Resolv 50a, Resolv 2.1 and Rubicon 
5a monitors.
00140120  ......$199.99speaker stands

KARAOKE STANDS

Height Adjustable 
Karaoke Stand
LoDuca Bros Inc
Improve your performance and vocal pre-
sentation with this karaoke stand. It has 
front storage for 16 CDs and 12 cassette 
tapes. The stand puts the karaoke system 
at eye level and easy reach. An elevated 
karaoke lifts the sound up where it can be 
heard. This sturdy metal stand provides 
a safe and perfmanent place for your 
karaoke system at home, and its wheels 
let you move it from room to room. Can 
also be used for boom box, digital drums, 
and amplifiers. No tools are required for 
assembly.
00124150  ..............................................$29.99
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MIC & SPEAKER CABLES

Tourtek Microphone Cables
Samson Audio
Tourtek Cables have been designed for musicians and sound engineers who 
require superior sound quality and demand ultimate reliability. The cables 
exceed the design goal by combining quality components like genuine 
Neutrik® connectors and durable low-noise wire with solid build construction.

Tourtek Instrument Cables feature inner stranded copper conductors covered 
by a PVC insulator, which is wrapped in a second carbon insulator, then 
wrapped in a braided copper shield with 96% coverage. This is protected by a 
6mm PVC outer jacket. The low capacitance cable provides excellent rejection 
of RFI/EMI interference, extremely low handling noise and superior sound 
quality. These instrument cables are available in a variety of lengths to ensure 
you have the appropriate cable for any application and can be purchased with 
one right angle connector as well.
00140140 3-Foot Microphone Cable ................................................................$36.99
00140141 6-Foot Microphone Cable .................................................................$39.99
00140142 10-Foot Microphone Cable ...............................................................$42.99
00140143 15-Foot Microphone Cable ............................................................... $57.99
00140144 20-Foot Microphone Cable ..............................................................$65.99
00140145 25-Foot Microphone Cable .............................................................. $71.99
00140146 30-Foot Microphone Cable .............................................................. $77.99
00140147 50-Foot Microphone Cable ..............................................................$93.99
00140148 100-Foot Microphone Cable .......................................................... $173.99

VP10 Microphone Value Pack
Includes R21S Handheld Microphone, 
MK10 Boom Stand and 18’ Cable with 
1/4” to XLR Connectors
Samson Audio

00139513  ..............MSRP $124.99 • MAP $49.99

Tourtek Speaker Cables
Samson Audio
Tourtek Cables have been designed for musicians and sound engineers who 
require superior sound quality and demand ultimate reliability. The cables 
exceed the design goal by combining quality components like genuine 
Neutrik® connectors and durable low-noise wire with solid build construction.

For delivery of serious power, Tourtek Speaker Cables use genuine Neutrik® 
Speakon® and 1/4” connectors, heavy-duty oxygen free 14-gauge copper 
wire and solid build construction. The result is a reliable cable with low loss, 
extreme durability and superior sound quality.

The Tourtek Speaker cables are available in a variety of lengths to ensure you 
have the appropriate cable for any application. Available in 3-foot, 10-foot and 
30-foot with 1/4” connectors; 30-foot with Speakon® connectors; 30-foot 
with one 1/4” and one Speakon® connector.
00140161 3’ Speaker Cable, 1/4-Inch Connectors ............................................$34.99
00140165 30’ Speaker Cable & Speakon Connector........................................$147.99
00140163 30’ Speaker Cable & 1/4-Inch Connector .........................................$86.99
00140164 30’ Speaker Cable & 2 Speakon Connectors .................................. $167.95

VP10X Value Pack
Includes the R21 Dynamic  
Microphone, MK10 Microphone 
Stand, and Mic Clip
Samson Audio

00139514  ........MSRP $124.99 • MAP $49.99
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HP10
Playback Headphones
Samson Audio
Samson’s HP10 Playback Head-
phones offer great sound on-the-go 
or in your home studio. The HP10s 
feature a lightweight, closed-back 
design with an adjustable head-
band that will provide a comfortable 
listening experience for any user. 
With 40mm full-range drivers, a 
frequency response ranging from 
20Hz to 20kHz and an impedance 
level of 32 ohms, these headphones 
are strong performers in a variety 
of applications. They are perfect for 
use with your keyboard, guitar and 
other quiet music practice. 
00140057  ............................... $29.99

RTE 2 Bluetooth®  
Headphones
Samson Audio
Samson’s RTE 2 Bluetooth 
Headphones deliver immersive, 
studio-quality audio in a comfort-
able, low-profile design. Featuring 
Samson’s signature digital voicing, 
the RTE 2s provide enhanced sonic 
detail with the freedom and reliabil-
ity that defines Samson wireless 
performance.

The RTE 2 headphones use 
Samson’s signature digital voicing 
to produce authentic, full-range 
audio with no added hype or color-
ation. While many headphones are 
designed to cut and/or boost fre-
quencies for altered audio imaging, 
the RTE 2s replicate sound the way 
it was meant to be heard. The result 
is a true and fatigue-free listening 
experience.
00145877   ..................... MSRP $99.99  

 ....................... MAP $99.99

SR450
Studio Headphones
Samson Audio
The SR450 on-ear headphones 
offer a closed-ear design for max-
imum sound isolation. The SR450s 
also feature premium 40mm drivers 
with rare earth magnets that gen-
erate powerful audio with a wide 
frequency response. Designed for 
extended listening sessions, the 
SR450 headphones feature mem-
ory foam cushioned ear cups and 
headband for an incredibly comfort-
able, secure fit.
00146562   ..................... MSRP $42.49 

 ....................... MAP $29.99

RTE X
Active Noise Cancelling  
Headphones
Samson Audio
Samson unites its experience in 
professional acoustic design with 
the latest ambient noise filtration 
technology to introduce the new 
RTE X Active Noise Cancelling 
Headphones. Featuring a light-
weight, over-ear design with ultra-
soft cushioning, the RTE X head-
phones are ideal for enjoying 
powerful, studio-quality audio with 
superior sonic clarity in loud envi-
ronments and extended travel set-
tings.
00146573   ................... MSRP $179.99  

 ....................... MAP $99.99

SR550
Studio Headphones
Samson Audio
Samson’s latest Studio Reference 
Series headphones offer exception-
al sonic clarity and comfort in a 
durable, lightweight design that’s 
perfect for studio and mobile appli-
cations.

The SR550 over-ear headphones 
offer a closed-ear design for max-
imum sound isolation. The SR550s 
also feature premium 40mm drivers 
with rare earth magnets that gen-
erate powerful audio with a wide 
frequency response. Designed for 
extended listening sessions, the 
SR550 headphones feature mem-
ory foam cushioned ear cups and 
headband for an incredibly comfort-
able, secure fit.
00146563   ..................... MSRP $56.99  

 ....................... MAP $39.99

SR850
Professional Studio 
Reference Headphones
Samson Audio
With a self-adjusting headband for 
a secure, natural fit, the SR850s 
provide total comfort for extended 
studio sessions. Samson’s SR850 
Professional Studio Reference 
Headphones offer an outstanding 
listening solution for musicians, 
sound engineers and general music 
enthusiasts alike. With solid bass 
response, ultra-clear highs and 
on open-ear design, the SR850s 
ensure complete comfort and accu-
rate headphone monitoring.
00140055   ..................... MSRP $69.99  

 ....................... MAP $49.99

WoodTones Over-the-Ear Headphones
Headphones Made with Real Wood
Griffin Technology
These headphones pair the excellent acoustic qualities of the wood with 
50 mm neodymium drivers. Griffin WoodTones headphones impart warm 
overtones that accentuate the mid-range. Vocals come alive, and low 
frequency bass emerges without distorting harmonics or clarity-destroying 
echoes. The WoodTones enclosures are so lightweight, and the plush ear pads 
are so comfortable, you can wear them for extended periods without fatigue, 
and a listening experience isolated from outside distractions. The detachable 
1/8” cable with built-in mic gives you plenty of room for listening and easy 
storage. The built-in mic features buttons that control Siri, call answering and 
hangup, audio playback and next/previous track. 
00123985  Walnut (dark) .................................................................MSRP/MAP $99.99
00123986  Beech (light wood).........................................................MSRP/MAP $99.99
00123987  Sapele (mid-grain) .........................................................MSRP/MAP $99.99
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TUNERS

CM40 Chromatic 
Tuner / Metronome
Samson Audio
Samson brings precision tuning and metronome 
capabilities together in our CM40 Chromatic Tuner/
Metronome. Its compact, easy-to-use design 
makes tuning guitars, basses, stringed, woodwind 
or brass instruments easier than ever. The CM40 
also functions as a metronome. Practice along 
with tempos ranging from 30 to 250 bpm using 
the tuner’s built-in speaker with volume control 
and 1/8-inch headphone jack. A convenient auto 
power-off function conserves the two included AAA 
batteries that power the CM40 if it is not in use for 
five minutes.
00140106   ...................... MSRP $24.99 • MAP $14.99

Korg CA-1 Chromatic Tuner
Korg
Here’s Korg’s latest ultra-compact, LCD needle-
style chromatic tuner! The new CA-1 (replacing 
the CA-30) joins the bestselling CA series of 
tuners. With even more features — like a pitch 
reference tone and marks for pure major thirds 
and minor thirds — the CA-1 packs functionality 
and convenience into an ultra-compact body.ïIdeal 
for brass band or orchestra, its wide range of pitch 
detection covers C1-C8, and theïhigh-precision 
LCD needle-type meter provides stable tuning.
00750197   ...................... MSRP $32.00 • MAP $17.99

Korg CA-40 Chromatic Tuner
Korg
With superior features like a large, easy-to-read 
LCD needle-style display, the compact CA-40 
Chromatic Tuner is a great value! With a wide 
range that covers A0 (27.50 Hz) — C8 (4186.01 
Hz), you can tune a variety wind, string, and 
keyboard instruments. The pitch and range are 
detected quickly and accurately, and you can 
use the built-in, high-sensitivity microphone to 
detect the pitch of an acoustic instrument without 
requiring any other equipment. An output jack 
(bypass) has been added, making it easy to check 
the tuning even while you perform.
00750178  ........................MSRP $35.00 • MAP $24.99

FT50 Chromatic Tuner
Hartke
The Hartke FT50 Chromatic Tuner makes accu-
rately tuning guitars, basses, and other stringed, 
woodwind and brass instruments an easy task. 
The FT50 offers two modes of tuning: Auto and 
Manual. When using Auto mode, the tuner auto-
matically recognizes the note to be tuned, while 
Manual mode allows the user to select the note 
to be tuned. The FT50 also features a multi-seg-
ment LED display for tuning in well-lit or dark 
environments. Conserving the two included AAA 
batteries that power the tuner, the FT50 features 
a convenient auto-shut off function if it is not in 
use for 10 minutes.
00140185  ....................................................... $24.99

Korg TM-50 Combo 
Digital Tuner Metronome 
with Folding Stand
Korg
The Korg TM-50 allows you to use the tuner and 
metronome simultaneously, providing all you need 
for both pitch and rhythm training. This updated 
model features a two-level backlight that enhanc-
es the visibility of the LCD display. It uses a newly 
designed needle-style LCD for excellent response, 
and even greater tuning accuracy. 
00111652  ........................................................ $40.00
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CT20 Clip-On Tuner
Samson Audio
Samson’s CT20 Clip-On Tuner combines preci-
sion tuning capabilities with a hands-free design 
that makes accurately tuning guitars, basses, 
stringed, woodwind or brass instruments easier 
than ever. The CT20 attaches securely to the 
headstock of your guitar or bass, as well as a 
variety of other stringed and wind instruments, for 
hands-free tuning. Powered by an included single 
CR2032 battery, the CT20 provides two operating 
modes for maximizing battery life. After 10 sec-
onds of inactivity, the tuner automatically enters 
an energy-saving mode that dims the display 
without shutting off the tuner. After 5 minutes, the 
unit will power off completely.
00140107   ......................MSRP $39.99 • MAP $24.99

CT260V
Clip-On Chromatic Tuner
Samson Audio
Samson’s CT260V Clip-On Chromatic Tuner com-
bines precision tuning capability with a hands-
free design and Auto On/Off features that makes 
accurately tuning guitars, basses and more easier 
than ever. To keep your instruments sounding 
performance-ready at all times and in any light-
ing environment, the CT260V features a dynamic 
vertical LCD display. The display offers a smooth, 
real-time response for exceptional tuning accu-
racy. The CT260V attaches securely to the head-
stock of your guitar or bass for hands-free tuning. 
A dual 360-degree ball-jointed clip stems from 
the rear of the tuner, allowing you to view the 
display at any angle. 
00146575  ....................................................... $24.99

CT260H
Clip-On Chromatic Tuner
Samson Audio
To keep your instruments sounding perfor-
mance-ready at all times and in any lighting envi-
ronment, the CT260H features a dynamic horizon-
tal LCD display. The CT260H attaches securely to 
the headstock of your guitar or bass for hands-free 
tuning. A dual 360-degree ball-jointed clip stems 
from the rear of the tuner, allowing you to view 
the display at any angle. In addition, the CT260H 
offers convenient Auto On/Off features. The tuner 
powers On as soon as the display is placed in the 
Up position. In addition, it will automatically power 
Off when the display is placed in the Down position 
or after five minutes of inactivity.

Samson’s CT260H Clip-On Chromatic Tuner’s 
simple, yet efficient design helps to make it a 
tuning accessory that musicians will want in their 
gig bag.
00146574 ........................MSRP $29.99 • MAP $19.99

ChordBuddy Clip-On Tuner
Model CBT-510
ChordBuddy Media
The ChordBuddy Tuner has multiple purposes 
for many instruments including the guitar, bass, 
violin and ukulele. This clip-on multi-functional 
tuner attaches directly to the stringed instrument. 
The ChordBuddy CBT-510 clip on tuner comes in 
5 colors and has 4 tuning modes — chromatic, 
guitar, bass and ukelele.
00634269  Blue ............... MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95
00634270  Green ............. MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95
00634271  Red ................ MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95
00634272 Yellow ............ MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95

Pitchclip Clip-On Tuner
Korg
Boasting fast pitch detection and processing, accu-
racy with ±1 percent, and a detection range that 
covers from A0 to C8, the Pitchclip outperforms 
many of the clip-on tuners on the market today. 
Combined with the affordable price and enhanced 
display, the Pitchclip is a remarkable value.
00750402   ..........................................MSRP $29.99 •  

MAP $19.99

ChordBuddy Mini Tuner
Model MTA8
ChordBuddy Media
The ChordBuddy Mini Tuner features the flexibil-
ity to turn the tuner 360 degrees to accommo-
date any viewing point! This MTA8 model shuts 
off automatically after 5 minutes to conserve 
battery life, and features a 3-color indicator to 
let you know which way to tune your instrument: 
orange = flat • red = sharp • green = in tune. 
Great for students!
00123876  ....................................................... $24.95
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ChordBuddy Capo/Tuner
Model CBCT
ChordBuddy Media
If you’re like most guitar players, you use a clip-on 
tuner and a capo. ChordBuddy has now combined 
the capo and tuner into one! We are proud to 
introduce the ChordBuddy Capo/Tuner. Works just 
like a regular clip-on tuner when the capo is not 
in use and clipped on the headstock. The tuning 
screen changes from white to green when the 
string is in tune. The tuning screen is adjustable 
360 degrees for ease of viewing from any angle. 
It also works for the banjo, mandolin, dobro, violin 
and ukulele.
00634264 ........................MSRP $39.95 • MAP $34.95

TP-3 Clip-On Tuner Pickup
Peterson Strobe Tuners
The Peterson TP-3 Clip-on Tuning Pickup includes 
a more sensitive piezo pickup than any previous 
model to improve the signal transmission of your 
acoustic instrument into your tuner. The larger 
opening can now accommodate even the most 
challenging placement. Higher gripping tension 
ensures that the TP-3 stays in place without dam-
aging your instrument. Use with any instrument and 
any tuner. Totally isolate your instrument from any 
other sound in the room, permitting confident tuning 
even in the noisiest environments. 
00156484  ....................................................... $16.95

PitchGrabber Mobile
Clip-On Tuner Pickup
Peterson Strobe Tuners
The PitchGrabber Mobile tuning pickup easily 
and safely clamps on to virtually any musical 
instrument and captures the pitch using its piezo 
pickup sending it directly to your mobile tuning 
application. The PitchGrabber Mobile uses the 
headphone/mic input of your mobile device to 
completely isolate the sound of your instrument 
and provide a direct input path to your tuning 
application. Perfect for tuning in noisy environ-
ments. 
00156485  ....................................................... $19.99

iPhone/iPod Touch Adaptor Cable
Peterson Strobe Tuners
This adaptor cable has been specifically designed 
to function with your mobile Apple or Android 
phone/tablet device.

• Connect an instrument, microphone, or 
tuning pick-up with a 1/4” plug directly 
into your device using the headphone jack

• The perfect accessory when used with 
iStroboSoft™ by Peterson Tuners (iOS 
only)

• Directly plug in your guitar or bass for 
tuning or use an external microphone 
(required for iPod touch) to tune brass or 
wind instruments

• Can be used with any application requiring 
an audio input

• Will not interfere with charger connector

Devices Supported: iPad (all versions) • iPhone 
(all versions) • iPod touch 2nd/3rd/4th Gen. • iPod 
touch (1st Gen will require a compatible mic-in 
device via docking connector) • Android devices 
that support ‘audio-in’ via the 1/8” jack
00156486  ....................................................... $13.99
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ChordBuddy Metronome
Model CBM-750
ChordBuddy Media
The ChordBuddy Metronome is a great practice 
aid, and simple to use. Features: built in speaker 
with volume, earphone out, LED tempo lights, 
beat type, tempo adjustment, rhythm adjust-
ment. Available in blue or black.
00634265  Black ............MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95
00634266 Blue ..............MSRP $24.95 • MAP $19.95

Clip On Metronome
Yamaha
The ME-55BK metronome is great for the musi-
cian on the go. It has one LED for observing the 
tempo and has a stepless tempo range from 30 
bpm to 250 bpm. It also plays two reference 
pitches, in A and Bb and in both A=440 and 
A=442. The ME-55BK also has a memory back-
up function and has 50 hours of battery life.
00507000  ......................................................$34.95

Cube Metronome
Yamaha
The ME-D1 digital Quartz cube metronome is 
great for the student, amateur or professional 
musician. It has two LEDs to make the tempo 
easy to observe and features two sounds, one 
with more of a “pop” sound and another with 
more of a cutting “click” sound. It has a tempo 
range from 40 bpm to 208 bpm and also plays 

two reference pitches, in A and Bb and in both A=440 and A=442. The ME-D1 
also comes with a mute button for easy silencing when needed.
00507001  .......................................................................................................$69.99

Peterson Body Beat Sync Metronome
The BodyBeat Sync represents the ultimate in musical tempo reference 
devices. As a fully featured metronome, it is capable of transmitting the beat 
by visual, aural and tactile means. Wireless functionality allows two or more 
BodyBeat Syncs to work in synchronicity with one another, allowing the 
networking of multiple units on stage, in the recording studio, band room or 
anywhere the precise synchronization of a performance and its performers is 
required. The BodyBeat Sync can store up to 100 user presets consisting of 
tempo, meter, subdivision and accent pattern. 
00750399  ..................................................................MSRP $169.99 • MAP $129.99

CART

Road-Runner Cart – Four Wheel
Grundorf
 A completely collapsible handle and platform allow this cart to fold to the 
size of a briefcase. Strong and lightweight aluminum framing makes it easy 
to transport. The base may be used in two positions to accommodate small 
or large loads. Two swivel and two rigid casters are installed to give better 
steering control. The wheel brakes allow the cart to stay stationary while 
loading. Durable vinyl corner bumpers are impact resistant and help protect 
doorways and walls.
00152471  ..................................................................MSRP $159.95 • MAP $119.95
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CUP & HEADPHONE HOLDERS

The Original SwirlyGig®

for 1/2” Tubing
SwirlyGig
Made to hold most common beverage containers, 
the Original SwirlyGig fits snuggly on a standard 
mic stand. It is made out of resilient spring steel, 
then coated in protective PVC for grip and dura-
bility. Original SwirlyGigs also fit on lawn chairs, 
ice houses, bird feeders, crutches or any half-inch 
vertical tubing.
00123394 Black ............................................... $14.99
00123396 Silver............................................... $16.50
00123397 2-Pack ............................................ $25.99

The SwirlyGig II
for 1” Tubing
SwirlyGig
Intended for use on one-inch tubing, the SwirlyGig 
II works well on music stands and lawn chairs. It 
is made out of resilient spring steel, and coated 
with protective PVC for grip and durability. It holds 
most common beverage containers as well as 
odds and ends. The SwirlyGig II also fits on drum 
hardware, bird feeders, lawn chairs, tree stands, 
shelving, wheelchairs or any one-inch vertical 
tubing.
00123399 Black ............................................... $14.99
00123400 Silver .............................................. $16.50

The Original SwirlyGig® Gift Set
Includes Holder, Branded Pint Glass, 
Guitar Pick and Tattoo
SwirlyGig
Contains a single black Original SwirlyGig for 1/2-inch 
tubing, a custom printed SwirlyGig pint glass, guitar 
pick and tattoo.
00123398 Gift Set ............................................ $18.50

Swirlygig Mute or Stemware 
Holder for Half Inch
SwirlyGig
This single black holder fits most trumpet mutes 
and stemware. Made of resilient spring steel and 
coated in protective PVC for grip and durability, 
the holder fits snuggly on a standard mic stand. 
Also fits on any vertical half-inch tubing.
00149751 Black 1/2" ........................................$11.99
00149752 Black 1" ...........................................$11.99

Swirlygig Drink Holder Fun Pack
Canister with Pint Glass
SwirlyGig
Great value and great gift! Get the world famous 
original SwirlyGig drink holder (for 1/2” tubing) 
and a custom SwirlyGig pint glass sturdy enough 
for any use. All packaged in an attractive can-
ister that can easily stacked or hung on tubing. 
Everyone performer needs a SwirlyGig holder.
00138631  ....................................................... $21.99

The SwirlyHook
for 1/2” Tubing
SwirlyGig
Fits snuggly on a standard mic stand. Made of 
resilient spring steel and coated in black PVC for 
grip and durability. Use it to hold headphones, 
tambourines, cables and more. Also fits on bird 
feeders, shelving or any vertical 1/2-inch tubing.
00123402 Four-Pack........................................ $38.99
00123401 Solo 1/2" ......................................... $10.99
00149753 Solo 1” .............................................$11.99
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HEARING PROTECTION

High-Fidelity ETY•Plugs
Etymotic
ETY•Plugs® are the world’s highest fidelity non-custom earplugs. They reduce 
most noise to safe levels while preserving the clarity of speech and the rich-
ness of music. ETY•Plugs are configured to replicate the natural response 
of the ear canal so that when sound enters the earplug, it is reproduced 
unchanged, exactly the same as the ear would hear it, only quieter.
00121857 Standard Blue Tip/Clear Stem .......................................................... $14.95
00121860 Large Blue Tip/Clear Stem ............................................................... $14.95

High-Fidelity ER-20xs
Etymotic
00157381 Standard Size .................................................................................. $19.95
00157382 Large Size ....................................................................................... $19.95

ER•20XS High-Fidelity  
Earplugs
Etymotic
The ER•20XS is the next generation of 
Etymotic’s industry-leading ETY•Plugs 
High-Fidelity Earplugs. ER•20XS eartips 
are interchangeable, and they can also be 
used with foam eartips with essentially no 
change in response. ER•20XS earplugs 
come with three interchangeable pairs 
of eartips for more fitting options. Foam 
eartips on ER•20XS Universal Fit earplugs 
work in conjunction with the advanced 
technology in the earplug itself, offer-
ing protection and clear communication. 

ER•20XS Universal Fit Earplugs feature a stem-less design, with a low profile 
that conforms to the plane of the outer ear. This makes them particularly 
comfortable to wear under hats and other headgear. A small, flexible pull tab 
allows for easy removal. Includes Earplugs with 3 pairs of eartips, case and 
neck cord.
00157383 Universal Size Clear ......................................................................... $24.95

MP•9-15 Music•PRO 
Electronic Earplugs
Etymotic
The ultimate in hearing protection. 
Designed for musicians who want 
to hear naturally, need protection 
when hearing is at risk, and want to 
avoid the inconvenience of remov-
ing earplugs to hear. Music•PRO cir-
cuitry automatically changes output 
levels as sound input levels change. 

Hearing is natural, as if nothing is in the ears, until sound exceeds safe lev-
els. As sound levels increase, earplugs gradually provide 9- or 15-dB sound 
reduction. Natural hearing is restored when sound returns to safe levels.
00157384 .......................................................................................................$299.95

High-Fidelity ETY•Plugs
Etymotic
00121858  Standard Size 10-Pack .................................................................. $149.50

High-Fidelity ETY•Plugs
Etymotic
00121859  Large Size 10-Pack ....................................................................... $149.50
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SHEET MUSIC STANDS

Carrying Bag for 
KB400 Series Stands
Hamilton Stands
Made from heavy duty Cordura-
type cloth, this stand bag features 
a velcro flap and an adjustable 
carrying strap. Fits Hamilton 
KB400 stands and similar U.S. and 
European stands.
00140506  ................................. $6.99

Automatic Clutch 
Folding Stand
KB200
Hamilton Stands
The only auto clutch folding stand 
available! It features a detachable 
fixed angle desk with a 1” deep 
shelf, along with spring wires for 
securing music. The stand has a 
black powder-coated base and a 
desk with a chrome telescoping 
tube. It adjusts from 23” to 44” high.
00140507  ................................$12.99
00140508  With Carrying Bag ....$13.99

Tabletop Music Stand
KB70
Hamilton Stands
This stand has been continuously 
made by Hamilton for over 100 
years! The American style desk has 
top braces for additional support, 
along with spring wires for securing 
music. The reading angle is adjust-
able, and the stand folds to compact 
size for storage in a drawer. The 
bright chrome plated finish adds 
durability for a long life.
00140511  ................................$14.99

American Classic 
Folding Stand — Black
KB400
Hamilton Stands
This classic stand features a 
detachable fixed angle desk with 
a 1-1/2” deep shelf. Welded tubes 
provide strength and stability, and 
spring wires are included for secur-
ing music. Cam-lock levers allow 
for height adjustment from 24” to 
55.” This stand comes in a black 
powder-coated finish.
00140509  2 Section – Black ..... $17.99
00140510  2 Section – Chrome ..$19.99

Deluxe Folding 
Stand — Black
KB900
Hamilton Stands
This deluxe stand features large 
diameter welding tubes with knob 
adjustments, providing stability 
and security. Top braces and spring 
wires offer additional support for 
securing music. The non-removable 
desk tilts and features a 1” deep 
shelf. The stand has a black pow-
der-coated finish and comes with 
a nylon carrying bag with handle, 
strap, and velcro closure.
00140512 Black ....................... $25.99
00140513 Chrome ................... $26.99

The Traveler Portable 
Music Stand
KB50
Fixed Angle Desk
Hamilton Stands
This stand is the ideal combination 
of size, weight, and durability! It 
features a full size, fixed angle, 
symphonic desk, with rolled edges 
that resist bending and abuse in 
transport. The base and tube are 
chrome plated and the desk is black 
wrinkle powder-coated. The height 
and leg positions can be adjusted 
with a knob from 26”–47.5.” The 
stand is more stable than folding 
stands and can hold more music — 
including fake books!
00140545   ..................... MSRP $60.99 

 ....................... MAP $42.99
00140546  With Carrying Bag 

 ..................... MSRP $84.99 
 ....................... MAP $59.99
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International Style 
Portable Music Stand
KB990
Hamilton Stands
A great choice for home and stu-
dio! This stand features a full size 
symphonic desk with rolled edges 
that resist bending in transport and 
abuse. The height and leg positions 
are knob-adjustable from 26”–
47.5.” The stand has a durable black 
wrinkle powder-coated finish, and it 
can hold more music, including fake 
books, than a folding stand.
00140547   ..................... MSRP $61.99 

 ....................... MAP $42.99

Portable Music 
Stand Carrying Bag
For KB50 and KB990 Models
Hamilton Stands
This bag is made of heavy duty 
Cordura type polyester cloth and 
has 3 compartments — one for the 
desk, one for the folding base, and 
an accessory pouch. The desk and 
base compartments sport zipper 
closures and the accessory pouch 
has a velcro closure. The bag, which 
features an embroidered Hamilton 
Stands logo, includes both a handle 
and carrying strap.
00140544  ............................... $35.99

Petersen Music Stand
Petersen Designs Inc.
Lightweight, durable and highly 
portable, these music stands 
transform into a convenient, self-
contained carrying case. The 
pull-out extensions provide four-
sheet capacity, the desk angle is 
adjustable, and a patented locking 
system ensures maximum stability. 
The Petersen Music Stand has 
adjustable height (from 23” to 50”), 
and can accommodate standard 
music stand lamps. Perfectly suited 
for musicians looking for the reliable 
functionality of a large metal stand, 
but the portability of a collapsible 
wire one.
00750024 Black ...................... $59.95
00750027 Blue ........................ $69.95

Petersen Music 
Stand — Tote Bag 
Padded Carrying Case
Petersen Designs Inc.
This durable, padded case offers 
extra protection for your Petersen 
Music Stand.
00750028 Carrying Case ..........$19.95

The Grand Stand® 
Portable Music 
and Bookstand
The Grand Stand® is ideal for: 
Musicians: • Works as a handy 
stand for songbooks or any music! 
• Great for practicing guitarists - sits 
easily on any surface — even a 
bed! At Home: • In the kitchen — 
great for cookbooks. • With home 
computers — provides a conve-
nient stand for manuals. • For stu-
dents’ homework or music practice. 
• For Do-It-Yourselfers — in any 
work area. Lightweight and porta-
ble, The Grand Stand® folds flat for 
carrying. It’s capable of displaying 
the smallest to the largest of books. 
Constructed of sturdy fiberboard 
covered in attractive and easy-to-
clean vinyl.
00183284  ................................$16.95
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XtraFlex Music Light
Mighty Bright
Get flexibility and brightness in one with this light. 
Features one bright white, energy-efficient LED 
and a flexible gooseneck that holds the light firmly 
in place. The small base provides stability, and a 
sturdy clip allows you to also attach it to a stand. 
Powered by 3 AAA included batteries.
00125718  ...................... MSRP $14.99 • MAP $11.99

XtraFlex2 Music Light
Mighty Bright
The perfect light for situations that call for extra 
flexibility! An adjustable gooseneck holds the 
energy-efficient LED lights in place, and you can 
use one or two LEDs by tapping a button. The 
base can be use free-standing or with the stury 
clip. Powered by 3 AAA included batteries.
00125717  ...................... MSRP $19.99 • MAP $15.99

Hammerhead Music 
Stand Light
Mighty Bright
Two brightness settings and six energy-efficient 
LEDs make this light an asset for every musician! 
The sturdy clip and flexible gooseneck offer 
versatility for any situation, and the light easily 
folds for convenient storage. Powered by 3 AAA 
batteries (included) or optional AC adapter (sold 
separately).
00125711 ....................... MSRP $24.99 • MAP $19.99

Duet Music Light
Mighty Bright
The two felixble goosenecks hold two energy-effi-
cient LEDs that cast a bright white light. Individual 
switches control the lighting level, and the light 
can easily be folded for convenient storage. The 
sturdy padded clip firmly grips music stands, and 
the base can be freestanding.
00125715  ...................... MSRP $24.99 • MAP $19.99

Duet 10 Piece 
Pre-Pack Wire Display
Mighty Bright
This wire display holds 10 Duet music lights. The 
two felixble goosenecks hold two energy-efficient 
LEDs that cast a bright white light. Individual 
switches control the lighting level, and the light 
can easily be folded for convenient storage. The 
sturdy padded clip firmly grips music stands, and 
the base can be freestanding.
00125716  ..................................................... $249.99

Duet2 Deluxe Music Light
Mighty Bright
Two energy-efficient LEDs on two flexible goose-
necks cast bright white light over whatever you 
need to see. Two switches control up to four 
lighting levels, and the precisely engineered opti-
cal grade lens spreads light evenly. The base can 
be used freestanding, and the sturdy padded clip 
firmly grips music stands. The light easily folds for 
convenient storage. Powered by 3 AAA batteries 
or optional AC adapter, both included.
00125713  ......................MSRP $39.99 • MAP $31.99
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Encore Music Light
Mighty Bright
No need to squint at your music 
anymore! Six energy-efficient 
LEDs cast bright white light over 
your music, and the sliding switch 
controls two brightness settings. The 
sturdy clip firmly grips music stands, 
and the flexible gooseneck holds the 
light firmly in place. Durable travel 
bag included! Powered by 3 AAA 
batteries or the included AC adapter.
00125710   ..................... MSRP $44.99 

 ....................... MAP $35.99

Fermata™

Battery-Operated Music Light
Lampcraft
Until now, battery operated lights 
had a fundamental limitation. The 
amount of light produced grows 
dimmer as time goes on. The drop in 
light after only a few hours is often 
>50%. The new Fermata solves 
that problem dramatically. Even 
after it has been on for hours, it 
produces virtually the same amount 
of light as when it was turned on. 
Starts bright, stays bright! Batteries 
and soft case are included.
00129270   ..................... MSRP $54.95 

 ....................... MAP $49.95

Orchestra Light
Mighty Bright
This light features nine energy-effi-
cient LEDs casting bright white light 
over your music. The broad, padded 
clip and flexible gooseneck allow 
for versatility in placement, and the 
base can be used freestanding. A 
sliding switch controls two bright-
ness settings. The light folds up 
easily for convenient storage, and 
a durable travel bag is included. 
Powered by 3 AA batteries or AC 
adapter, which are both included.
00125712   ......................MSRP $74.99 

 ....................... MAP $59.99

GearHead Utility Light
Mighty Bright
A single LED casts an even white 
beam from this adjustable head-
band, freeing up your hands. A 
push button switch controls lighting 
modes for high, low, and flashing, 
and the light head tilts to direct 
light where needed. Powered by 
two included AAA batteries, this 
light’s beam shines for 50 meters. 
Musicians will love this light for back-
stage use or loading gear at night!
00128339  Gray Headband 

 ..................... MSRP $24.99  
 ........................MAP $24.99

Light Cradle — Black
Mighty Bright
This wide-base cradle holds your 
light in a secure, stand-up position. 
It attaches and detaches to the base 
of the light with a spring-loaded 
clip, and the large floating magnet 
on the bottom secures it to metal 
surfaces. The four non-skid rubber 
feet provide stability, and you can 
also affix the base to music stands. 
For use with Hammerhead, XtraFlex, 
XtraFlex2, Duet, Duet2, and Stage/
Pedal Board lights.
00125725   ....................... MSRP $6.99 

 ..........................MAP $5.59

LED AC Adapter
Mighty Bright
This AC adapter works with all 
Mighty Bright AC ports, available on 
select models. Cord length: 10 feet. 
Input: 100-240V AC, 50-60Hz, 0.1A. 
Output: 4V DC Current: 400mA max.
00125726   ..................... MSRP $12.99 

 ........................MAP $10.39

See USB lights on page 94.

Assorted 45-Piece 
Music Lights 
Floor Display
Mighty Bright

This free display includes:
• (6) XtraFlex Music Lights, 

Black
• (3) XtraFlex Music Lights, 

Silver
• (6) XtraFlex2 Music Lights, 

Black
• (6) Duet2 Music Lights 

Deluxe, Black with AC
• (6) Duet Music Lights, Black
• (6) HammerHead Music 

Lights, Black
• (6) Duet2 Music Lights, 

Black
• (3) LED USB Lights, Silver
• (3) 2-LED USB Lights, 

Silver.

00125724 Retail Value.......... $1082.55
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Studio/Director Legacy Folder
Marlo Plastics Model 95L
12” x 13”
Marlo Plastics
This folder is a great for the studio musician, 
composer or music director. It is durable, pro-
fessional, versatile and incredibly functional! As 
well as including features of our top-of-the-line 
legacy: comfortable padded exterior, sewn edges, 
brass corners; this folder also features a 1” ring 
without boosters to hold even larger music, 4 
string-adapters to clip onto the ring and hold 
music without holes, supply pouch to clip onto 
the rings or held in the storage pocket when not 
in use, CD pocket, 2” expandable pocket with flap 
to hold large quantities of music and an 8 1/2” x 
11” ruled pad for any notes.
00119704 12” x 13” ......................................... $29.99

Choral Rehearsal Folder
9 x 12 with Gusset Pockets
Marlo Plastics
This 9” x 12” green folder holds octavos and full-
sized choral music and features gusset pockets.
00119374 Green ................................................$11.99
00119375 Red...................................................$11.99
00119376 Blue ..................................................$11.99
00119377 Burgundy ..........................................$11.99
00750668 Black ...............................................$11.99

Marlo Concert Music Folders 
with Deep Gusseted Pockets
These Concert Music Folders are designed to 
accommodate larger sized sheet music. This 
1081G Marlo model features 5-1/2” high, 
deep-gusseted, horizontal pockets. Folder size is 
10 5/8” x 13 1/4” designed to hold 9” x 12” sheet 
music comfortably.
00123896 Black ................................................. $9.99

Choral Folder
9-1/4” x 12”; Elastic Stays
Marlo Plastics
A 9-1/4” x 12” concert folder with 7 elastic stays 
and 2 expanded horizontal pockets. Holds stan-
dard sized choral music.
00119384 Blue................................................... $9.99
00119385 Red ................................................... $9.99
00119386 Green ................................................ $9.99
00750284 Black ................................................ $9.99
00119347 Blue ................................................... $9.99
00119348 Green ................................................ $9.99
00750283 Black ................................................ $9.99
00157704 White ................................................. $9.99

Premium Concert 
Choral Folder
9-1/4” x 12”; 3-Ring Binder
Marlo Plastics
This top of the line concert folder is 9-1/4” x 12”, 
set up as a 3-ring binder.
00750667 9-1/4” x 12”; 3-Ring Binder ............ $16.99

Premium Choral Folder
7-3/4” x 11”; Elastic Stays
Marlo Plastics
A 7-3/4” x 11” choral folder with elastic string 
holders. Holds octavo-size chorals.
00750665 7-3/4 x 11; Elastic Stays ................. $15.99

Premium Choral Folder
7-3/4” x 11”; 3-Ring Binder
Marlo Plastics
A 7-3/4” x 11” choral folder with built-in 3-ring 
binder. Holds octavo-size chorals.
00750666 7-3/4” x 11”; 3-Ring Binder ............ $15.99

Premium Concert 
Choral Folder
9-1/4” x 12”; Elastic Stays
Marlo Plastics
This top of the line concert folder is 9-1/4” x 
12” with 7 elastic stays; 2 expanded horizontal 
internal pockets; a clear hand strap and an 
internal retention strap. Features brass corners 
and a pencil pocket complete with pencil!
00750285 Black .............................................. $16.99
00157705 White ............................................... $16.99
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PAGE HOLDERS

Band and Orchestra Folder
Rehearsal Folder, 12” x 14”
Marlo Plastics
The rehearsal folder is designed with durability in mind. Great for schools, churches, and professional 
groups. These folders incorporate water resistant cover material, reinforced deep gusset pockets and 
spine, stitched edging, brass corners, and an internal pencil loop. Color is blue. Size is 12” x 14”.
00119381 Blue .................................................................................................................................................$14.99 
00119379 Green ..............................................................................................................................................$14.99
00119380 Red .................................................................................................................................................$14.99
00119382 Burgundy .........................................................................................................................................$14.99
00750478 Black...............................................................................................................................................$14.99

Band and Orchestra Folder
Concert Folder, 10” x 14”
These 10 x 14 concert folders are designed to 
hold larger size sheet music. It features 5.5 inch, 
deep-gusseted, horizontal pockets. Color is black.
00750477 Concert Folder 10” x 14” ................... $9.99

Kibcoh Page Holder Bookmark
Music Sales America
Never have your page flip unexpectedly again! This sturdy metal sheet music 
bookmark will keep you in the right place without bending or tearing your 
pages. A must for every practicing or performing musician.
14017884  ......................................................................................................... $2.99

You Turn Music Page Holder
Trouble keeping your music books open and flat? When you turn pages, do 
they stay put? Problem solved. YouTurn is a revolutionary music page holder 
that employs a simple magnetic design: Attach the magnetic strap to the left-
hand side of an open music book, place a clip (included) on the right side of 
each page you want to turn, and turn the page. It stays flat! The magnet and 
clips do all the work!
00750401 Black ..............................................................................................$29.99 
00750410 White ...............................................................................................$29.99

Want to print a school name on the folders? 
Ask about our customization program.
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ChopSaver® Gold Lip 
Care Counter Display
24-Piece Point-of-Purchase 
Counter Pack
The ChopSaver line of lip care prod-
ucts is now available in a new 
attractive countertop POP dispenser, 
perfect for impulse buying at the 
cash register! Easy to ship, store 
and display, each box contains 24 
individually bar coded units.
00750196 24 Piece Display .....$118.80
00750123 Individual Tube ...........$4.95

Original ChopSaver® Lip 
Care Counter Display
ChopSaver has become the serious 
wind and brass players’ choice for 
lip care. It is used by many of the 
most prominent musicians of our 
time, including trumpet great Arturo 
Sandoval and world renowned flute 
virtuoso Sir James Galway. Preferred 
by musicians from symphonic to 
jazz, and student to professional, 
ChopSaver is an accessory item that 
no music store should be without!
00750195 24 Piece Display .....$118.80
00750122 Individual Tube ...........$4.95

WOODWINDS

Clarinet 
Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Perfect for players at any level, 
Yamaha Wind Instrument Care & 
Maintenance Kits provide an easy 
maintenance solution for clari-
net players. Each kit is specially 
designed to contain the highest 
quality cloths, brushes, swabs, and 
lubricants to keep any instrument in 
top playing condition. Each kit also 
features an easy-to-understand 
care & maintenance manual and 
re-closeable plastic bag for item 
storage.
00507005  ............................... $23.99

Clarinet Swab
Yamaha
Yamaha woodwind swabs are made 
with the highest quality materials to 
ensure proper care of your instru-
ment. The chamois clarinet swab is 
ideal for maintaining the cleanliness 
of the inside of your saxophone.
00507021 Imitation Chamois ......$4.99

Clarinet Thumbrest 
Cushion Black
Yamaha
Yamaha clarinet thumbrest cushions 
allow for a better hold and greater 
comfort when playing your clarinet.
00507023 Black .......................$11.99

Flute Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Perfect for players at any level, 
Yamaha Wind Instrument Care & 
Maintenance Kits provide an easy 
maintenance solution for flute play-
ers. Each kit is specially designed 
to contain the highest quality cloths, 
brushes, swabs, and lubricants to 
keep any instrument in top playing 
condition. Each kit also features an 
easy-to-understand care & main-
tenance manual and re-closeable 
plastic bag for item storage.
00507006  ............................... $20.99

Flute Plastic 
Cleaning Rod
Yamaha
Yamaha maintenance 
materials are made with 
the highest quality mate-
rials to ensure proper 
care of your instrument. 
The flute plastic cleaning 
rod is ideal for main-
taining the cleanliness of 
your instrument.
00507041  ...............$5.99

Oboe Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Perfect for players at any level, 
Yamaha Wind Instrument Care & 
Maintenance Kits provide an easy 
maintenance solution for oboe play-
ers. Each kit is specially designed 
to contain the highest quality cloths, 
brushes, swabs, and lubricants to 
keep any instrument in top playing 
condition. Each kit also features an 
easy-to-understand care & main-
tenance manual and re-closeable 
plastic bag for item storage.
00507009  ............................... $26.99

Saxophone 
Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Perfect for players at any level, 
Yamaha Wind Instrument Care & 
Maintenance Kits provide an easy 
maintenance solution for saxophone 
players. Each kit is specially designed 
to contain the highest quality cloths, 
brushes, swabs, and lubricants to 
keep any instrument in top playing 
condition. Each kit also features an 
easy-to-understand care & main-
tenance manual and re-closeable 
plastic bag for item storage.
00507011  ................................$27.99

ACCESSORIES
band & orchestra
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Saxophone Neckstrap
Yamaha
Yamaha saxophone neckstraps are 
durable, reliable and comfortable 
straps, ideal for players of all ability 
levels.
00507034 Black .........................$7.99

Saxophone Swab
Yamaha
Yamaha woodwind swabs are made 
with the highest-quality materials to 
ensure proper care of your instru-
ment. The saxophone swab is ideal 
for maintaining the cleanliness of 
the inside of your saxophone.
00507022 With Brush ................ $6.99

Woodwind 
Mouthpiece Brush
Yamaha
Yamaha woodwind mouthpiece 
brushes are made with the highest 
quality materials to ensure prop-
er care of your instrument. The 
woodwind mouthpiece brush is the 
ideal accessory for maintaining the 
cleanliness of your clarinet or saxo-
phone mouthpiece.
00507027  ................................. $3.99

Cork Grease
Yamaha
Yamaha lubricants are made with 
the highest quality materials. Tube 
cork grease is appropriate for wood-
wind players of all ability levels.
00507017 Medium-Hard Tube .....$2.99

4C BE Clarinet 
Mouthpiece
Yamaha
Yamaha has prepared an 
array of top-quality woodwind 
mouthpieces to meet the musical 
requirements of players at every 
level of proficiency in every genre. 
Yamaha mouthpieces are designed 
in consideration of an appropriate 
throat size, chamber size and shape, 
baffle shape and angle, bore size, 
window size, and facing curve depth.
00507031 BE Clarinet ............... $53.99
00507032 4C Alto Saxophone .. $45.99
00507033 Tenor Saxophone ......$47.99

BE Clarinet 
Mouthpiece Cap
Yamaha
Protect your Yamaha clarinet mouth-
piece with a high quality Yamaha 
mouthpiece cap. Yamaha mouth-
piece caps are produced to guar-
antee a perfect fit on any Yamaha 
clarinet mouthpiece and ligature.
00507038 BE Clarinet .................$5.99
00507039 Alto Saxophone ......... $6.99
00507040 Tenor Saxophone....... $6.99

BE Clarinet 
Ligature
Yamaha
Yamaha clarinet liga-
tures are produced to 

exact specifications to guarantee a 
perfect fit on any Yamaha clarinet 
mouthpiece.
00507035 BE Clarinet – Nickel ..$12.99
00507036  Alto Saxophone – 

Lacquered Brass ......$13.99
00507037  Tenor Saxophone – 

Lacquered Brass ......$15.99

Saxophone End Plug
Yamaha
The Yamaha alto sax end plug is 
carefully designed and tested to 
help you take the best possible care 
of your instrument.
00507067 Alto Saxophone ......... $3.99
00507068 Tenor Saxophone........$4.99

BRASS

Trombone Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Perfect for players at any level, Yamaha Wind Instrument 
Care & Maintenance Kits provide an easy maintenance 
solution for trombone players. Each kit is specially designed 
to contain the highest quality cloths, brushes, swabs, and 
lubricants to keep any instrument in top playing condition. 
Each kit also features an easy-to-understand care & mainte-
nance manual and re-closeable plastic bag for item storage. 
The trombone maintenance kit features the ever-popular 
Trombone Slide Oil. Yamaha Trombone Slide Oil is a favorite 
among professionals and students alike thanks to its easy 
application, quick action, and long lasting performance.
00507012  .................................................................. $24.99

Vinyl Coated Trombone Cleaner
Yamaha
Yamaha brass instrument cleaners are made with the highest quality 
materials to ensure proper care of your instrument. The vinyl coated trombone 
cleaner is the ideal accessory for maintaining the cleanliness of the inside of 
your trombone.
00507025  ......................................................................................................... $9.99
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Trombone Slide Cream
Yamaha
Yamaha trombone slide cream 
is made with the highest quality 
materials to ensure the proper care 
of your instrument. Slide cream is 
ideal for players of all ability levels.
00507019  ................................$11.99

Trombone Slide Oil
Yamaha
Yamaha trombone slide oil features 
a new formula specially designed to 
offer long-lasting performance and 
unmatched slide action. The new 
formula contains no hydrocarbons 
so the lubricant will never dry out or 
become solid, preventing sticking of 
the slide. Yamaha trombone slide oil 
is ideal for players of any level and 
is a favorite among many of the top 
trombone artists in the country.
00507020 30 ml .......................$10.99

Trombone 
Spray Bottle
Yamaha
Yamaha trombone spray 
bottles are compact 
and durable and are 
ideal for trombone play-
ers of all ability levels.

00507042  ..................................$4.95

Trumpet 
Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Yamaha Wind Instrument Care & 
Maintenance Kits provide an easy 
maintenance solution for trum-
pet players. Each kit is specially 
designed to contain the highest 
quality cloths, brushes, swabs, and 
lubricants to keep any instrument in 
top playing condition. Each kit also 
features an easy-to-understand 
care & maintenance manual and 
re-closeable plastic bag for item 
storage. The trumpet kits contain 
Yamaha’s new synthetic Regular 
Superior Valve Oil. Yamaha’s 
Superior Valve Oils feature a new 
synthetic formula with an enhanced 
anti-corrosion agent.
00507014  ............................... $26.99

Vinyl Coated 
Trumpet Cleaner
Yamaha
Yamaha brass instrument cleaners 
are made with the highest quality 
materials to ensure proper care of 
your instrument. The vinyl coated 
trumpet cleaner is the ideal acces-
sory for maintaining the cleanliness 
of the inside of your trumpet.

00507024  ..................................$9.99

Trumpet Straight Mute
Yamaha
Yamaha mutes are designed with 
a conical indentation in the base to 
help maintain intonation and a full 
sound throughout the range of the 
instrument.
00507003  ................................$51.99

Brass Mouthpiece Brush
Yamaha
Yamaha brass mouthpiece brushes 
are made with the highest quality 
materials to ensure proper care of 
your instrument. The brass mouth-
piece brush is the ideal accessory 
for maintaining the cleanliness of 
your brass mouthpiece.
00507026  ..................................$2.99

Horn Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Perfect for players at any level, 
Yamaha Wind Instrument Care & 
Maintenance Kits provide an easy 
maintenance solution for horn play-
ers. Each kit is specially designed 
to contain the highest quality cloths, 
brushes, swabs, and lubricants to 
keep any instrument in top playing 
condition. Each kit also features an 
easy-to-understand care & main-
tenance manual and re-closeable 
plastic bag for item storage. The 
horn kits contain the Premium 
Rotor Oil, which features a newly 
enhanced anti-corrosion agent.
00507007  ............................... $30.99

Low-Brass Piston 
Valve Maintenance Kit
Yamaha
Perfect for players at any level, 
Yamaha Wind Instrument Care & 
Maintenance Kits provide an easy 
maintenance solution for low 
brass players. Each kit is specially 
designed to contain the highest 
quality cloths, brushes, swabs, and 
lubricants to keep any instrument 
in top playing condition. Each kit 
also features an easy-to-under-
stand care & maintenance manual 
and re-closeable plastic bag for 
item storage.The low brass piston 
valve kits contain Yamaha’s new 
synthetic Regular Superior Valve Oil. 
Yamaha’s Superior Valve Oils fea-
ture a new synthetic formula with 
an enhanced anti-corrosion agent.
00507008  ............................... $26.99

Rotor Oil
Yamaha
Yamaha rotor oil is made with the 
highest quality materials to ensure 
the proper care of your instrument. 
Rotor oil is ideal for players of all 
ability levels.
00507016 38 ml .......................$13.99
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Slide Grease
Yamaha
Yamaha lubricants are made with 
the highest quality materials. Slide 
grease is appropriate for players of 
all ability levels.
00507018  ..................................$2.99

Superior Valve Oil
Yamaha
Yamaha Superior Valve Oils are 
based on a newly developed 
synthetic formula. The Superior 
Valve Oil synthetic formula is more 
consistent than mineral based oils 
and provides superior performance 
in all playing environments. The 
advanced formula is produced 
using a consistent molecule size. 
Standard valve oils contain mineral 
oil which is made up of molecules 
varying in size. The varied molecule 
make-up of mineral oil allows the 
oil to evaporate at an uneven rate, 
leaving high viscosity particles 
behind. The even molecules found 
in the new Yamaha Superior Valve 
Oil synthetic formula allow the oil to 
evaporate smoothly, guaranteeing a 
longer life and extremely responsive 
action.
00507010 Regular 38 ml ..........$10.99

Treated Silver 
Polish Cloth
Yamaha
Yamaha polishing cloths are made 
with the highest quality materi-
als to ensure proper care of your 
instrument. Treated polish cloths 
are most appropriate for silver-plat-
ed instruments.
00507029 Medium ...................$13.99

Untreated Polish Cloth
Yamaha
Yamaha polishing cloths are made with the highest quality materials to 
ensure proper care of your instrument. Untreated polish cloths are most 
appropriate for lacquered instruments.
00507030 Large ................................................................................................ $7.99
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Silent Brass System 
for Trombone (Redesigned)
Yamaha
The Silent Brass system lets you play 
your horn anywhere you want, anytime 
you want, and with just the kind of 
ambiance you feel like. You can mix into 
the sounds of a CD player, a Silent Piano, 
an electronic keyboard or other Silent 
Brass, and output your playing into a tape 
deck or even an amp with speakers. This 
redesigned edition edition has evolved 
through innovative advances in sound 

technology and construction, offering a more comfortable and realistic 
experience than ever. The smaller, lightweight design of the new pickup mute 
offers outstanding sound reduction and provides a natural playing feel. The 
mute features Brass Resonance Modeling, a leading-edge technology that 
delivers superior and realistic brass instrument sound.
00128717 SB5XC with Cable ..........................................................................$249.99
00128721 Mute Only with Cord ...................................................................... $159.99

Silent Brass System 
for Flugelhorn (Redesigned)
Yamaha
The Silent Brass system lets you play 
your horn anywhere you want, anytime 
you want, and with just the kind of ambi-
ance you feel like. You can mix into the 
sounds of a CD player, a Silent Piano, an 
electronic keyboard or other Silent Brass, 
and output your playing into a tape deck 
or even an amp with speakers. This rede-
signed edition edition has evolved through 
innovative advances in sound technology 

and construction, offering a more comfortable and realistic experience than 
ever. The smaller, lightweight design of the new pickup mute offers outstand-
ing sound reduction and provides a natural playing feel. The mute features 
Brass Resonance Modeling, a leading-edge technology that delivers superior 
and realistic brass instrument sound.
00128716 SB6XC with Cable ..........................................................................$239.99
00128720 Mute Only with Cord ...................................................................... $149.99

Silent Brass System for 
French Horn (Redesigned)
Yamaha
The Silent Brass system lets you play 
your horn anywhere you want, anytime 
you want, and with just the kind of ambi-
ance you feel like. You can mix into the 
sounds of a CD player, a Silent Piano, an 
electronic keyboard or other Silent Brass, 
and output your playing into a tape deck 
or even an amp with speakers. This rede-
signed edition edition has evolved through 
innovative advances in sound technology 

and construction, offering a more comfortable and realistic experience than 
ever. The smaller, lightweight design of the new pickup mute offers outstand-
ing sound reduction and provides a natural playing feel. The mute features 
Brass Resonance Modeling, a leading-edge technology that delivers superior 
and realistic brass instrument sound.
00128718 SB3XC with Cable ..........................................................................$259.99
00128722 Mute Only with Cord ...................................................................... $169.99

Silent Brass System 
for Trumpet (Redesigned)
Yamaha
The Silent Brass system lets you play 
your horn anywhere you want, anytime 
you want, and with just the kind of 
ambiance you feel like. You can mix 
into the sounds of a CD player, a Silent 
Piano, an electronic keyboard or other 
Silent Brass, and output your playing 
into a tape deck or even an amp with 
speakers. This redesigned edition edi-
tion has evolved through innovative 
advances in sound technology and 
construction, offering a more comfort-
able and realistic experience than ever. 
The smaller, lightweight design of the 
new pickup mute offers outstanding 
sound reduction and provides a natural 

playing feel. The mute features Brass Resonance Modeling, a leading-edge 
technology that delivers superior and realistic brass instrument sound.
00128715 SB7XC with Cable ..........................................................................$229.99

Silent Brass Carrying Case
Yamaha
This black carrying case, weighing only approximately 1 lb., is perfect for 
transporting your Silent Brass system wherever you go!
00507064  Trumpet ..........................................................................................$46.99
00507065 Trombone/Horn/Fugelhorn ............................................................... $61.99
00507066 Euphonium...................................................................................... $81.99
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The Gripper Symphonic 
Music Stand
Hamilton Stands
Holds the heaviest loads of music 
— up to 100 pounds! Hamilton’s 
exclusive all steel desk features 
rolled edges to resist bending, rein-
forcing ribs on the desk face, and 
gussets in the corner of the shelf. 
The stamped steel base is all one 
piece with no welds or rivets to 
break. The height is knob adjusted 
from 26” to 48”, and the desk 
angle is also adjustable. The fin-
ish is scratch-resistant black pow-
der-coated and the upper tube is 
chrome plated. A workhorse for the 
most demanding work!
00140556   ..................... MSRP $82.99 

 ....................... MAP $56.99

The Automatic 
Symphonic Music Stand
Hamilton Stands
This stand features a smooth oper-
ating, spring loaded automatic 
clutch for height adjustment from 
26” to 48”. It has Hamilton’s stan-
dard full-size symphonic desk with, 
with rolled edges and reinforcing 
ribs and gussets. The one piece 
stamped steel base has no welds 
or rivets to break. The desk angle is 
adjusted with a knob, and the black 
powder coated wrinkle finish on the 
base and desk is scratch resistant.
00140557   ..................... MSRP $84.99 

 ........................MAP $57.99

The Trigger Symphonic 
Music Stand
Hamilton Stands
Enjoy effortless one-hand height 
adjustment from 29” to 50” with the 
exclusive Hamilton trigger system. 
The desk is standard full size sym-
phonic with rolled edges, reinforc-
ing ribs, and gussets. There are no 
welds or rivets to break on the one 
piece stamped steel base. The desk 
angle is adjustable by knob, and the 
black powder-coated wrinkle finish 
on the base and the desk is scratch 
resistant.
00140558   ......................MSRP $97.99 

 ....................... MAP $66.99

The Trigger Symphonic 
Music Stand — 
Double Shelf
Hamilton Stands
Enjoy effortless one-hand height 
adjustment from 29” to 50” with the 
exclusive Hamilton trigger system. 
The desk is standard full size sym-
phonic with rolled edges, reinforc-
ing ribs, and gussets. There are no 
welds or rivets to break on the one 
piece stamped steel base. The desk 
angle is adjustable by knob, and 
the black powder-coated wrinkle 
finish on the base and the desk is 
scratch resistant. This special stand 
also features a special felt-lined 
accessory shelf for convenient and 
quickly accessible storage.
00140559   ................... MSRP $106.99 

 ....................... MAP $79.99

The Maestro 
Conductor Stand
Hamilton Stands
This extra-wide desk holds three 
full-sized closed scores side-to-side. 
The attractive three post base design 
has four wide feet, and the desk can 
be adjusted to the desired angles 
byt knob. The height is also adjust-
able by knob from 26” to 48-1/2”.
00140560   ................... MSRP $166.99 

 ......................MAP $125.99
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The Encore 
Gripper Symphonic 
Music Stand
Hamilton Stands
Holds up to 35 pounds of music! 
Hamilton’s standard full size sym-
phonic desk has rolled edges with 
reinforcing ribs and gussets. The 
lower tube and base are tapered 
so they won’t wobble. The height 
is adjustable by knob from 26” to 
48-1/2”, and the desk is adjustable 
with a constant-pressure adjustable 
tension plate.
00140561   ..................... MSRP $61.99 

 ....................... MAP $46.99

“The ENCORE 
Automatic” Symphonic 
Music Stand
Clutch Adjustment Music 
Stand, KB95E Model
Hamilton Stands
This stand features a precision 
clutch mechanism for quiet tele-
scoping movement. Hamilton’s 
exclusive all steel desk with rolled 
edges to resist bending has rein-
forcing ribs on the desk face and 
gussets in the corner of the shelf.
It features heavy duty thick walled 
tubing, a welded and riveted steel 
base, and a smooth operating 
spring loaded clutch mechanism.

The height adjusts from 26 to 48 
inches.
00140562  Single Pack ... MSRP $66.99 

 ....................... MAP $49.99
00140563  Two Pack ......MSRP $124.99 

 ....................... MAP $93.99
00140564  Six Pack ...... MSRP $358.99 

 ..................... MAP $269.99

“The ENCORE 
Automatic” Clutch 
Adjustment Music Stand
with Shelf
Hamilton Stands
Smooth operating spring loaded 
automatic clutch for height adjust-
ment Felt-lined accessory shelf for 
convenient and quickly accessible 
storage Hamilton’s standard full 
size symphonic desk- rolled edges 
with reinforcing ribs and gussets 
Lower tube and base are tapered 
so they won’t wobble Welded and 
riveted steel leg and hub base 
Desk angle is adjusted with a con-
stant-pressure adjustable tension 
plate Durable black wrinkle pow-
der coat finish on base and desk- 
chrome plated upper tube
00140565   ..................... MSRP $71.99 

 ....................... MAP $53.99

Music Stand 
Storage Cart
Hamilton Stands
Sturdy and lightweight, this stand 
has large casters for the ease of 
moving. Two casters have brakes 
for secure positioning of cart. It 
is made of aluminum frames and 
rails in a durable black powder coat 
finish, and can hold 24 stands of 
model KB95D or 18 stands of model 
KB1D, E or F stands. It also holds 
many other brands as well.
00140553  ............................. $542.98

Floor Protectors
Fits Model KB95 Stands
Hamilton Stands
These protectors reduce the 
unwanted sound of stands on 
floor and protect wood floors from 
scratching. Made from cushioning 
elastomeric plastic, the protectors 
simply push on the end of each base 
leg. Supplied in a package of three 
protectors, one pack for each stand.
00140566  ..................................$2.99
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Classic Double 
Bass Stand
Hamilton Stands
Your instrument can be played while 
in this durable chrome plated stand 
— ideal for small children! Great 
for both storage and pedagogy, the 
stand is adjustable to fractional 
sizes.
00140552  Chrome ......... MSRP $62.99 

 ....................... MAP $43.99

Single Peg Base
Hamilton Stands
The base features aluminum legs 
for almost weightless transport, 
with protective caps on the ends 
of legs. It rotates closed for easy 
transport and storage.
00140567  ................................ $17.99

Classic Trumpet Stand
Stand with Chrome Finish, 
KB500 Model
Hamilton Stands
Unique ‘U’ channel design of legs and 
braces provides compact storage 
and transport Adjustable bell-bore 
tube Durable chrome plated finish
00140568  Chrome ......... MSRP $23.95 

 ........................MAP $16.99

Classic Pet Sock — 
Trumpet Stand
Hamilton Stands
Made of micro-fiber cloth, this sock 
sits on many brand trumpets stands 
to protect the inside of the bell from 
staining.
00140569  ................................. $3.99

Classic Trombone Stand
Hamilton Stands
One of the most popular trombone 
stands! It holds tenor and bass 
trombones and is height adjustable. 
The rubber bell cup cushions hard 
landings and is adjustable indepen-
dent of the height.
00140570  Chrome Finish 

 ..................... MSRP $30.99 
 ........................MAP $21.99

Classic Bone Sock — 
Trombone Stands
Hamilton Stands
Made of micro-fiber cloth, this 
sock sits on many brand trombone 
stands to protect the inside of the 
bell from staining.
00140571  ................................. $3.99

Classic Alto/ 
Tenor Sax Stand
Hamilton Stands
This stands holds alto and tenor 
saxes and is height adjustable. The 
post raises as the legs are opened, 
and bell yokes can be formed to 
fit the horn. The body rest has two 
positions. A flute and clarinet dou-
bling peg is included, along with a 
free cloth carrying bag!
00140572  Chrome Finish 

 ..................... MSRP $39.99 
 ........................MAP $27.99

Classic Baritone 
Sax Stand
Fits Low A Baritones
Hamilton Stands
Instrument can be played while in 
stand — designed for learning and 
ideal for small children! The height 
and horn angle are adjustable, and 
wheels alow the stand to be easily 
moved with the horn in it.
00140573   ..................... MSRP $94.99 

 ....................... MAP $65.99
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Five Position 
Peg Base
Hamilton Stands
Featuring five peg locations, the 
aluminum legs provide almost 
weightless transport. It rotates 
closed for easy transport and 
storage and features protective 
caps on the ends of the legs.
00140574  ................................$24.99

System X 
Trumpet Stand
Cornet, Flugelhorn, 
Soprano Sax
Hamilton Stands
The flair of the bell cup, the size of 
the bell bore adapter, the length of 
the bell bore tube, and the height 
of the stand are all adjustable! 
The stand will hold B-flat, C, D, 
and E-flat instruments, including 
trumpet, coronet, flugelhorn and 
straight soprano sax. The unique 
track design of the legs allows 
doubling pegs to be placed 
anywhere. The robust design folds 
to a compact size, and it features a 
durable black powder coated finish 
with silver highlights.
00140575   ..................... MSRP $39.99 

 ........................MAP $27.99

System X 
Trombone Stand
Hamilton Stands
The flair of the bell cup, the size of 
the bell bore adapter, the length of 
the bell bore tube, and the height 
of the stand are all adjustable! 
The stand will hold tenor and bass 
trombones as well as B-flat,C, D, 
and E-flat instruments, including 
trumpet, coronet, flugelhorn and 
straight soprano sax. The unique 
track design of the legs allows 
doubling pegs to be placed 
anywhere. The robust design folds 
to a compact size, and it features a 
durable black powder coated finish 
with silver highlights.
00140576   ..................... MSRP $58.99 

 ........................MAP $41.99

System X Double Alto/
Tenor Sax Stand
Hamilton Stands
This stand is adjustable to hold 
curved soprano, alto, and tenor 
saxes. The bell yoke arms, body 
rest, and height are all adjustable. 
This is literally two single stands 
held together with the supplied con-
nector. Use it as a double stand 
or take it apart and use it as two 
singles! The unique track design of 
the legs allows doubling pegs to be 
placed anywhere. Threaded adapt-
ers are provided for other brand 
doubling pegs. Robust design folds 
to a compact size, and the stand 
features durable black powder 
coated finish with silver highlights.
00140578  ...MSRP $89.99 • MAP $59.99

System X Baritone 
Sax Stand
Hamilton Stands
Adjustable to cradle your horn! The 
bell yoke arms and height are both 
adjustable, and the body rest is 
“infinitely” adjustable along the 
center tube. The unique track design 
of the legs allows doubling pegs 
to be placed anywhere. Threaded 
adapters are provided for other 
brand doubling pegs. The robust 
design folds to a compact size.
00140579   ......................MSRP $74.99 

 ....................... MAP $48.99

System X Peg Base
Hamilton Stands
This is a small System X base with 
a flute-clarinet doubling peg. The 
unique track design of the legs 
allows doubling pegs to be placed 
anywhere. Threaded adapters are 
provided for other brand doubling 
pegs. Up to four small instrument 
doubling pegs can be used with 
the stand, which features a durable 
black powder coated finish with 
silver highlights.
00140580   ..................... MSRP $19.99 

 ........................MAP $13.99

System X Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
The flair of the bell cup, the size 
of the bell bore adapter, and the 
length of the bell bore tube are all 
adjustable. The peg will hold B-flat, 
C, D, and E-flat instruments such as 
trumpets, coronet, flugelhorn and 
straight soprano sax. Supplied with 
a removable adapter to amount the 
peg to your System X stand.
00140581  ..MSRP $35.99 • MAP $24.99

International 
Trumpet Stand
Hamilton Stands
This compact stand features a 
height adjustable spring cushioned 
bell cup that protects against dings 
and scratches. Stand has a fixed 
height of 16-1/2” and a base spread 
of 12”. It folds to a compact size 
for travel and storage, and it fits in 
most gig bags and back packs.
00140584 Black Finish .............$19.99
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International 
Trombone Stand
Hamilton Stands
This stand folds to about 29” and 
supports both tenor and bass 
trombones. The collet adjustment is 
fast and secure.
00140585 Black Finish ............ $28.99

System X Base 
Connector
Hamilton Stands
Develop your own System X custom 
set-up! This connector allows 
multiple system X stands to be 
connected. It features a durable 
silver powder coated finish.
00140582  ..................................$9.99

System X Stand 
Threaded Adapaters
Hamilton Stands
Use these adapters to mount 
other brand pegs to the System 
X stand. Four 1/4-20 threaded 
adapters (silver) and four M10 
metric threaded adapters (black) 
and included.
00140583 4 Each....................... $3.99

International 
Alto/Tenor Sax
with Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This alto/Tenor sax stand has a tri-
pod base, adjustable body rest, and 
foam cushions on body rest and bell 
yokes. A clarinet/flute doubling peg 
is included. The center support tube 
can be easily removed for the most 
compact size for travel and storage, 
and the stand fits in most gig bags 
and back packs. The metric receiver 
will accept other doubling pegs.
00140586 Black....................... $30.99

Internatinal Double Alto/Tenor Sax Stand
with Two Pegs
Hamilton Stands
This is a robust twin alto/tenor sax stand with adjustable body rest and foam 
cushions on body rest and bell yokes. Two clarinet/flute doubling pegs are 
included. The stand is stable and secure for two tenors, including large bell 
models. Easily removeable support posts and folding legs make for more 
compact traveling. The metric receivers will accept other doubling pegs.
00140587 Black ...............................................................................................$52.99

Clarinet 
Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This wooden peg with 
felt cushions has 1/4 
20-threads for mount-
ing. Holds B-flat and A 
clarinets.
00140588 .............$14.99

English Horn 
Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This solid wooden peg 
with felt cushions has 
a  1/4-20 threads for 
mounting and holds a 
standard English horn.
00140589  ...........$18.99

Flute  
Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This wooden peg 
with felt cushions has 
1/4-20 threads for 
mounting and holds a 
soprano flute.
00140590 Small ..$15.99

Oboe 
Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This wooden peg 
with felt cushions has 
1/4-20 threads for 
mounting and holds a 
standard oboe.
00140591  ...........$21.99

Piccolo 
Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This wooden peg 
with felt cushions has 
1/4-20 threads for 
mounting and holds a 
standard piccolo.
00140592 Small ..$19.99

Straight 
Soprano Sax 
Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This wooden peg 
with felt cushions has 
1/4-20 threads for 
mounting.
00140593  ........ $22.99

Trumpet 
Doubling Peg
Hamilton Stands
This wooden peg with 
felt cushions has 1/4-
20 threads for mount-
ing and holds B-flat 
and C trumpets.

00140594  ............................... $25.99
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